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Since its inception in 2001, Wikipedia has grown into one of the most
widely used multilingual encyclopedias, covering more than 200 lan-
guages and being one of the finest examples of truly collaboratively
created content. Besides of free text, Wikipedia articles consist of dif-
ferent types of (semi-) structured data such as infoboxes, tables, lists,
and categorization data.
The DBpedia project builds a large-scale, multilingual knowledge
base by extracting such structured data from Wikipedia editions in
130 languages. This knowledge base can be used to answer expressive
queries that otherwise could not have been answered using only free
text search. Being multilingual and covering a wide range of topics,
the DBpedia knowledge base is also useful within further application
domains such as data integration, named entity recognition, topic
detection, and document ranking. This interdisciplinary and multilin-
gual nature of the data enabled DBpedia to become a central hub for
the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud since 2007 and remain one of the
central hubs for the web of data until now.
The latest release of DBpedia (v2016-04) consists of 9.5 billion facts.
The DBpedia datasets have become the foundation of a plethora of
academic and industrial projects. At the time of writing, around 18500
scientific articles that mention DBpedia in their text are published, out
of which, 2700 published in 2016 (based on Google Scholar). Besides
research, DBpedia is used for a wide range of industrial applications,
verified by the number of company participation and presentations in
the recent DBpedia meetings, as well as activity in the different DB-
pedia related discussion fora. This indicates the outreach of DBpedia
to be broad.
However, the task of extracting facts from (semi-)structured or un-
structured data is hard and involving many sub-tasks. This is ampli-
fied in crowd-sourced environments like Wikipedia, where there is no
strict coordination for uniformity of the data. The variation is further
increased when different Wikipedia language editions (for example
Wikipedia in German or in Dutch) or other Wikimedia projects (for
example Wikimedia Commons or Wikidata) are taken into account.
These projects are managed from diverse communities and most of
the times use different conventions that increase the extraction com-
plexity.
Data quality comes at the intersection of knowledge extraction and
usefulness, namely the results of an extraction process can only be
evaluated with it’s usefulness in a specific context. This makes quality
mainly a context-specific metric and fitness for use. There is a huge list
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of requirements one may have for extracted data, i.e. schema consis-
tency, exhaustive coverage, correctness. For example, one may want
the birth date of every person to be a date represented in UTC and in
a specified format (i.e. yyyy-mm-dd) to avoid different representation
formats or day and month conventions. Apart from the schema, there
can be other types of (logical) constraints that people want to enforce
on the data. An example can be that the birth date of a person should
not be after her death place or that a person cannot have two birth
dates. At the time of writing, except from some OWL features, there
was no standardized way to define data schemas and constraints for
RDF data validation purposes. People were usually using ontologies
and RDF query languages to achieve such goals, even though they
were not designed for this purpose. Finally, although identifying qual-
ity issues in small-in-size datasets is a hard task, scaling this problem
for DBpedia – where billions of facts need to be verified – becomes
even more challenging.
In this thesis there is a focus on both large-scale multilingual knowl-
edge extraction and quality assessment since evaluating the good us-
ability of the extracted knowledge is essential. This is is achieved by
extending existing and adding new extractors in the DBpedia informa-
tion extraction framework, improving internationalization and localiza-
tion support, as well as by assessing the quality of DBpedia and en-
abling validation steps throughout the extraction process. The quality
assessment tools and methods that were developed have been gener-
alized and are applicable outside of DBpedia, to any RDF dataset.
large-scale multilingual knowledge extraction & pub-
lishing The DBpedia project started long before the beginning of
this thesis. The early versions of DBpedia put greater emphasis on
the English Wikipedia as it is the most abundant language edition.
During the extraction process, however, language-specific informa-
tion was lost or ignored. Working on improving the internationaliza-
tion and multilinguality in DBpedia resulted in an increase up to 85%
in localized content and new specifications for publishing Unicode-
enabled IRI identifiers.
Besides different Wikipedia-language editions there existed other
Wikimedia projects that were proven to be a great source of informa-
tion like Wikimedia Commons and Wikidata. Wikimedia Commons
is the media backend of all Wikipedias. It is the central place where
media files are uploaded under an open-access license and are easily
referenced from articles in any Wikipedia language. Wikidata aims at
becoming the structured data backend of Wikimedia, where people
can reference facts and share them in articles in any Wikipedia lan-
guage, as well as beyond Wikimedia projects. Both Wikimedia Com-
mons and Wikidata were incorporated into the DBpedia data stack
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and increased the resources defined by DBpedia by 40 million new
identifiers.
With regard to data extraction there was additionally work on clas-
sifying DBpedia resources to types by leveraging the Wikipedia cat-
egories and Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. Although
this thesis tried to identify and extract structured or semi-structured
information, there is still a lot of room left for the extraction of un-
structured information through NLP.
quality assessment In order to improve the quality of the DB-
pedia data, we focused on the creation of data quality assessment
methodologies. A first attempt on assessing the quality of DBpedia
was made with a crowd-sourced approach, where semantic web ex-
perts were asked to evaluate DBpedia facts. The evaluation was as-
sisted by a custom developed tool called TripleCheckMate that guided
the evaluators to identify and classify errors. The assessment results
were very encouraging and helped in identifying violation clusters in
DBpedia. However, it was an approach that could not easily scale to
evaluate millions of facts.
The Test-Driven Quality Assessment Methodology (TDQAM) was an-
other approach to bring software engineering methodologies like unit-
testing in data and knowledge engineering. RDFUnit is a tool that
was developed to implement this methodology. Taking advantage
of the data model of RDF and ontologies, an automated data test-
generation approach was conveyed to ease the validation task. Al-
though this methodology was created with the purpose to assess DB-
pedia, the approach was general enough and could be applied to any
RDF Dataset of any size. Moreover, it was shown that TDQAM is
able to quickly surpass custom validation approaches developed by
dataset or ontology maintainers.
Two additional domain specific adaptations of TDQAM were en-
abled through this thesis. In the first approach, the assessment was
conducted directly in the mappings that generate the RDF trying to
identify mappings that would always result in RDF with schema in-
consistencies. The second approach integrated TDQAM and RDFUnit
in software engineering workflows (i.e. Continuous Integration) and
automatically performed a validation on every change in the code or
the data transformation configurations. Whenever an inconsistency
was detected the project fails, requesting an immediate repair from
the person who introduced the failure.
A major impact of this thesis was the influence of SHACL, language
for defining constraints on RDF graphs. SHACL is close to becoming
a W3C recommendation and filling the existing data validation gap in
the RDF technology stack. Finally, intermediate results of this thesis
formed the basis of the Data Quality work package in the ALIGNED
project.
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In summary, this thesis forms a set of research and engineering
results for improving the state of the art in large-scale multilingual
knowledge extraction, publishing and quality assessment, with a focus on
DBpedia. The results of this thesis are already contributed back to the
scientific & industry community through an improved DBpedia open
data stack and open source tools, services and specifications.
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Part I
I N T R O D U C T I O N A N D P R E L I M I N A R I E S

1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Since its inception in 2001, Wikipedia has grown into one of the most
widely used multilingual encyclopedia covering more than 200 lan-
guages and being one of the finest examples of truly collaboratively
created content. At the same period, the semantic web (Berners-Lee,
Hendler, and Lassila, 2001a) aims at the evolution of the World Wide
Web towards representing the meaning of information in a way that is
processable by machines. Recently, the Semantic Web vision was en-
riched by the concept of linked data (Bizer, Heath, and Berners-Lee,
2009), a movement which within short time led to a vast amount of
linked data on the Web accessible in a simple yet standardised way.
DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 2009) sits at the crossroad of Wikipedia,
semantic web and linked data. DBpedia is an effort to extract knowl-
edge from Wikipedia, represents it as RDF, interlink it with other
sources and publish the extracted knowledge according to the linked
data principles. Wikipedia articles, besides of free text, contain dif-
ferent additional types of (semi) structured information such as in-
foboxes, tables, lists, and categorization data. The DBpedia project
builds a large-scale, multilingual knowledge graph by extracting such
information from Wikipedia editions in many languages. This is per-
formed by the DBpedia Information Extraction Framework (DIEF), a flex-
ible and pluggable framework that takes a Wikimedia project as an
input source and generates a knowledge graph as output.
The DBpedia knowledge graph can be used to answer expressive
queries that otherwise could not have been answered using only free-
text search. For example, questions like Which are the European coun-
tries with capitals populated by more than 5 million people are now easy
to formulate over Wikipedia. Being multilingual and covering a wide
range of topics, the DBpedia knowledge graph is also useful within
further application domains such as data integration, named entity
recognition, topic detection, and document ranking. This interdisci-
plinary and multilingual nature of the data enabled DBpedia to be-
come one of the most prominent linked data dataset examples as well
as a central hub for the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud since 2007,
and, remain one of the central hubs for the web of data until now (Ko-
bilarov et al., 2009).
The latest release of DBpedia (v2016-041) consists of 9.5 billion facts
(RDF triples) out of which 1.3 billion were extracted from the English
edition of Wikipedia, 5.0 billion were extracted from other 129 lan-
guage editions and 3.2 billion from Wikimedia Commons and Wiki-
1 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/dbpedia-version-2016-04
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data. The DBpedia datasets have become the foundation of a plethora
of academic and industrial projects. At the time of writing, DBpedia
has very broad dissemination channels and around 1400 people are
directly subscribed in DBpedia related lists. With regard to research,
there are around 18500 scientific articles published that mention DB-
pedia in their text,2 out of which, 2700 published in 20163. Further-
more, as far as industry is concerned, DBpedia is used for a wide
range of industrial applications, verified by the number of company
participation and presentations in the recent DBpedia meetings as
well as activity in the different DBpedia related discussion fora. This
indicates the outreach of DBpedia to be broad.
However, the task of extracting knowledge from (semi-)structured
or unstructured data is hard, involving many sub-tasks (Cunning-
ham, 2005). Evaluating the results of knowledge extraction is also a
difficult task and a common evaluation metric is precision, while re-
call (Olson and Delen, 2008). Precision in this context is defined as
the fraction of extracted knowledge that is correct and recall as the
fraction of available knowledge that is extracted. There is an inverse
relationship between precision and recall, where it is possible to in-
crease one at the cost of reducing the other.
Information in Wikipedia is curated by very diverse and highly
dynamic communities (Roth, Taraborelli, and Gilbert, 2008) and there
is no strict global coordination for uniformity of the data. This is
amplified when different Wikipedia language editions (for example
Wikipedia in German or in Dutch) or other Wikimedia projects (for
example Wikimedia Commons or Wikidata) are taken into account.
These projects are managed by separate communities and most of the
times use different conventions for defining information that ranges
from structural to language-specific conventions (for example locale
settings for numbers and dates). All these factors further increase
the complexity of improving the precision and recall in knowledge
extraction from Wikipedia.
Data quality comes at the intersection of knowledge extraction and
usefulness and provides a way to assess precision. However, the re-
sults of an extraction process can only be evaluated on the basis of
its usefulness in a specific context, i.e. fitness for use Juran, 1974. This
makes quality mostly a context specific metric. For example, the same
data can be inappropriate for a medical application while sufficient
for a simple web application. There is a huge list of requirements
one may have for extracted data, i.e. schema consistency, exhaustive
coverage, correctness, and many others. A very common use case is
schema consistency, meaning to validate the data and assess whether
all or parts of a dataset conform to a given schema. For instance, one
2 Accessed March 7th 2017 https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=dbpedia
3 Accessed March 7th 2017 https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=dbpedia&as_
ylo=2016
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may want the birth date of every person to be a date represented in
UTC and in a specified format (i.e. yyyy-mm-dd) to avoid different
representation formats or day and month conventions. Apart from
the schema, there can be other types of (logical) constraints that peo-
ple want to enforce on the data. An example can be that the birth
date of a person should not be after her death place or that a per-
son cannot have two birth dates. At the time of writing, except from
some OWL features, there was no standardized way to define data
schemas and constraints for RDF data validation purposes. 4 Peo-
ple were usually using ontologies and RDF query languages such
as SPARQL for validation, even though ontologies and query lan-
guages were not designed for validation purposes. Finally, assessing
the quality of datasets like DBpedia where billions of facts need to be
evaluated, becomes an even more challenging problem, as tools that
perform the assessment need to be able to scale.
This thesis forms a set of research and engineering results for in-
creasing both precision and recall in large-scale multilingual knowledge
extraction, with a focus on DBpedia. Increasing recall is achieved by
extending existing and adding new extractors in the DBpedia infor-
mation extraction framework, as well as improving internationalization
and localization support. Increasing precision on the other hand ,is
achieved by assessing the quality of DBpedia and enabling validation
steps throughout the extraction process. Finally, the quality assess-
ment methods that were developed have been generalized and are
applicable outside of DBpedia, to any RDF dataset.
overview
The structure of this thesis is the following
part i introduction This part of the thesis (Part i) is divided in
two chapters: Introduction (Chapter 1) and Preliminaries (Chapter 2).
The current section, Introduction, presents an overview of this thesis.
In the following section, Preliminaries, definitions and background
information for the main concepts of this thesis (i.e. RDF and data
quality) are defined.
part ii - large-scale multilingual knowledge extrac-
tion & publishing : the case of dbpedia Overall this part
overviews DBpedia and describes major extensions performed as part
of this thesis. Chapter 3, DBpedia Overview, provides an overall de-
scription of DBpedia. More emphasis is given on the DBpedia informa-
tion Extraction Framework (DIEF) and its modular architecture and the
crowdsourced enabled DBpedia ontology and Wikipedia Infoboxes to
4 The Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL) is currently in the standardization
progress
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DBpedia ontology mappings. A list of related DBpedia extensions with
regard to data publishing, entity classification and dataset metadata
definition is also described.
Early versions of DBpedia were focusing mainly on the English
Wikipedia as the most abundant language edition. However, during
the extraction process, language specific information was lost or ig-
nored. Chapter 4, Internationalization of DBpedia, describes the pro-
cess of extending DIEF to better support content from non-English
Wikipedia language editions and the way a data increase of up to
85% per language was reached. In addition, it defines how Linked
Data can be served with de-referencable IRIs, which was not possible
before.
In addition to Wikipedia language editions, two new sources were
identified and incorporated in the DBpedia data stack: Wikimedia
Commons (cf. Chapter 5) and Wikidata (cf. Chapter 6). Wikimedia
Commons forms the media backend of all Wikimedia projects and
stores open access files such as images, videos, books, etc. DBpe-
dia Commons is a semantic mirror of Wikimedia Commons using
more than 1.4 billion RDF triples on file metadata, provenance, de-
scriptions, and license information. Similar to Wikimedia Commons,
Wikidata is a recent Wikimedia project with the aim to provide the
structured data backend of all Wikimedia projects. The DBpedia-to-
Wikidata dataset transforms the Wikidata data to the DBpedia on-
tology by employing a new mapping language. Even though Wiki-
data recently provides its data as RDF we argue that our approach
is beneficial for both projects. Finally, Chapter 7 gives an overview
of work related to knowledge graphs and knowledge extraction from
Wikipedia.
part iii - linked data quality assessment In this part we
define two methodologies for assessing the quality of RDF and Linked
Data. Chapter 8 describes the Test-Driven Quality Assessment Methodol-
ogy (TDQAM). TDQAM comprises of a core methodology, a workflow
and an accompanied RDF vocabulary. In the core methodology con-
cepts like Data Quality Test Case, Data Quality Test Pattern, Test Case
Pattern Binding, Test case Auto Generator and Test Coverage are defined.
The TDQAM workflow defines the different means of Data Quality
Test Case and Data Quality Test Pattern elicitation for assessing an RDF
dataset and an extensive reusable pattern library. Additionally, an
RDF vocabulary for describing all the TDQAM concepts and work-
flows in RDF is included.
The Test-Driven Quality Assessment Methodology is thoroughly eval-
uated in Chapter 9. RDFUnit is a tool that was build to implement
TDQAM. Using RDFUnit and domain experts we 1) automatically
generated 32K reusable test cases for 297 RDF vocabularies, 2) evalu-
ated the quality of five LOD datasets by reusing these test cases and
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revealed a substantial amount of data quality issues in an effective
and efficient way and, 3) quickly improved existing domain-specific
validation in the NLP domain.
Chapter 10 (Crowdsourcing Quality in RDF) presents an additional
methodology for assessing the quality of RDF with domain experts
and a micro-task strategy. After defining the methodology, we de-
scribe TripleCheckMate, a tool that implements the methodology. Us-
ing TripleCheckMate, we created a DBpedia evaluation campaign
where 58 domain experts evaluated a total of 792 DBpedia resources
and identified 2928 incorrect triples. We provide and discuss the re-
sults of this work. Finally, Chapter 11 describes work related to RDF
quality assessment.
part iv - test-driven quality assessment in other do-
mains In this part we showcase how the Test-Driven Quality As-
sessment Methodology can be directly applicable in other domains. In
Chapter 12, Assessing and Refining Mappings to RDF to Improve Dataset
Quality, we apply our methodology directly on the RDF mappings to
identify quality issues. When a mapping is defined wrongly it can
lead in multiple recurring data violations. We show that identifying
such errors directly in the mappings is much faster and more effi-
cient. We evaluate this setting on the DBpedia mappings as well as
five other mapping datasets and discuss the results.
Chapter 13, Semantically Enhanced Quality Assurance: The JURION
Business Use Case, applies our methodology in a real production sys-
tem of Wolters Kluwers Deutschland (WKD). In particular, RDFUnit
is used in a Continuous Integration (CI) system to verify the correct
conversion of data and metadata to RDF. The results of this work are
evaluated by WKD software developers and domain experts.
part v - conclusions and future work Chapter 14 con-
cludes and gives an outlook on future work. In addition to the contri-
butions summarized above, it is worth noting that preliminary results
of this thesis formed the Data Quality work package in the ALIGNED
H2020 project. Moreover, 4 conference workshops and a special issue
in Semantic Web Journal about data quality and DBpedia were co-
organized by the author. Finally, this thesis resulted in the influence
and authorship of SHACL, an upcoming W3C standard on RDF data
Validation.
conventions
Throughout this thesis, the namespace prefixes of Table 1 are used in
turtle and SPARQL listings.
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Prefix Namespace
dbo http://dbpedia.org/ontology/
dbp http://dbpedia.org/property/
dbr http://dbpedia.org/resource/
dbr-de http://de.dbpedia.org/resource/
db-com http://commons.dbpedia.org/resource/File:
dcterms http://purl.org/dc/terms/
dc http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
commons-path http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Special:FilePath/
dc http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
foaf http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/
geo http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#
georss http://www.georss.org/georss/
ls http://spotlight.dbpedia.org/scores/
lx http://spotlight.dbpedia.org/lexicalizations/
owl http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#
rdf http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
rdfs http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
skos http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#
sptl http://spotlight.dbpedia.org/vocab/
wkdt http://wikidata.org/entity/
xsd http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#
void http://rdfs.org/ns/void#
Table 1: List of namespace prefixes.
2
P R E L I M I N A R I E S
semantic web
The Semantic Web is a technology and specification stack that pro-
vides “common formats for integration and combination of data drawn
from diverse sources" as well as a “language for recording how the
data relates to real world objects”. 1
The term Semantic web was introduced by Tim Berners-Lee in 2001.
Semantic Web is not a separate Web but an extension of the current one, in
which information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers
and people to work in cooperation. The first steps in weaving the Semantic
Web into the structure of the existing Web are already under way. In the
near future, these developments will usher in significant new functionality
as machines become much better able to process and “understand” the data
that they merely display at present (Berners-Lee, Hendler, and Lassila,
2001b).
In the following, we describe the core building blocks of the Seman-
tic Web
URIs & IRIs
A Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) (Berners-Lee, Fielding, and Mas-
inter, 2005) is defined as a compact sequence of characters that identi-
fies an abstract or physical resource. The URI syntax defines a gram-
mar that is a superset of all valid URIs, allowing an implementation
to parse the common components of a URI reference without know-
ing the scheme-specific requirements of every possible identifier. As
depicted in Figure 1, a URI consists of five parts, namely the scheme,
authority, path, query and fragment.
According to the URI syntax, only the US-ASCII coded character
set is allowed and percent-encoded octets can be used to represent
characters outside that range. This makes URIs with unicode charac-
ters not human-friendly
The Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI) (Duerst and Suig-
nard, 2005) is a specification that complements the Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI). An IRI is defined as a sequence of characters from
the Universal Character Set (Unicode/ISO 10646). The IRI specifica-
tion defines a mapping from IRIs to URIs and thus, an IRIs can be
used instead of URIs, where appropriate, to identify resources.
1 https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/ accessed 08/03/2017.
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Figure 1: example URIs and their component parts (Berners-Lee, Fielding,
and Masinter, 2005)
Figure 2: Example RDF Graph that consists of three triples
RDF
One of the foundation technologies of Semantic Web is the the Re-
source Description Framework (RDF). RDF is a framework for repre-
senting information in the Web and is defined by the RDF 1.1 Concept
& Abstract Syntax (Cyganiak, Wood, and Lanthaler, 2014) and Seman-
tics (Hayes and Patel-Schneider, 2014). The core part of RDF is a triple
and a set of RDF triples constitute an RDF graph. A set of RDF graphs
constitutes an RDF dataset.
An RDF triple consists of a subject, a predicate and an object. The
subject can be an IRI or a blank node, the predicate can be an IRI
and the object can be an IRI, a blank node or a literal. IRIs, as de-
scribed in the previous section, are used to identify an abstract or a
physical resource. Literals are used for values such as strings, num-
bers and dates and consist of two or three elements: the lexical form
of the literal, the literal datatype and for language-tagged literals, a
non empty language tag. Finally, blank nodes are identifiers that are
locally scoped and are not persistent ot portable.
RDF defines an abstract data model that can have many different
serializations such as N-Triples, N-Quads, Turtle, JSON-LD, TriG and
XML. 2 Figure 2 depicts an example RDF graph that consists of three
triples. The following example provides a serialization of that data
model in turtle:
1 dbr:Java
2 dbo:latestReleaseVersion "1.8.0_60";
3 dbo:influencedBy dbr:C++ .
4 dbr:C#
5 dbo:influencedBy dbr:C++ . 
2 https://www.w3.org/2011/rdf-wg/
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RDF Schema languages: RDFS & OWL
There are two main W3C recommendations that serve as a schema
language on top of RDF: RDF Schema (RDFS) (Guha and Brickley,
2014) and the Web Ontology Language (OWL) (Hitzler et al., 2009).
Both languages are monotonic, meaning that entailments which hold
before the addition of new information, also hold after it.
RDF Schema
RDFS defines a set classes with certain properties that provide the
building blocks to describe ontologies or RDF vocabularies.
The main classes defined in RDFS are:
• rdfs:Resource: the class of everything
• rdfs:Class: the class of all classes
• rdfs:Literal: the class of all literal values
• rdfs:Datatype: the class of all datatypes
• rdf:Property: the class of all properties
The main properties defined in RDFS are rdfs:label, rdfs:comment,
rdfs:domain, rdfs:range, rdf:type, rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:subPropertyOf.
The following example defines a simple RDF vocabulary followed
by instance data that use that vocabulary.
1 # RDF Schema
2 dbo:Person a rdfs:Class ;
3 rdfs:label "Person" ;
4 rdfs:comment "A humen being" .
5
6 dbo:birthDate a rdf:Property ;
7 rdfs:label "birth date" ;
8 rdfs:comment "The birthdate of a person" ;
9 rdfs:domain dbo:Person ;
10 rdfs:range xsd:date .
11
12 # instance data
13 ex:John a dbo:Person ;
14 dbo:birthDate "1980-01-01"^^xsd:date . 
Web Ontology Language
OWL is an extension of the semantics of RDFS, providing a richer and
more expressive vocabulary. OWL is a a powerful general-purpose mod-
eling language for certain parts of human knowledge that is designed to
formulate, exchange and reason with knowledge about a domain of interest.
The basic notions of OWL are
• Axioms: basic statements
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• Entities: refer to real-world objects
• Expressions: combination of entities to create complex descrip-
tions from simple ones.
OWL provides multiple profiles such as one based on Description
Logic (OWL DL) or on Rule Languages (OWL2 RL). Profiles allow for
different types of reasoning over RDF data, adhering to ontologies
under such regimes.
Open & Closed World Assumption
Both RDF and OWL use the Open World Assumption (OWA). In OWA,
the truth value of a statement may be true irrespective of whether or
not it is known to be true. The OWA is the opposite of the Closed World
Assumption (CWA) which is extensively used for validating RDF data.
Another major difference between OWA and CWA is how missing
information is treated. This makes OWA unsuitable for validation of
e.g. cardinality constraints.
1 Statement: Mary is born in Germany
2 Question: Is John born in Germany?
3
4 Answer in CWA: No
5 Answer in OWA: Unknown 
Listing 1: OWA vs CWA when information is missing
It is worth noting that both schema languages were designed with
inference as a primary use case and not validation and syntax confor-
mance. Unlike for example XML, RDFS and OWL does not provide
elaborate means to prescribe how a document should be structured.
In particular, there is no way to enforce that a certain piece of infor-
mation has to be present.
SPARQL Query Language
SPARQL (Prud’hommeaux, Harris, and Seaborne, 2013) is an RDF
query language. SPARQL contains capabilities for querying required
and optional graph patterns, as well as their conjunctions and disjunc-
tions. SPARQL also supports query aggregations, subqueries, nega-
tion, and constraining queries by source RDF graph. The result of a
SPARQL query can be a result sets or an RDF graph.
Triple patterns, also called as basic graph pattern are one of the
most common parts of most SPARQL queries. Like RDF triples, triple
patters also have a subject, a predicate and an object but each of them
can be a variable. The following example triple pattern can be used
to query the example RDF graph of Section 2.1.2
1 PREFIX dbr: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
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2 PREFIX dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontyology/>
3 SELECT ?version WHERE {
4 dbr:Java dbo:latestReleaseVErsion ?version
5 } 
A basic graph pattern matches a subgraph of the RDF data when
RDF terms from that subgraph may be substituted for the variables
and the result is RDF graph equivalent to the subgraph. For example,
the result for the former SPARQL query would be "1.8.0_60"
In addition to triple patterns, SPARQL provides a big range of con-
structs that can be used to formulate complex queries on RDF graphs.
These constructs include FILTERs, UNIONs, OPTIONALs and a big
range of native functions. A complete list is available in Prud’hommeaux,
Harris, and Seaborne, (2013)
Linked Data
"The term Linked Data refers to a set of best practices for publishing and con-
necting structured data on the Web" (Berners-Lee, Hendler, and Lassila,
2001a). By using the Linked Data (LD) best practices, structured data
can be consumed by both humans and machines, have an explicitly
defined meaning, have the ability to link to other data sources and to
be linked from other data sources.
Although LD does not promote specific technologies, RDF is a per-
fectly fitting data model. Apart from RDF, LD utilize the HTTP proto-
col (RFC 2616 by Fielding et al., (1999)), the Uniform Resource Identi-
fier (RFC 3986 by Berners-Lee, Fielding, and Masinter, (2005)) and the
Transparent Content Negotiations (TCN) rules (RFC 2295 by Holtman
and Mutz, (1998).
According to LD, structured data, are identified by URIs, i.e. using
the http:// scheme. This way, the data can be easily accessed by deref-
erencing its URI through the HTTP protocol. The TCN rules are used
to serve human or machine readable content depending on the agent
(cf. Figure 3). In Sauermann and Cyganiak, (2008, Section 4.4), the
authors suggest different strategies for dereferencing entities depend-
ing on the dataset size, entity count and application requirements.
Section 4.4.1 proposes a new approach for dereferencing, when deal-
ing with International Resource Identifiers (RFC 3987) (Duerst and
Suignard, 2005).
Linking Open Data Project
The W3C SWEO community project3 Linking Open Data (LOD) was
initiated in October 2007 and aimed at the existence of large amounts
of meaningfully interlinked Linked Data on the Web. Ever since, the
3 http://www.w3.org/wiki/SweoIG/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/
LinkingOpenData
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Figure 3: Entity content negotiation using 303 redirects (Sauermann and Cy-
ganiak, 2008)
LOD project has published a big number of open datasets available on
the Web according to the Linked Data principles and developed au-
tomated mechanisms to interlink them. All the participating datasets
however had to meet certain criteria in order to be included in the
LOD project, namely: 1) all items of interest should be identified us-
ing URI references, 2) all URI references should be resolvable on the
Web to RDF descriptions, 3) every RDF triple with IRI as an object
is conceived as a hyper link that can be followed by Semantic Web
browsers and crawlers and 4) provide metadata about published data,
so that clients can assess the quality of published data and choose be-
tween different means of access.
Figure 4 shows the data sets that have been published and inter-
linked by the LOD project so far. Collectively, the 570 data sets con-
sist of over 31 billion RDF triples, which are interlinked by around
504 million RDF links (April 2014).4
The arcs in Figure 4 indicate that links exist between items in the
two connected data sets. Heavier arcs roughly correspond to a greater
number of links between two data sets, while bidirectional arcs indi-
cate the outward links to the other exist in each data set. Certain data
sets serve as linking hubs in the Web of Data. For example, the DBpe-
dia data set consists of RDF triples extracted from Wikipedia pages.
As DBpedia provides URIs and RDF descriptions for many common
entities or concepts, it is frequently referenced in other more spe-
cialised data sets and have therefore developed into a hub to which
an increasing number of other data sets is connected.
information & data quality
Information has, nowdays, become a valuable asset for any decision
making mechanism. This need drove the creation of new research
4 Linking Open Data cloud diagram 2014, by Max Schmachtenberg, Christian Bizer,
Anja Jentzsch and Richard Cyganiak. http://lod-cloud.net/
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Linked Datasets as of August 2014
Uniprot
Alexandria
Digital Library
Gazetteer
lobid
Organizations
chem2
bio2rdf
Multimedia
Lab University
Ghent
Open Data
Ecuador
Geo
Ecuador
Serendipity
UTPL
LOD
GovAgriBus
Denmark
DBpedia
live
URI
Burner
Linguistics
Social Networking
Life Sciences
Cross-Domain
Government
User-Generated Content
Publications
Geographic
Media
Identifiers
Eionet
RDF
lobid
Resources
Wiktionary
DBpedia
Viaf
Umthes
RKB
Explorer
Courseware
Opencyc
Olia
Gem.
Thesaurus
Audiovisuele
Archieven
Diseasome
FU-Berlin
Eurovoc
in
SKOS
DNB
GND
Cornetto
Bio2RDF
Pubmed
Bio2RDF
NDC
Bio2RDF
Mesh
IDS
Ontos
News
Portal
AEMET
ineverycrea
Linked
User
Feedback
Museos
Espania
GNOSS
Europeana
Nomenclator
Asturias
Red Uno
Internacional
GNOSS
Geo
Wordnet
Bio2RDF
HGNC
Ctic
Public
Dataset
Bio2RDF
Homologene
Bio2RDF
Affymetrix
Muninn
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Figure 4: The 2014 LOD-Cloud diagram (image by Max Schmachtenberg,
Christian Bizer, Anja Jentzsch and Richard Cyganiak. http://
lod-cloud.net/)
areas and industry tools on making information available, reliable,
accurate and keeping the information up-to-date. According to the
latest ISO/IEC on Information technology - Vocabulary (ISO/IEC, 2015)
and the International Association for Information and Data Quality5 we
have the following unified and merged definitions:
information (1) knowledge concerning objects, such as facts, events,
things, processes, or ideas, including concepts, that within a cer-
tain context has a particular meaning; (2) knowledge which re-
duces or removes uncertainty about the occurrence of a specific
event from a given set of possible events; (3) Data in context, i.e.,
the meaning given to data or the interpretation of data based
on its context; (4) the finished product as a result of processing,
presentation and interpretation of data.
knowledge Information context; understanding of the significance
of information.
data (1) reinterpretable representation of information in a formal-
ized manner suitable for communication, interpretation, or pro-
cessing; (2) Symbols, numbers or other representation of facts;
(3) The raw material from which information is produced when
it is put in a context that gives it meaning; (4) raw, unrelated
numbers or entries, e.g., in a database; raw forms of transac-
tional representations.
5 http://iaidq.org/main/glossary.shtml
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information quality (1) the fitness for use of information; infor-
mation that meets the requirements of its authors, users, and
administrators; (2) Consistently meeting all knowledge worker
and end-customer expectations in all quality characteristics of
the information products and services required to accomplish
the enterprise mission (internal knowledge worker) or personal
objectives (end customer); (3) The degree to which informa-
tion consistently meets the requirements and expectations of all
knowledge workers who require it to perform their processes.
information quality characteristic An aspect or property
of information or information service that an information cus-
tomer deems important in order to be considered “quality infor-
mation”. Characteristics include completeness, accuracy, timeli-
ness, understandability, objectivity and presentation clarity, among
others. Also called information quality “dimension”.
information quality assessment The random sampling of a
data collection and measuring it against various quality charac-
teristics, such as accuracy, completeness, validity, non-duplication
or timeliness to determine its level of quality or reliability. Also
called data quality assessment or data audit.
Using these official definitions, we see that data is just a formaliza-
tion of information and information quality is defined as “fitness for
use” of information. To assess the quality of information, one has to
measure the information against some data quality dimensions. Ac-
cording to Bizer, (2007), these dimensions are grouped into four main
categories:
• Intrinsic: dimensions that are independent of the user’s context.
• Contextual: dimensions that are dependent of the user’s context.
• Representational: dimensions that relate to the way information
is represented in information systems.
• Accessibility: dimensions that relate to ways information is ac-
cessed.
Bizer defines 17 dimensions. Recent work in (Zaveri et al., 2015),
extends the dimensions to 18 and additionally defines 69 metrics for
measuring them.
Data quality in the context of RDF is thoroughly discussed in Chap-
ter 11.
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Wikipedia is the 6th most popular website1, the most widely used
encyclopedia, and one of the finest examples of truly collaboratively
created content. There are official Wikipedia editions in 287 different
languages which range in size from a couple of hundred articles up to
3.8 million articles (English edition)2. Besides of free text, Wikipedia
articles consist of different types of structured data such as infoboxes,
tables, lists, and categorization data. Wikipedia currently offers only
free-text search capabilities to its users. Using Wikipedia search, it is
thus very difficult to find all rivers that flow into the Rhine and are
longer than 100 miles, or all Italian composers that were born in the
18th century.
The DBpedia project builds a large-scale, multilingual knowledge
base by extracting structured data from Wikipedia editions in 130
languages. This knowledge base can be used to answer expressive
queries such as the ones outlined above. Being multilingual and cov-
ering a wide range of topics, the DBpedia knowledge base is also
useful within further application domains such as data integration,
named entity recognition, topic detection, and document ranking.
The DBpedia knowledge base is widely used as a testbed in the re-
search community and numerous applications, algorithms and tools
have been built around or applied to DBpedia. DBpedia is served
as Linked Data on the Web. Since it covers a wide variety of topics
and sets RDF links pointing into various external data sources, many
Linked Data publishers have decided to set RDF links pointing to
DBpedia from their data sets. Thus, DBpedia has developed into a
central interlinking hub in the Web of Linked Data and has been a
key factor for the success of the Linked Open Data initiative.
The structure of the DBpedia knowledge base is maintained by the
DBpedia user community. Most importantly, the community creates
mappings from Wikipedia information representation structures to
the DBpedia ontology. This ontology – which will be explained in de-
tail in Section 3.2 – unifies different template structures, both within
single Wikipedia language editions and across currently 27 different
languages. The maintenance of different language editions of DBpe-
dia is spread across a number of organisations. Each organisation is
responsible for the support of a certain language. The local DBpedia
chapters are coordinated by the DBpedia Internationalisation Com-
mittee.
1 http://www.alexa.com/topsites. Retrieved in March 2017.
2 http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias
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Figure 5: Overview of DBpedia extraction framework.
This chapter is structured as follows: In the next section (Section 3.1),
we describe the DBpedia extraction framework, which forms the tech-
nical core of DBpedia. This is followed by an explanation of the
community-curated DBpedia ontology with a focus on multilingual
support (Section 3.2). Section 3.3 provides a list of DBpedia related
projects that were co-developed as part of this thesis. Finally, Sec-
tion 3.4 concludes and gives an outlook on the further development
of DBpedia.
extraction framework
Wikipedia articles consist mostly of free text, but also comprise of var-
ious types of structured information in the form of wiki markup. Such
information includes infobox templates, categorisation information,
images, geo-coordinates, links to external web pages, disambiguation
pages, redirects between pages, and links across different language
editions of Wikipedia. The DBpedia extraction framework extracts
this structured information from Wikipedia and turns it into a rich
knowledge base. In this section, we give an overview of the DBpedia
knowledge extraction framework.
General Architecture
Figure 5 shows an overview of the technical framework. The DBpedia
extraction is structured into four phases:
input : Wikipedia pages are read from an external source. Pages can
either be read from a Wikipedia dump or directly fetched from
a MediaWiki installation using the MediaWiki API.
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parsing : Each Wikipedia page is parsed by the wiki parser. The
wiki parser transforms the source code of a Wikipedia page into
an Abstract Syntax Tree.
extraction : The Abstract Syntax Tree of each Wikipedia page is
forwarded to the extractors. DBpedia offers extractors for many
different purposes, for instance, to extract labels, abstracts or
geographical coordinates. Each extractor consumes an Abstract
Syntax Tree and yields a set of RDF statements.
output : The collected RDF statements are written to a sink. Differ-
ent formats, such as N-Triples and Turtle, are supported.
Extractors
The DBpedia extraction framework employs various extractors for
translating different parts of Wikipedia pages to RDF statements. A
list of all available extractors is shown in Table 3. DBpedia extractors
can be divided into four categories:
raw infobox extraction : The raw infobox extraction provides a
direct mapping from infoboxes in Wikipedia to RDF. As the raw
infobox extraction does not rely on explicit extraction knowl-
edge in the form of mappings, the quality of the extracted data
is lower. The raw infobox data is useful if a specific infobox has
not been mapped yet and thus is not available in the mapping-
based extraction.
mapping-based infobox extraction : The mapping-based infobox
extraction uses manually written mappings that relate infoboxes
in Wikipedia to terms in the DBpedia ontology. The mappings
also specify a datatype for each infobox property and thus help
the extraction framework to produce high quality data. The
mapping-based extraction will be described in detail in Sec-
tion 3.1.4.
feature extraction : The feature extraction uses a number of ex-
tractors that are specialized in extracting a single feature from
an article, such as a label or geographic coordinates.
statistical extraction : Some NLP related extractors aggregate
data from all Wikipedia pages in order to provide data that is
based on statistical measures of page links or word counts.
Raw Infobox Extraction
The type of Wikipedia content that is most valuable for the DBpedia
extraction are infoboxes. Infoboxes are frequently used to list an arti-
cle’s most relevant facts as a table of attribute-value pairs on the top
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Name Description Example
abstract Extracts the first lines of the
Wikipedia article.
dbr:Berlin dbo:abstract "Berlin is the
capital city of (...)" .
article cate-
gories
Extracts the categorization of
the article.
dbr:Oliver_Twist dc:subject
dbr:Category:English_novels .
category label Extracts labels for categories. dbr:Category:English_novels rdfs:label
"English novels" .
category hier-
archy
Extracts information about
which concept is a category
and how categories are related
using the SKOS Vocabulary.
dbr:Category:World_War_II skos:broader
dbr:Category:Modern_history .
disambiguation Extracts disambiguation links. dbr:Alien dbo:wikiPageDisambiguates
dbr:Alien_(film) .
external links Extracts links to external web
pages related to the concept.
dbr:Animal_Farm dbo:wikiPageExternalLink
<http://books.google.com/?id=RBGmrDnBs8UC> .
geo coordi-
nates
Extracts geo-coordinates. dbr:Berlin georss:point "52.5006 13.3989" .
grammatical
gender
Extracts grammatical genders
for persons.
dbr:Abraham_Lincoln foaf:gender "male" .
homepage Extracts links to the official
homepage of an instance.
dbr:Alabama foaf:homepage
<http://alabama.gov/> .
image Extracts the first image of a
Wikipedia page.
dbr:Berlin foaf:depiction
<http://.../Overview_Berlin.jpg> .
infobox Extracts all properties from all
infoboxes.
dbr:Animal_Farm dbo:date "March 2010" .
interlanguage Extracts interwiki links. dbr:Albedo dbo:wikiPageInterLanguageLink
dbr-de:Albedo .
label Extracts the article title as la-
bel.
dbr:Berlin rdfs:label "Berlin" .
lexicalizations Extracts information about
surface forms and their asso-
ciation with concepts (only N-
Quad format).
dbr:Pine sptl:lexicalization lx:pine_tree
ls:Pine_pine_tree .
lx:pine_tree rdfs:label "pine tree" .
ls:Pine_pine_tree sptl:pUriGivenSf "0.941"
.
mappings Extraction based on mappings
of Wikipedia infoboxes to the
DBpedia ontology.
dbr:Berlin dbo:country dbr:Germany .
page ID Extracts page ids of articles. dbr:Autism dbo:wikiPageID "25" .
page links Extracts all links between
Wikipedia articles.
dbr:Autism dbo:wikiPageWikiLink
dbr:Human_brain .
persondata Extracts information about
persons represented using the
PersonData template.
dbr:Andre_Agassi foaf:birthDate
"1970-04-29" .
PND Extracts PND (Personenna-
mendatei) data about a per-
son.
dbr:William_Shakespeare
dbo:individualisedPnd "118613723" .
redirects Extracts redirect links be-
tween articles in Wikipedia.
dbr:ArtificialLanguages
dbo:wikiPageRedirects
dbr:Constructed_language .
revision ID Extracts the revision ID of the
Wikipedia article.
dbr:Autism prov:wasDerivedFrom
enwiki:Autism?oldid=495234324 .
thematic con-
cept
Extracts ‘thematic’ concepts,
the centres of discussion for
categories.
dbr:Category:Music skos:subject dbr:Music .
topic signa-
tures
Extracts topic signatures. dbr:Alkane sptl:topicSignature "carbon
alkanes atoms" .
wiki page Extracts links to correspond-
ing articles in Wikipedia.
dbr:AnAmericanInParis foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf
enwiki:AnAmericanInParis .
Table 3: Overview of the DBpedia extractors.
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right-hand side of the Wikipedia page (for right-to-left languages on
the top left-hand side). Infoboxes that appear in a Wikipedia article
are based on a template that specifies a list of attributes that can form
the infobox. A wide range of infobox templates are used in Wikipedia.
Common examples are templates for infoboxes that describe persons,
organisations or automobiles. As Wikipedia’s infobox template sys-
tem has evolved over time, different communities of Wikipedia edi-
tors use different templates to describe the same type of things (e.g.
Infobox_city_japan, Infobox_swiss_town and Infobox_town_de). In
addition, different templates use different names for the same at-
tribute (e.g. birthplace and placeofbirth). As many Wikipedia ed-
itors do not strictly follow the recommendations given on the page
that describes a template, attribute values are expressed using a wide
range of different formats and units of measurement. An excerpt of
an infobox that is based on a template for describing automobiles is
shown below:
1 {{Infobox automobile
2 | name = Ford GT40
3 | manufacturer = [[Ford Advanced Vehicles]]
4 | production = 1964-1969
5 | engine = 4181cc
6 (...)
7 }} 
In this infobox, the first line specifies the infobox type and the sub-
sequent lines specify various attributes of the described entity.
An excerpt of the extracted data is as follows:
1 dbr:Ford_GT40
2 dbp:name "Ford GT40"@en;
3 dbp:manufacturer dbr:Ford_Advanced_Vehicles;
4 dbp:engine 4181;
5 dbp:production 1964;
6 (...). 
This extraction output has weaknesses: The resource is not associ-
ated to a class in the ontology and parsed values are cleaned up and
assigned a datatyper based on heuristics. In particular, the raw in-
fobox extractor searches for values in the following order: dates, coor-
dinates, numbers, links and strings as default. Thus, the datatype as-
signment for the same property in different resources is non determin-
istic. The engine for example is extracted as a number but if another
instance of the template used “cc4181” it would be extracted as string.
This behaviour makes querying for properties in the dbp namespace
inconsistent. Those problems can be overcome by the mapping-based
infobox extraction presented in the next subsection.
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Mapping-Based Infobox Extraction
In order to homogenize the description of information in the knowl-
edge base, in 2010 a community effort was initiated to develop an
ontology schema and mappings from Wikipedia infobox properties
to this ontology. The alignment between Wikipedia infoboxes and the
ontology is performed via community-provided mappings that help
to normalize name variations in properties and classes. Heterogene-
ity in the Wikipedia infobox system, like using different infoboxes
for the same type of entity or using different property names for the
same property (cf. Section 3.1.3), can be alleviated in this way. This
significantly increases the quality of the raw Wikipedia infobox data
by typing resources, merging name variations and assigning specific
datatypes to the values.
This effort is realized using the DBpedia Mappings Wiki3, a Me-
diaWiki installation set up to enable users to collaboratively create
and edit mappings. These mappings are specified using the DBpe-
dia Mapping Language. The mapping language makes use of Me-
diaWiki templates that define DBpedia ontology classes and prop-
erties as well as template/table to ontology mappings. A mapping
assigns a type from the DBpedia ontology to the entities that are
described by the corresponding infobox. In addition, attributes in
the infobox are mapped to properties in the DBpedia ontology. In
the following, we show a mapping that maps infoboxes that use the
Infobox_automobile template to the DBpedia ontology:
1 {{TemplateMapping
2 |mapToClass = Automobile
3 |mappings =
4 {{PropertyMapping
5 | templateProperty = name
6 | ontologyProperty = foaf:name }}
7 {{PropertyMapping
8 | templateProperty = manufacturer
9 | ontologyProperty = manufacturer }}
10 {{DateIntervalMapping
11 | templateProperty = production
12 | startDateOntologyProperty =
13 productionStartDate
14 | endDateOntologyProperty =
15 productionEndDate }}
16 {{IntermediateNodeMapping
17 | nodeClass = AutomobileEngine
18 | correspondingProperty = engine
19 | mappings =
20 {{PropertyMapping
21 | templateProperty = engine
22 | ontologyProperty = displacement
23 | unit = Volume }}
24 {{PropertyMapping
3 http://mappings.dbpedia.org
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25 | templateProperty = engine
26 | ontologyProperty = powerOutput
27 | unit = Power }}
28 }}
29 (...)
30 }} 
The RDF statements that are extracted from the previous infobox
example are shown below. As we can see, the production period is
correctly split into a start year and an end year and the engine is
represented by a distinct RDF node. It is worth mentioning that all
values are canonicalized to basic units. For example, in the engine
mapping we state that engine is a Volume and thus, the extractor con-
verts “4181cc” (cubic centimeters) to cubic meters (“0.004181”). Ad-
ditionally, there can exist multiple mappings on the same property
that search for different datatypes or different units. For example, a
number with “PS” as a suffix for engine.
1 dbr:Ford_GT40
2 rdf:type dbo:Automobile;
3 rdfs:label "Ford GT40"@en;
4 dbo:manufacturer dbr:Ford_Advanced_Vehicles;
5 dbo:productionStartYear "1964"^^xsd:gYear;
6 dbo:productionEndYear "1969"^^xsd:gYear;
7 dbo:engine [
8 rdf:type AutomobileEngine;
9 dbo:displacement "0.004181";
10 ]
11 (...) . 
The DBpedia Mapping Wiki is not only used to map different tem-
plates within a single language edition of Wikipedia to the DBpe-
dia ontology, but is used to map templates from all Wikipedia lan-
guage editions to the shared DBpedia ontology. Figure 6 shows how
the infobox properties author and συγγραϕασ – author in Greek
– are both being mapped to the global identifier dbo:author. That
means, in turn, that information from all language versions of DBpe-
dia can be merged and DBpedias for smaller languages can be aug-
mented with knowledge from larger DBpedias such as the English
edition. Conversely, the larger DBpedia editions can benefit from
more specialized knowledge from localized editions, such as data
about smaller towns which is often only present in the correspond-
ing language edition (Tacchini, Schultz, and Bizer, 2009).
Besides hosting of the mappings and DBpedia ontology definition,
the DBpedia Mappings Wiki offers various tools which support users
in their work:
• Mapping Syntax Validator The mapping syntax validator checks
for syntactic correctness and highlights inconsistencies such as
missing property definitions.
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Figure 6: Depiction of the mapping from the Greek (left) and English
Wikipedia templates (right) about books to the same DBpedia On-
tology class (middle) (Kontokostas et al., 2012).
• Extraction Tester The extraction tester linked on each mapping
page tests a mapping against a set of example Wikipedia pages.
This gives direct feedback about whether a mapping works and
how the resulting data is structured.
• Mapping Tool The DBpedia Mapping Tool is a graphical user
interface that supports users to create and edit mappings.
URI Schemes
For every Wikipedia article, the framework introduces a number of
URIs to represent the concepts described on a particular page. Up to
2011, DBpedia published URIs only under the http://dbpedia.org
domain. The main namespaces were:
• http://dbpedia.org/resource/ (prefix dbr) for representing ar-
ticle data. There is a one-to-one mapping between a Wikipedia
page and a DBpedia resource based on the article title. For exam-
ple, for the Wikipedia article on Berlin4, DBpedia will produce
the URI dbr:Berlin. Exceptions in this rule appear when inter-
mediate nodes are extracted from the mapping-based infobox
extractor as unique URIs (e.g., the engine mapping example in
Section 3.1.4).
• http://dbpedia.org/property/ (prefix dbp) for representing prop-
erties extracted from the raw infobox extraction (cf. Section 3.1.3),
e.g. dbp:population.
• http://dbpedia.org/ontology/ (prefix dbo) for representing the
DBpedia ontology (cf. Section 3.1.4), e.g. dbo:populationTotal.
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berlin
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Figure 7: Snapshot of a part of the DBpedia ontology.
Although data from other Wikipedia language editions were ex-
tracted, they used the same namespaces. This was achieved by exploit-
ing the Wikipedia inter-language links5. For every page in a language
other than English, the page was extracted only if the page contained
an inter-language link to an English page. In that case, using the En-
glish link, the data was extracted under the English resource name
(i.e. dbr:Berlin).
Recent DBpedia internationalisation developments showed that this
approach omitted valuable data (Kontokostas et al., 2012) (cf. Chap-
ter 4). Thus, starting from the DBpedia 3.7 release6, two types of data
sets were generated. The localized data sets contain all things that are
described in a specific language. Within the datasets, things are iden-
tified with language specific URIs such as http://<lang>.dbpedia.
org/resource/ for article data and http://<lang>.dbpedia.org/property/
for property data. In addition, we produce a canonicalized data set
for each language (see Section 4.3 for more details). The canonical-
ized data sets only contain things for which a corresponding page in
the English edition of Wikipedia exists. Within all canonicalized data
sets, the same thing is identified with the same URI from the generic
language-agnostic namespace http://dbpedia.org/resource/.
dbpedia ontology
The DBpedia ontology consists of 320 classes which form a subsump-
tion hierarchy and are described by 1,650 different properties. With a
maximal depth of 5, the subsumption hierarchy is intentionally kept
rather shallow which fits use cases in which the ontology is visual-
5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Interlanguage_links
6 A list of all DBpedia releases is provided in Table 4
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ized or navigated. Figure 7 depicts a part of the DBpedia ontology,
indicating the relations among the top ten classes of the DBpedia on-
tology, i.e. the classes with the highest number of instances. The com-
plete DBpedia ontology can be browsed online at http://mappings.
dbpedia.org/server/ontology/classes/.
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Figure 8: Growth of the DBpedia ontology.
The DBpedia ontology is maintained and extended by the commu-
nity in the DBpedia Mappings Wiki. Figure 8 depicts the growth of
the DBpedia ontology over time. While the number of classes is not
growing too much due to the already good coverage of the initial ver-
sion of the ontology, the number of properties increases over time due
to the collaboration on the DBpedia Mappings Wiki and the addition
of more detailed information to infoboxes by Wikipedia editors.
Mapping Statistics
As of April 2013, there exist mapping communities for 27 languages,
23 of which are active. Figure 9 shows statistics for the coverage of
these mappings in DBpedia. Figures (a) and (c) refer to the absolute
number of template and property mappings that are defined for every
DBpedia language edition. Figures (b) and (d) depict the percentage
of the defined template and property mappings compared to the to-
tal number of available templates and properties for every Wikipedia
language edition. Figures (e) and (g) show the occurrences (instances)
that the defined template and property mappings have in Wikipedia.
Finally, figures (f) and (h) give the percentage of the mapped tem-
plates and properties occurences, compared to the total templates and
property occurences in a Wikipedia language edition.
It can be observed in the figure that the Portuguese DBpedia lan-
guage edition is the most complete regarding mapping coverage. Other
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Figure 9: Mapping coverage statistics for all mapping-enabled languages.
language editions such as Bulgarian, Dutch, English, Greek, Polish
and Spanish have mapped templates covering more than 50% of to-
tal template occurrences. In addition, almost all languages have cov-
ered more than 20% of property occurrences, with Bulgarian and Por-
tuguese reaching up to 70%.
The mapping activity of the ontology enrichment process along
with the editing of the ten most active mapping language communi-
ties is depicted in Figure 10. It is interesting to notice that the high
mapping activity peaks coincide with the DBpedia release dates. For
instance, the DBpedia 3.7 version was released on September 2011
and the 2nd and 3rd quarter of that year have a very high activity
compared to the 4th quarter. In the last two years (2012 and 2013),
most of the DBpedia mapping language communities have defined
their own chapters and have their own release dates. Thus, recent
mapping activity shows less fluctuation.
Finally, Figure 11 shows the English property mappings occurrence
frequency. Both axes are in log scale and represent the number of
property mappings (x axis) that have exactly y occurrences (y axis).
The occurrence frequency follows a long tail distribution. Thus, a low
number of property mappings have a high number of occurrences
and a high number of property mappings have a low number of oc-
curences.
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Figure 10: Mapping community activity for (a) ontology and (b) 10 most
active language editions
Figure 11: English property mappings occurrence frequency (both axes are
in log scale)
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Internationalisation Community
The introduction of the mapping-based infobox extractor alongside
live synchronisation approaches in (Hellmann et al., 2009) allowed the
international DBpedia community to easily define infobox-to-ontology
mappings. As a result of this development, there are presently map-
pings for 27 languages7. The DBpedia 3.7 release8 in September 2011
was the first DBpedia release to use the localized I18n (International-
isation) DBpedia extraction framework (Kontokostas et al., 2012).
At the time of writing, DBpedia chapters for 14 languages have
been founded: Basque, Czech, Dutch, English, French, German, Greek,
Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish.9
Besides providing mappings from infoboxes in the corresponding
Wikipedia editions, DBpedia chapters organise a local community
and provide hosting for data sets and associated services.
While at the moment chapters are defined by ownership of the IP
and server of the sub domain A record (e.g. http://ko.dbpedia.org)
given by DBpedia maintainers, the DBpedia internationalisation com-
mittee10 is manifesting its structure and each language edition has
a representative with a vote in elections. In some cases (e.g. Greek11
and Dutch12) the existence of a local DBpedia chapter has had a posi-
tive effect on the creation of localized LOD clouds (Kontokostas et al.,
2012).
In the weeks leading to a new release, the DBpedia project organ-
ises a mapping sprint, where communities from each language work
together to improve mappings, increase coverage and detect bugs in
the extraction process. The progress of the mapping effort is tracked
through statistics on the number of mapped templates and proper-
ties, as well as the number of times these templates and properties
occur in Wikipedia. These statistics provide an estimate of the cover-
age of each Wikipedia edition in terms of how many entities will be
typed and how many properties from those entities will be extracted.
Therefore, they can be used by each language edition to prioritize
properties and templates with higher impact on the coverage.
The mapping statistics have also been used as a way to promote
a healthy competition between language editions. A sprint page was
created with bar charts that show how close each language is from
7 Arabic (ar), Bulgarian (bg), Bengali (bn), Catalan (ca), Czech (cs), German (de), Greek
(el), English (en), Spanish (es), Estonian (et), Basque (eu), French (fr), Irish (ga), Hindi
(hi), Croatian (hr), Hungarian (hu), Indonesian (id), Italian (it), Japanese (ja), Korean
(ko), Dutch (nl), Polish (pl), Portuguese (pt), Russian (ru), Slovene (sl), Turkish (tr),
Urdu (ur)
8 http://blog.dbpedia.org/2011/09/11/
9 Accessed on 25/09/2013: http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Internationalization/
Chapters
10 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Internationalization
11 http://el.dbpedia.org
12 http://nl.dbpedia.org
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achieving total coverage (as shown in Figure 9), and line charts show-
ing the progress over time highlighting when one language is over-
taking another in their race for higher coverage. The mapping sprints
have served as a great motivator for the crowd-sourcing efforts, as it
can be noted from the increase in the number of mapping contribu-
tions in the weeks leading to a release.
summary of other recent developments
Besides the core DBpedia development, it is worth mentioning three
additional related projects: DataID (Section 3.3.1), an extensible dataset
metadata description ontology, DBTax (Section 3.3.2), a data-driven
DBpedia taxonomy and, DBpedia Viewer (Section 3.3.3), an integra-
tive interface for the DBpedia ecosystem.
In addition to research related projects, Table 4 provides an overview
of the project’s evolution through time.
DBpedia Metadata with DataID
Brümmer, Baron,
Ermilov,
Freudenberg,
Kontokostas, and
Hellmann, (2014)
and Freudenberg,
Brummer,
Rucknagel, Ulrich,
Eckart, Kontokostas,
and Hellmann,
(2016)
DataID provides semantically rich metadata for complex datasets.
The DataID ontology was originally created to thoroughly describe a
DBpedia release (Brümmer et al., 2014). However, since the DBpedia
releases are quite complex, DataID is capable to describe any dataset.
Recent developments in DataID (Freudenberg et al., 2016), resulted
in a more modular design that is aligned with current standards on
dataset metadata like DCAT (Data Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT)) and
VOID (Describing Linked Datasets with the VoID Vocabulary). The onion-
like layer model illustrates the different DataID layers. An ontology
of a certain layer shall only import DataID ontologies from layers
below their own. The mid-layer (or common extensions) of this model
is comprised of highly reusable ontologies, extending DataID core
to cover additional aspects of dataset metadata. While non of them
are a mandatory import for use case specific extensions, as opposed
to DataID core, in many cases some or all of them will be useful
contributions.
DataID core provides the basic description of a dataset and serves
as foundation for all extensions to DataID.
Linked Data13 extends DataID core with the VOID vocabulary (De-
scribing Linked Datasets with the VoID Vocabulary) and some additional
properties specific to LOD datasets. Many VOID and Linked Data
references from the previous version of DataID were outsourced into
this ontology.
13 https://github.com/dbpedia/DataId-Ontology/tree/master/ld
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Table 4: DBpedia timeline.
Year Month Event
2006 Nov Start of infobox extraction from Wikipedia
2007 Mar DBpedia 1.0 release
Jun ESWC DBpedia article (Auer and Lehmann, 2007)
Nov DBpedia 2.0 release
Nov ISWC DBpedia article (Auer et al., 2008)
Dec DBpedia 3.0 release candidate
2008 Feb DBpedia 3.0 release
Aug DBpedia 3.1 release
Nov DBpedia 3.2 release
2009 Jan DBpedia 3.3 release
Sep JWS DBpedia article (Bizer et al., 2009)
2010 Feb Information extraction framework in Scala
Mappings Wiki release
Mar DBpedia 3.4 release
Apr DBpedia 3.5 release
May Start of DBpedia Internationalization effort
2011 Feb DBpedia Spotlight release
Mar DBpedia 3.6 release
Jul DBpedia Live release
Sep DBpedia 3.7 release (with I18n datasets)
2012 Aug DBpedia 3.8 release
Sep Publication of DBpedia Internationalization arti-
cle (Kontokostas et al., 2012)
2013 Sep DBpedia 3.9 release
2014 Aug DBpedia Commons release (cf. Chapter 5)
Sep DBpedia 2014 release
2015 Jun DBpedia Wikidata release (cf. Chapter 6)
Aug DBpedia 2015-04 release with DBpedia Com-
mons (Vaidya et al., 2015), DBTax (Fossati, Kontokostas,
and Lehmann, 2015) and DataID (Freudenberg et al.,
2016)
2016 Mar DBpedia 2015-10 release
2017 Jan Publication of DBpedia Wikidata (Ismayilov et al., 2016)
accepted
Activities & Plans14 provides provenance information of activities
which generated, changed or used datasets. The goal is to record all
activities needed to replicate a dataset as described by a DataID. Plans
can describe which steps (activities, precautionary measures) are put
in place to reach a certain goal. This extension relies heavily on the
PROV ontology (The PROV Ontology).
14 https://github.com/dbpedia/DataId-Ontology/tree/
DataManagementPlanExtension/acp
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Statistics will provide the necessary measures to publish multi-
dimensional data, such as statistics about datasets, based on the Data
Cube Vocabulary (The RDF Data Cube Vocabulary).
DataID is in use on DBpedia since 2015, describing the different
DBpedia datasets (e.g. for the v2015-10 English DBpedia15). There is
currently an effort on implementing a DataID service and website to
simplify and automate the creation, validation and dissemination of
DataIDs, supporting humans in creating DataIDs manually, as well
as automation tasks with a service endpoint. Finally, DataID core is
planned to be published as a W3C member submission.
Unsupervised Learning of an Extensive and Usable DBpedia Taxonomy
Fossati, Kontokostas,
and Lehmann,
(2015)
The DBpedia ontology (DBO) is highly heterogeneous in terms of
granularity (cf. for instance the classes Band versus SambaSchool,
both direct subclasses of Organisation) and is supposed to encapsu-
late the entire encyclopedic world. This indicates there is ample room
to improve the quality of DBO. The Wikipedia category system is a
fine-grained topical classification of Wikipedia articles, thus being na-
tively suitable for encoding Wikipedia knowledge. DBpedia uses the
category hierarchy as a supplementary classification system, while
several taxonomization efforts such as (Flati et al., 2014; Hoffart et al.,
2013b; Melo and Weikum, 2010; Nastase and Strube, 2013; Nastase et
al., 2010; Ponzetto and Strube, 2007, 2011), aim at mapping categories
into types. However, their granularity is often very high, resulting in
an arguably overly large set of items. From a practical perspective, it
is vital to cluster resources into classes with intuitive labels, in order
to simplify the end user’s cognitive effort needed when querying the
knowledge base. Hence, identifying a taxonomy based on a promi-
nent subset of Wikipedia categories is a critical step to both extend
and homogenize DBPO.
Furthermore, a clear problem of coverage has been recently pointed
out (Aprosio, Giuliano, and Lavelli, 2013; Gangemi et al., 2012; Paul-
heim and Bizer, 2013; Pohl, 2012). For instance, although the English
Wikipedia contains about 4.9 million articles, DBpedia has only classi-
fied 2.8 million into DBPO. One of the major reasons is that a signifi-
cant amount of Wikipedia entries does not contain an infobox, which
is a valuable piece of information to infer the type of an entry. This
results in a large number of untyped entities, thus restraining the ex-
ploitation of the knowledge base. Consequently, the extension of the
DBpedia data coverage is a crucial step towards the release of richly
structured and high quality data.
DBTax (Fossati, Kontokostas, and Lehmann, 2015) is a completely
data-driven methodology to automatically construct a comprehensive
classification of DBpedia resources. DBTax provides: an Exhaustive
15 http://downloads.dbpedia.org/2015-10/core-i18n/en/2015-10_dataid_en.ttl
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type coverage over the whole knowledge base, focuses on the actual
usability of the schema from an end user’s perspective and, forms a
fully unsupervised algorithm for building the taxonomy.
As described in (Fossati, Kontokostas, and Lehmann, 2015) in de-
tail, DBTax is constructed in the following four major steps:
1. Leaf node extraction;
2. Prominent node discovery;
3. Class taxonomy generation (T-Box);
4. Pages type assignment (A-Box).
The result of this work is:
• The taxonomy (T-Box) automatically generated according to step
3 is composed of 1,902 classes;
• 10,729,507 instance-of assertions (A-Box) are produced as output
of step 4. An example is reported as follows.
1 dbr:Combat_Rock a dbtax:Album . 
• A total of 4,260,530 unique resources are assigned a type, 2,325,506
of which do not have one in the DBpedia 3.9 release.
DBTax is thoroughly evaluated against other ontologies and tax-
onomies providing excellent results.
DBpedia Viewer - An Integrative Interface of the DBpedia ecosystem
Lukovnikov, Stadler,
Kontokostas,
Hellmann, and
Lehmann, (2014)
This section describes DBpedia Viewer, the new DBpedia interface,
which aims to present information from DBpedia in an engaging
way while adhering to the Linked Data principles (Lukovnikov et al.,
2014). DBpedia Viewer integrates existing DBpedia services as well as
external Linked Data visualization tools to improve user-friendliness.
The DBpedia interface was originally envisioned to serve data from
DBpedia datasets, but could lead to a customizable framework that
can easily be configured for other datasets. With the new DBpedia
interface, we aim to show that even a generic representation of RDF
data can be user-friendly and offer relevant services. A distinguishing
feature of DBpedia Viewer is the Triple Action Framework, a frame-
work which allows to dynamically associate action types with triples.
Following we provide an elaborate discussion of the new DBpedia
Viewer features as depicted in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Screenshot of the new interface. The transparent red areas high-
light the DBpedia viewer new features: (1) pretty box, (2) search
bar, (3) language switcher, (4) triple filter, (5) shortcuts, (6) pre-
view box, (7) map and (8) triple actions.
pretty box The pretty box (part one of Figure 12) displays impor-
tant properties of the viewed entity. There is a predefined set of facts
we provide, namely: (1) a picture, (2) the title, (3) the types, (4) a short
description and (5) links to other resources. These data are generated
from the set of triples describing the viewed resources using prede-
fined mappings. The DBpedia datasets provide most of this general
information for all entities. In some cases, however, the picture or
links to other resources are not available. The DBpedia Viewer does
not perform automatic selection of relevant properties to display. This
is out of the scope of this project. Our goal was to develop a UI that is
customizable to configure relevant properties used to adapt the view.
In the top right corner of the pretty box (Figure 12), three icons
trigger the entity actions. The currently available actions are links to
alternate data representations (XML/RDF, n3, JSON-LD, ...) as well as
links to consult the resource using alternative Linked Data browsers.
search bar DBpedia Viewer provides search functionality with
auto-complete capabilities by re-using the DBpedia Lookup service.
DBpedia Lookup enables searching for DBpedia entities using strings
or provides prefix-based suggestions.
language filtering The language filtering system allows the
user to choose a preferred display language. This filters all literal
values based on the user preferences and displays only the relevant
values. This feature is helpful on dbpedia.org where labels and ab-
stracts exist in 12 different languages. In the case a literal does not
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exist in the preferred language, a fallback language (usually English)
is chosen by default.
triple filtering Part four of Figure 12 highlights the triple fil-
tering feature. Triples can be filtered using both properties and val-
ues. This is useful for the users who quickly want to find specific
properties and values. The filtering is based on string matching and
supports all literal values as well as URIs.
shortcut box The shortcut box (part 5 in Figure 12) provides an-
chor links to some important properties of entities. However, the list
of properties is currently hardcoded and contains links to categories,
types, external links, etc...
live previews When the user hovers over a DBpedia link (URI,
ontology property or class) a concise, language-filtered preview is
displayed. For entities, this preview contains a picture (if available),
the title and a short description. Part 6 of Figure 12 shows a preview
of the French Gothic architecture entity.
maps For entities having location information (latitude and longi-
tude), a map is shown with its coordinates. OpenStreetMap is used
for the map display.
triple actions As displayed in part 8 of (Figure 12), next to each
triple, different icons exist, each representing a different triple action.
Triple actions are enabled using conditions on the triple. Thus, the
set of available actions for different triples may be different. When
the conditions are met, the action icon is displayed next to the triple.
When the user clicks on the triple action icon, the action is executed.
Below is an overview of the currently implemented user actions:
• Annotation – uses DBpedia Spotlight to annotate text. Only ap-
plicable to texts of certain length.
• RelFinder – links to RelFinder, where the connections (including
indirect ones) between the viewed entity and the value entity
can be explored. Only applicable to DBpedia resources.
• LodLive – opens the value entity with the LodLive browser.
Only applicable to DBpedia resources.
• OpenLink Faceted Browser – view the value entity using Open-
Link Faceted Browser. Only applicable to DBpedia resources.
• Wikipedia – opens the Wikipedia page associated with the value
entity. Only applicable to DBpedia resources.
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• DBpedia template mapping – links to the DBpedia mapping
associated with the DBpedia template. Only applicable to DB-
pedia resources under the Wikipedia template namespace.
conclusions and future work
In this chapter we presented a current overview of the DBpedia com-
munity project. With DBpedia, we also aim to provide a proof-of-
concept and blueprint for the feasibility of large-scale knowledge ex-
traction from crowd-sourced content repositories. There are a large
number of further crowd-sourced content repositories and DBpedia
already had an impact on their structured data publishing and in-
terlinking. Two examples are Wiktionary with the Wiktionary extrac-
tion (Hellmann, Brekle, and Auer, 2012) meanwhile becoming part of
DBpedia and LinkedGeoData (Stadler et al., 2012), which aims to im-
plement similar data extraction, publishing and linking strategies for
OpenStreetMaps.
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The early versions of the DBpedia Information Extraction Framework
(DIEF) used only the English Wikipedia as sole source. Since the be-
ginning, the focus of DBpedia has been to build a fused, integrated
dataset by integrating information from many different Wikipedia
editions. The emphasis of this fused DBpedia was still on the En-
glish Wikipedia as it is the most abundant language edition. During
the fusion process, however, language-specific information was lost
or ignored. We establish best practices (complemented by software)
that allow the DBpedia community1 to easily generate, maintain and
properly interlink language-specific DBpedia editions. We realized
this best practice using the Greek Wikipedia as a basis and prototype
and contributed this work back to the original DIEF. We envision
the Greek DBpedia to serve as a hub for an emerging Greek Linked
Data (GLD) Cloud (Bratsas et al., 2011b).
The Greek Wikipedia is, when compared to other Wikipedia lan-
guage editions, still relatively small – 67th in article count2 – with
around 120,000 articles. Although the Greek Wikipedia is presently
not as well organized – regarding infobox usage and other aspects –
as the English one there is a strong support action by the Greek gov-
ernment3 foreseeing Wikipedia’s educational value to promote article
authoring in schools, universities and by everyday users. This action
is thus quickly enriching the GLD cloud. In addition, the Greek gov-
ernment, following the initiative of open access of all public data,
initiated the geodata project,4 which is publishing data from the pub-
lic sector. The Greek DBpedia will not only become the core where
all these datasets will be interlinked, but also provides guidelines
on how they could be published, how non-Latin characters can be
handled and how the Transparent Content Negotiations (TCN) rules
(RFC 2295) (Holtman and Mutz, 1998) for de-referencing can be im-
plemented.
In this chapter we present the results of the development and imple-
mentation of the internationalized DBpedia Information Extraction
Framework (I18n-DIEF), which consists in particular of the following
novelties:
1 The authors established the DBpedia Internationalization Committee to gather other
interested community members aiming to create a network of internationalized DB-
pedia editions (http://dbpedia.org/internationalization).
2 Accessed on 08/08/2016: http://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/Sitemap.htm
3 http://advisory.ellak.gr/?p=12
4 http://geodata.gov.gr
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1. Implementation of the DBpedia I18n Framework by plugging
I18n filters into the original DBpedia framework (Section 4.1).
This is now part of the official DBpedia Framework.
2. Use of DBpedia as a statistical diagnostic tool for Wikipedia
correctness (Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.5).
3. Development of the Template-Parameter Extractor to facilitate a
semi-automatic mapping add-on tool and provide the basis for
the infobox-to-ontology mapping statistics (Section 4.2.2).
4. Justification of the need for language-specific namespaces (Sec-
tion 4.3).
5. The linking of language specific DBpedia editions to existing
link targets of the English DBpedia in the LOD Cloud (Sec-
tion 4.3.1).
6. Definition of Transparent Content Negotiation rules for IRI deref-
erencing (Section 4.4.1).
7. Identification of IRI serialization problems and the proposal for
an effective solution (Section 4.4.2).
solution overview : i18n extension of the dbpedia infor-
mation extraction framework
In this section, we describe our I18n extensions of the DIEF, which im-
prove I18n support of the software and introduce customizability fea-
tures for language-specific Wikipedia editions. The Greek language is
well suited for a I18n case study as a language with non-Latin charac-
ters and an average amount of articles. The described steps can be eas-
ily adjusted through configuration files for other language editions5
and thus help to easily produce DBpedia datasets for each Wikipedia
language edition. All described extension have been merged into the
main DIEF trunk and are available as open source.6
The main rationale for facilitating better internationalization is to:
(a) provide better customization options in extractors, that need to be
customized for each language edition and (b) implement I18n filters
where necessary, that can be plugged into the DIEF and filter the input
and output of some components (cf. Figure 13).
In order to increase the amount and quality of the produced triples,
the extractors had to be customized and tuned, where appropriate,
for language-specific aspects. As illustrated in Figure 13 five extrac-
tors and four parser have been enhanced, namely:
5 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Internationalization/Guide
6 https://sourceforge.net/projects/dbpedia/
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Figure 13: The internationalized DBpedia Information Extraction Frame-
work including the I18n filters and the two new extractors.
disambiguation extractor extracts disambiguation pages and
can be enabled by defining the language-specific token used
by Wikipedia in the article title (e.g. “(disambiguation)” for the
English Wikipedia7).
homepage extractor extracts links to the homepage of a resource
by searching for the term “homepage” as a link title in the
“External Links” section of an article. Other languages must
provide translations for the “homepage” and “External links”
terms (e.g. “Ιστοτοpiος” and “Εξωτερικοι συνδεσµοι” respectively
in Greek).
image extractor generates links to Wikimedia Commons images.
The extractor has to evaluate copyright templates in order to
exclude “non-free” images for licensing issues. Our extractor
extension allows to configure such language-specific templates.
generic infobox extractor generates triples from infobox tem-
plates using properties from the http://dbpedia.org/property/
namespace. Every Wikipedia language edition defines different
infoboxes and properties and some of them do not provide any
added value (e.g. width and height of an image, highlight col-
ors, layout information, etc.), which thus can be configured to
be excluded.
mapping-based infobox extractor extracts triples from infobox
templates that are mapped to the DBpedia ontology and there-
7 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Disambiguation#Naming_the_
disambiguation_page
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fore uses properties from the http://dbpedia.org/ontology/
namespace. Internationalization is achieved by defining tem-
plate mappings (cf. Section 4.2).
date–time parser parses a date from a given string. We extended
customizability of this parser in a way such that language-specific
months, cardinality and era tokens can be provided.
duration parser parses durations from a given string. Other lan-
guages must provide translations for duration tokens (e.g. “λεpiτα”
for “minutes”).
flag-template parser parses custom templates named after a
country’s code (e.g. {{GRE}} for Greece) that display the coun-
try’s flag followed by the country link. Other languages must
provide the corresponding country article for every flag tem-
plate (e.g. “Ελλαδα” for {{GRE}}).
unit-value parser parses units of measurement from a given string.
Other languages must provide translations for different unit
types (e.g. m, meter, meters ,meter, µ, µετρα, µετρο for the meter
unit type).
In addition two new extractors were implemented for the I18n-
DIEF:
interlanguage-link extractor creates RDF triples with the dbpedia-
owl:interlanguageLink predicate between resources across dif-
ferent Wikipedia language editions. The Interlanguage-Link Ex-
tractor was an essential addition, since DBpedia’s global nam-
ing namespace did previously not allow the representation of
articles without an interlanguage link to an English article (cf.
Section 4.3.1).
template-parameter extractor extracts the named parameters8
that are declared by each Wikipedia template. The Template-
Parameter Extractor was envisioned as an add-on tool that could
facilitate a semi-automatic infobox-to-ontology mapping (cf. Sec-
tion 4.2.2).
To further increase the number of extracted triples, we had to ex-
tract Greek articles without an English translation. By including all
Greek articles, the triple count was increased by 41.7% (cf. Table 6).
This, however, was not compatible with DBpedia’s resource nam-
ing convention, as the untranslated articles could not be matched to
the English namespace. This was the reason for defining language-
specific resource namespaces (cf. Section 4.3). In this regard, four fil-
ters were created:
8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Template#Handling_parameters
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page filter enables the addition of all articles in the article queue,
article name filter enables the use of the original article name
instead of the English translation,
namespace filter enables the extraction in a language-specific names-
pace and
iri filter enables the extraction of resources in the IRI form.
The IRI form was adopted, replacing the commonly used URI, for
reasons discussed in Section 4.4. As a result the resource names are
differentiated because IRIs allow the use of UTF-8 characters, while
URIs are limited to Latin characters and the percent-encoding of
all other characters. For example, the IRI http://el.dbpedia.org/-
resource/Χιος would be represented in the URI form as http://el.
dbpedia.org/page/%CE%A7%CE%AF%CE%BF%CF%82.
Virtuoso Universal Server (VUS)9 was chosen as triple store for
two reasons: firstly, VUS fully supports IRIs and UTF-8 according
to (Auer et al., 2010) and secondly, VUS allows to use the same
code-base of the English DBpedia for Linked Data publishing. This
code-base was modified in order to handle IRIs (since the English
DBpedia uses URIs) and to parametrically accept language-specific
namespaces and graphs, apart from the default namespace and graph
http://dbpedia.org (IRI and Namespace Filter). A thorough repre-
sentation of the necessary steps is discussed in Section 4.4.1. Eventu-
ally, the software and Linked Data interfaces were completely com-
patible to the standard DBpedia as shown in Figure 14.
infobox mappings and properties
One of the richest source of structured information in Wikipedia arti-
cles tapped by DBpedia are infobox templates.10 For this purpose two
kinds of extractors exist, namely: the Generic Infobox Extractor (cf. Sec-
tion 3.1.3) and the Mapping-Based Infobox Extractor (cf. Section 3.1.4).
Greek Wikipedia case study
During the implementation process the following issues were tackled:
(a) the infobox templates may not contain all the desired information,
(b) some templates may be more abstract, thus cannot map to a spe-
cific class, (c) some templates are missing and (d) some templates are
not used inside the articles. In order to statistically verify these issues,
a slightly modified version of the Generic Infobox Extractor was devel-
oped. This Extractor generates a table with a row for every property,
9 http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
10 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Infobox
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Figure 14: HTML representation using TCN rules.
consisting of the following columns: article name, template name, raw
property name. Using this helper table we obtained statistics about
parameter counts, template counts and property count per template.
The results revealed, as was expected, many misspellings which led
to errors and variations in property naming of the same entity across
different templates.
For example, the entity ‘record label’ was referred to by the fol-
lowing parameter variations: δισκογραφικες εταιριες (4), Δισκογραφικη
(99), δισκογραφικη (46), Δισκογραφικη εταιρια (1), δισκογραφικη εταιρια
(163), δισκογραφικη_εταιρια (1), δισκογραφικηεταιρια (1) across six differ-
ent templates due to orthography, case and gender variations.
We also detected the presence of multiple templates for the same
topic, e.g. 50 articles using the template “Infobox Band” and 80 using
the template “Μουσικο Συγκροτηµα” which is the Greek equivalent of
the English band infobox. This indicates the need for better coordina-
tion of the Greek Wikipedia community.
The results of our study were directly announced to the Greek
Wikipedia community.11 They were perceived as helpful and initi-
ated a collective effort to correct the parameters and the templates.
This feedback will eventually lead to better DBpedia results and also
shows DBpedia’s contribution to Wikipedia.
An effort was also initiated to rewrite Greek templates on the Greek
Wikipedia taking not only the corresponding English template con-
ventions into consideration but the DBpedia Ontology as well. In
this context, the DBpedia Ontology is used as a common vocabulary,
which could well develop as a standard ontology for data representa-
11 http://el.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bikipaideia:DBpedia/Metablhtes_15-12
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tion across languages within Wikipedia. Although it is per se difficult
to evaluate an ontology, the employment and reuse of the DBpedia
Ontology by a second community can be evaluated as positively ac-
cording to the criteria Adaptability and Clarity of (Vrandecˇic´, 2010, p.
56) and therefore shows the usefulness and adequacy of the DBpedia
Ontology.
Template-Parameter Extractor
Even though the extended mapping system is much more convenient
than the previous one, the process still involves manual operations. In
order to facilitate the mapping effort further, tools can be created in
order to validate and (semi-)automatically link parameters and ontol-
ogy properties. A step in this direction is the introduction of a new ex-
tractor that we implemented in the I18n-DIEF, the Template-Parameter
Extractor (TPE). TPE extracts the parameters declared by each tem-
plate by parsing them directly from the template pages and generates
RDF triples using the dbpedia-owl:template UsesParameter predi-
cate (cf. Listing 2). Template pages contain the template definitions
and declare their parameters in wiki format using three consequent
brackets ({{{parameter name[|][default value]}}}). Template parameters
are actually the allowed infobox properties to be used by articles.
The infobox-to-ontology mapping statistics12 is an existing appli-
cation of the Template-Parameter Extractor (cf. Figure 15). The of-
fline output of this extractor and the statistics from Section 4.2.1 are
used to demonstrate the mapping coverage of the infobox templates
and their parameters as well as how often parameters occur in a
language-specific Wikipedia edition. Prospectively, this extractor can
be exploited easily to develop semi-automatic tools for data curation,
when combined with the DBpedia Live Extraction. All available in-
fobox properties can for example be curated directly in a graphical
mappings editor and periodical checks are possible, whether previ-
ously defined mappings are using a non-valid parameter (e.g. in case
of a template is edited on Wikipedia and a new unmapped parameter
was introduced).
language-specific design of dbpedia resource identifiers
Currently, the fused DBpedia extracts non-English Wikipedia articles
only when they provide an English interlanguage link and the cre-
ated resources use the default DBpedia namespace (cf. Section 3.1.5).
Although this approach minimizes the use of non-Latin characters in
resource identifiers, it has a the following drawbacks:
12 http://mappings.dbpedia.org/index.php/Mapping_Statistics
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Figure 15: Infobox-to-ontology mapping statistics using the Template-
Parameter Extractor as a core dataset
1 dbp-tpl:Infobox_book dbp-owl:templateUsesParameter
2 "name"@en, "title_orig"@en, "image"@en,
3 "image_caption"@en, "author"@en,
4 "illustrator"@en, "cover_artist"@en . 
Listing 2: Exampe dataset extracted with TPE for infobox book.
1. The merging is solely based on the link from the non-English
resource to the English article. It has been shown that such links
are more appropriate, if the interlanguage links go in both direc-
tions (Erdmann et al., 2008). Because we introduce owl:sameAs
(a transitive property) to link between language editions, we
especially conducted measurements to test the integrity of our
design (cf. Section 4.3.1).
2. A large number of articles, without an English translation link,
are discarded. For instance, the DIEF produces 30% less triples
for the Greek DBpedia (cf. Table 6) than the I18n-DIEF.
3. The extracted non-English articles cannot provide information
other than their abstract and label, as everything else either con-
flicts with an English definition or creates multiple definitions.
4. The English Wikipedia is treated as the authority, which may
not be the case for language-specific articles. For instance, the
article about the Eiffel Tower in the French Wikipedia13 contains
13 http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tour_Eiffel [accessed on 2011/11/07].
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more detailed information. Up to now, though, the English ver-
sion of DBpedia was the only available option.
It is more appropriate that resources in non-English languages are
published according to the Wikipedia’s naming strategy, i.e. with
the original article name, using a language-specific namespace (e.g.
http://el.dbpedia.org/ for Greek). As new languages are publish-
ing their data, the English DBpedia might be transferred into http:
//en.dbpedia.org/ and the default namespace could be used solely
for the “Cross-language knowledge fusion” (Lehmann et al., 2009, p.
164).
Inter-DBpedia linking
Using the language-specific resource naming approach, an interlan-
guage link (ILL) can be utilized to connect resources across different
DBpedia language editions and thus creates a multilingual semantic
space. To accomplish this, a new extractor was developed for the I18n-
DIEF, called Interlanguage-Link (ILL) Extractor. It extracts ILLs and gen-
erates RDF triples using the dbpedia-owl:interlanguageLink predi-
cate. Using these links as a raw dataset, we examine whether they
can be used to generate owl:sameAs links between resources extracted
from different Wikipedia language editions. The ILL correspondence
is not always reliable since by following ILLs across different lan-
guages, conflicts may appear (Bolikowski, 2009), as the following ex-
ample illustrates:
en:Tap (valve) 7→ it:Rubinetto 7→ es:Grifo 7→ en:Griffin
We performed an analysis on the ILLs, which form a directed graph
(V ,E), where V is the set of Wikipedia pages as nodes and E is the set
of ILLs between two pages which define the edges. Wikipedia men-
tions the following editor guideline: “An interlanguage link is mainly
suitable for linking to the most closely corresponding page in another
language”.14 Thus, each concept, represented as a set of Wikipedia
pages, can be defined as a subgraph consisting of the corresponding
pages in each language. When this subgraph contains at most one ar-
ticle from each language, the correspondence is consistent, otherwise
we consider it a conflict situation. Using the simplified dataset pro-
vided by Bolikowski (Bolikowski, 2009),15 the graph properties were
re-calculated and presented in Table 5. From the results, we can esti-
mate the extent of conflicts and whether the conflicts are reduced, if
the ILL graph is restricted to two-way links only. The conflict analy-
sis was performed using the English articles as starting point for the
measurements since it is the largest dataset.
14 http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Help:Interwiki_linking#Interlanguage_
links
15 urlhttp://wikitools.icm.edu.pl/m/dumps/
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Property Graph with all links
Graph restricted to
two-way links
Graph type Directed Undirected
Graph order (number of
nodes)
878,333 825,764
Graph size (number of
Links)
47,487,880 (2×) 23,001,554
Connected components
(weak)
34,623 34,412
Conflicts (paths between
two English articles)
380,902 (2×) 16,063
Different (English) articles
in conflicts
5,400 (0.21%) 1,900 (0.07%)
Total English articles (as of
August 2008)
2.5M
Table 5: The ILL Graph Properties for all edges and for the subgraph of two-
way edges. The calculations were performed with the open-source
R Project for Statistical Computing (http://www.r-project.org/).
We observe that the relative error is very small: 0.21% of the to-
tal number of English articles are participating in conflicts, creating
a total number of 380,902 conflicts. By restricting the graph to two-
way links, 52,569 nodes and 1,484,772 edges are discarded. However,
the discarded nodes (5.9%) are responsible for 65% of different En-
glish articles participating in conflicts, and the discarded links (3.1%)
are responsible for 91.6% of the conflicts in English articles. The fact
that the connected components are reduced from 34,623 to 34,412, i.e.
0.61%, is an indication that the graph structure does not change sig-
nificantly, if the graph is restricted to two-way edges. Even though the
relative error is small, by removing the one-way edges from ILLs, the
conflicts are further reduced to 0.07% of the total number of English
articles and the conflicts are reduced to 8.4%. The reason why we
conducted the measurements are the strong semantical implications
of owl:sameAs, as it produces equivalence classes in a multilingual
network of language-specific DBpedia. This is why it is necessary
to reduce any errors to a minimum. Our analysis indicates that the
created conflicts are not significant if the owl:sameAs triples are con-
sidered only for two-way ILL edges.
In order to implement this analysis a new tool was created, that
utilizes the ILL Extractor output from two languages, and generates
owl:sameAs triples only for two-way edges. An example of a link ex-
tracted this way is:
dbr-el:Θεσσαλονικη owl:sameAs dbp:Thessaloniki
Additionally to the inter-DBpedia linking, another tool was devel-
oped that transitively links a non-English DBpedia to all the exter-
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1 #For the English link:
2 dbr:Thessaloniki rdf:type geonames:734077.
3
4 #and the owl:sameAs link
5 dbr-el:Θεσσαλονικη owl:sameAs dbr:Thessaloniki
6
7 dbr-el:Θεσσαλονικη rdf:type geonames:734077 
Listing 3: Example of the transitive linking to the LOD Cloud
Figure 16: The Greek DBpedia in the I18n LOD Cloud.
nal LOD datasets that are linked to the English DBpedia (cf. List-
ing 3). Even though this could be accomplished using a SPARQL
query (Prud’hommeaux, Harris, and Seaborne, 2013), this procedure
would consume substantial server resources in querying and load-
ing all the datasets. Our tool does not have this problem because the
triples are created offline, directly in the N-Triples format.
In total, 33,148 owl:sameAs links to the English DBpedia were estab-
lished (2339 links were only one-way and have been removed (6.59%)).
As a result of our inter-DBpedia linking, a total of 101,976 additional
owl:sameAs links were created, linking the Greek DBpedia with 20
external LOD datasets16 (cf. Figure 16).
16 http://el.dbpedia.org/en/datasets
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1 # SPARQL query with IRIs
2 PREFIX dbr: <http://el.dbpedia.org/resource/>
3 SELECT ?p ?o
4 WHERE {
5 dbr:Αθηνα?p ?o. }
6
7 # SPARQL query with URIs
8 PREFIX dbr: <http://el.dbpedia.org/resource/>
9 SELECT ?p ?o
10 WHERE {
11 dbr:%CE%91%CE%B8%CE%AE%CE%BD%CE%B1 ?p ?o. } 
Listing 4: Simple SPARQL query about Athens (Greek:Αθηνα) using IRIs
and URIs.
international resource identifiers
Linked datasets are expected to provide both machine processable as
well as user readable and interpretable content (e.g. an HTML rep-
resentation) (Sauermann and Cyganiak, 2008). However, the require-
ments for readability (see e.g. lexvo’s presentation of the term ‘door’17
and the translation links), and for manual SPARQL query construc-
tion (cf. Listing 4) in non-Latin languages such as Greek cannot be
satisfied using URI’s. Therefore, the only option presently available
is to use International Resource Identifiers (IRIs) as defined in RFC
3987 (Duerst and Suignard, 2005).
IRI’s are known to impose security issues, as certain characters
from different languages appear identical to users (e.g. the Greek and
Latin “A”, “B”, “K” characters correspond to different IRIs). In the
Linked Data case, however, IRIs are mainly processed by machines
and thus do not represent a security issue in most cases. Also, secu-
rity issues are mitigated, since we do not advocate the use of non-
Latin characters in the domain name part of IRIs and the internation-
alized datasets are published just by one authoritative source, i.e. the
Greek DBpedia project under the domain el.dbpedia.org. Another
issue concerning the IRI form is the lack of support by all triple seri-
alization formats (Auer et al., 2010), which introduces difficulties in
defining TCN rules (Holtman and Mutz, 1998) for IRI de-referencing
purposes.
Transparent Content Negotiation Rules
The DBpedia Linked Data publication code is designed according to
W3C guidelines (Sauermann and Cyganiak, 2008) and is responsi-
ble for handling all the URI requests. Depending on the client re-
quest, the client can get either a human readable XHTML/RDFa
17 http://www.lexvo.org/page/term/eng/door
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representation of the resource, or a serialization in the desired for-
mat (e.g. RDF/XML, N-Triples, n3, etc.). This is achieved by defin-
ing proper Transparent Content Negotiation (TCN) rules (RFC 2295)
for 303 content redirection. The default redirection for a DBpedia re-
source (http://dbpedia.org/resource/*) is the XHTML/RDFa rep-
resentation and the client is redirected to http://dbpedia.org/page/
*. For a resource serialization, the client may request the http://
dbpedia.org/data/* URL for an RDF/XML serialization, or append
a custom extension (i.e. n3) for a specific serialization format (e.g.
http://dbpedia.org/data/Thessaloniki.n3). All the resource serial-
ization requests are served by redirecting to an “on-the-fly” generated
SPARQL DESCRIBE query Prud’hommeaux, Harris, and Seaborne,
2013, section 10.4, exported in the desired serialization format. How-
ever, in order to limit the page size, the XHTML/RDFa presenta-
tion is programmatically created. This is achieved by using multiple
SPARQL SELECT queries, which limit the number of objects for every
predicate to a maximum (i.e. 200).
In the I18n-DIEF, the DBpedia Linked Data publication sourcecode
was modified in order to optionally serve resources from a different
domain and graph (i.e. http://el.dbpedia.org). Additionally, changes
were also applied in order to optionally serve IRIs instead of URIs.
However, IRI content negotiation cannot be implemented as straight-
forward as URI content negotiation for two reasons: (1) the triple-
store resource storage implementation and (2) the definition of the
HTTP protocol (RFC 2616) (Fielding et al., 1999). Current triple-store
implementations store the resource identifiers as strings, thus an IRI
(containing non-Latin characters) and a corresponding URI referring
to the same resource will not be equal. In the frame of the HTTP pro-
tocol, section 3.2 of the RFC states that the HTTP accepts only URI’s,
thus when a resource is requested, the server can only accept a URI
request. Since the resources are stored as strings and the server can
only accept URIs, three scenarios can be distinguished:
1. Resources are stored in the URI form: Both the HTTP request
and the data are in the same format and everything will work
as expected.
2. Resources are stored in the IRI form: The URI contained in the
HTTP request for a certain resource has to be decoded into an
IRI in order to be used subsequently. Since the XHTML/RDFa
representation is programmatically created the request decod-
ing can be easily handled. Other serializations, however, must
be handled with care because the decoding must take place in-
side the TCN rules.
3. Resources are stored in mixed form: While this may be a rare
case, the XHTML/RDFa representation could be accomplished
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Figure 17: I18n Content Negotiation for URI and IRI dereferencing (modifi-
cation of Sauermann and Cyganiak, 2008, Section 4.3).
using a SPARQL UNION of the normal and the decoded re-
source. For other serializations, the SPARQL DESCRIBE func-
tion cannot deliver all the triples and the only solution would
be to programmatically re-implement the DESCRIBE function.
The I18n DBpedia Linked Data publication code is parametrizable,
accepting both URIs and IRIs. Thus the same code is compatible
both for an international DBpedia (using either IRIs or URIs) and
the current fused DBpedia (using URIs). Furthermore, certain prob-
lems which appeared in cases where the UTF-8 characters were not
encoded/decoded correctly were resolved. These problems were not
addressed before because there was no need to do so as the previous
version of DBpedia was restricted to Latin characters.
By encoding/decoding the HTTP request, we managed to workaround
the imposed RFC limitations and provide de-referencable IRIs that
could not be accomplished otherwise (cf. Figure 17).
IRI serialization
Among the most popular triple serialization formats only RDF/JSON
(informal), RDFa (Adida et al., 2008) and Notation 3 (Berners-Lee
and Connolly, 2008) are fully IRI compatible. N-Triples (Grant and
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Becket, 2004) and N-Quads (Cyganiak, Harth, and Hogan, 2008) do
not support IRIs at all, since they use 7-bit US-ASCII character en-
coding. 18 Turtle (Beckett, 2007) and RDF/XML (Manola and Miller,
2004) provide partial IRI support as their grammar definition is not
fully mapped to the IRI grammar Duerst and Suignard, 2005, p. 7. In
particular:
• In the frame of the RDF/XML representation, subjects and objects
are defined as XML Attributes, therefore can be serialized as
IRIs. Predicates on the other hand, must be declared as XML
Elements. According to the XML specification XML Elements
have many restrictions19 on the allowed characters.
• Turtle can serialize IRIs but only when using absolute resources.
The Turtle abbreviated form has certain limitations20 that affect
both IRIs and URIs.
Despite the mentioned limitations, triple stores are not so strict
with the file formats and invalid serialization can be imported in
some cases. However, depending on the format and the implemen-
tation, triple stores do not accept all IRI characters. For example, Vir-
tuoso may accept IRIs in N/Triples and N/Quads files but without
the ‘>’ character; similar cases apply for other triple store implemen-
tations (cf. Auer et al., 2010, table 5). These characters were handled
by encoding them using the URI %-encoding.
In order to solve IRI serialization issues, existing serialization stan-
dards should be adapted or new ones may be created. Apart from
the serialization standards, triple stores could also provide a global
solution to IRI issues by treating a URI and its corresponding IRI rep-
resentation uniformly. Triple stores have “full knowledge or control”
Duerst and Suignard, 2005, Section 5.1 of the resources, so it could
be considered safe to use one of the two as an internal storage repre-
sentation and transform input/output accordingly. This solution has,
however, one limitation. Allowing to accept queries in both formats
may require disambiguation in cases when a SPARQL query contains
the URI escape character ‘%’ in a resource. The advantage of this
approach is to choose the resource representation according to the se-
rialization format (e.g. URIs for N-Triples). The same solution applies
for content negotiation rules as well, as no special cases have to be im-
plemented to handle resource-encoding/decoding for the HTTP URI
request.
18 This was true at the time of writing that paper, now utf-8 is allowed in both N-Triples
and N-Quads.
19 http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/#NT-Name
20 http://www.w3.org/TeamSubmission/turtle/#resource
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statistics and evaluation
In this section we will look at the attained improvements due to the
I18n revision of the DIEF. The results with regard to extracted triples
for all available extractors (presented in Table 6) allow the comparison
between the Greek and the English DBpedia editions. Extractions of
the Greek Wikipedia with the I18n-DIEF refer to the same Wikipedia
dump as the Greek DBpedia v 3.5.1. The final result of our efforts is
presented in the column labeled I18n-aa (Greek DBpedia I18n-DIEF –
all articles).
In the last row, the total number of extracted triples per page (Triples/-
PageID) are listed. Despite the relatively small size of the Greek Wikipedia,
the results indicate the equivalence of the Greek DBpedia to the En-
glish DBpedia with regard to average extracted triples per page (28.52
compared with 29.12). Furthermore, there is an increase by 62,6% in
total triples,21 when the I18n-DIEF is compared to the standard DB-
pedia DIEF for Greek (EL-3.5.1). The percentage increase is damped
by the fact that many potential triples were not extracted from raw
infobox properties (cf. Section 4.1), titles and links (DIEF restricted
them only in articles pages) as they did not offer any added value.
To compare our extraction on a per extractor basis with the English
version, we calculated a %-Diff using the following formula:
TriplesEN−3.5.1
PageIDsEN−3.5.1
/ TriplesI18n−aaPageIDsI18n−aa - 1
The resulting percentage signifies the increase in triples per page per
extractor when comparing the English and the Greek version.
Although many factors influence the calculated %-diff (e.g. the im-
plementation of the extractors), the value can be considered as an
indicator for the differences in the structure of the English and the
Greek Wikipedia. For instance: (a) –57% in ontology types means
that infoboxes are used less frequently in the Greek Wikipedia, (b)
–65% in Raw Infobox Property usage, means that infoboxes in the
Greek Wikipedia, do not use as many properties as in the English
Wikipedia. The issues (a) and (b) may be verified by manually exam-
ining translated articles directly.
The impact of the the I18n-DIEF in DBpedia 3.7 release is depicted
in Figure 18. The percentage increase in triple count from the ini-
tial DBpedia 3.7 release to DBpedia 3.7 with the I18n extensions was
61.26%, only by enabling the Article Name Filter (cf. Section 4.1). As
Figure 18 illustrates, this increase refers only to the 15 localized lan-
guages and ranges from 13.05% in Gabon (ga) to 84.27% in Russian
(ru). This means that despite all the I18n extensions each language
had already implemented, there exist many articles the do not have
an English translation. With the previous framework, all this informa-
tion would have been discarded.
21 1,677,656 compared to 2,679,214.
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EN-3.5.1 EL-3.5.1 I18n-ota I18n-aa %-Diff
Abstracts
Extended 3,144,265 35,433 35,487 50,219 56.98%
Short 3,129,527 35,433 35,487 50,219 57.72%
Category
Labels 565,108 - 6,062 9,577 66.57%
SKOS 2,247,931 - 22,442 34,872 52.47%
Articles 10,925,705 - 70,629 102,021 -8.22%
Geo Coordinates 1,462,892 14,424 14,360 18,760 26.04%
Images 4,203,605 - 58,205 67,520 57.87%
Links
Disambiguation 768,924 - 4,302 7,233 -7.54%
External 5,081,932 - 61,652 77,981 50.82%
Homepages 394,897 - 1,221 1,354 -66.30%
Page 119,077,682 1,297,366 1,197,756 1,562,772 28.99%
to Article 21,997,875 130,614 108,924 221,724 -0.93%
Ontology Infobox
Property usage 11,135,755 - 23,286 29,849 -73.65%
Specific properties 184,083 - 986 1,117 -40.36%
Types 5,495,590 - 17,822 24,087 -56.92%
Page IDs 9,042,227 - 43,375 91,997 0%
Person data 356,996 - - - -
PND 1,297 - - - -
Raw Infobox
Property usage 38,119,014 117,066 105,077 135,740 -65.00%
Property definitions 77,124 3,782 3,576 3,718 373.83%
Redirects 4,082,533 - 104 22,549 -45.71%
Revision IDs 9,042,227 - 43,375 91,997 0%
Titles 7,332,625 43,538 36,308 73,908 -0.93%
Totals
Triples 257,869,814 1,677,656 1,890,436 2,679,214 2.12%
Page IDs 9,042,227 47,138 43,375 91,997 -
Triples/Page ID 28.52 35.59 43.58 29.12 -
Table 6: Statistics of the extracted triples. Columns: (EN-3.5.1) English DB-
pedia v 3.5.1, (EL-3.5.1) Greek DBpedia v 3.5.1, (I18n-ota) Greek DB-
pedia I18n-DIEF - only translated articles, (I18n-aa) Greek DBpedia
I18n-DIEF - all articles, (%-Diff) Percentage difference per extractor
(positive values lean towards the Greek DBpedia)
conclusions
With the maturing of Semantic Web technologies proper support for
internationalization is a crucial issue. This particularly involves the
internationalization of resource identifiers, RDF serializations and
corresponding tool support. The Greek DBpedia was the first step
towards Linked Data internationalization and the first successful at-
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Figure 18: Percentage of increase in triples, just by enabling the Article Name
Filter for the 15 localized languages in the DBpedia 3.7 release.
tempt to serve Linked Data with de-referencable IRIs that also serves
as a guide for LOD publishing in non-Latin languages. Apart from
the de-referencable IRI solution, this work provides the tools for a
truly international DBpedia, as Greek is a comparatively complex
language with non-Latin characters and non-standard punctuation.
Since the Greek DBpedia provides qualitative information compara-
ble to the English DBpedia, our I18n-DIEF can be easily transferred
to other non-Latin Wikipedia editions and can (with slight language
specific adoptions) be expected to give similar qualitative results.
As a result of our findings, the main DBpedia edition can also sig-
nificantly contribute towards the IRI adoption. The switch of the En-
glish DBpedia edition as one major Linked Data hub to use IRIs will
encourage other Linked Data providers to follow. Already 17.8% (i.e.
1,679,124 out of 9,485,630 in the 3.6 release) of all resources contain
the % escape character and can therefore be simpler written as IRIs.
An additional follow up of this work is the institutionalization of the
Internationalization Committee Section 3.2.2
Another area of research is the more efficient utilization of the
Wikipedia interlanguage links. The approach discussed in Section 4.3.1
was safe and straightforward. A further analysis of the conflict situa-
tions and how they could be resolved will be of great importance both
for Wikipedia and the internationalization of the Semantic Web. The
conflict situations analysis could also provide new data and make us
re-examine the use of owl:sameAs – as a too strong semantic implica-
tion – with other vocabularies (i.e. SKOS). We could also utilize the
conflicts, which are now discarded, by adding rdfs:seeAlso links.
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Infobox Mappings will play a central role in the integration and
evolution of international DBpedia editions. Developing better map-
ping tools is a crucial strategy to facilitate this process. The new
“Template-Parameter Extractor” (Section 4.2.2) can be utilized in or-
der to assist the ontology-to-infobox mappings definition and orga-
nization. In the next months we will obtain first indications on the
results of the Wikipedia infobox restructuring and (re-)mapping (Sec-
tion 4.2.1) in future DBpedia releases.
DBpedia’s goal is to “make it easier for the amazing amount of in-
formation in Wikipedia to be used in new and interesting ways” and
to “inspire new mechanisms for navigating, linking and improving
the encyclopedia itself”.22 Our work provides new tools for improv-
ing Wikipedia, because DBpedia may serve as an important statistical
diagnostic tool (cf. Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.5) for Wikipedia that
helps to identify and resolve existing and emerging issues.
22 http://dbpedia.org
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Wikipedia is the largest and most popular open-source encyclope-
dia project in the world, serving 20 billion page views to 400 mil-
lion unique visitors each month1. Wikipedia has over 200 language
editions, from the English Wikipedia (4.6 million articles) to the Tum-
buka Wikipedia (177 articles). Every article contains metadata such as
its page title, its list of contributors, the categories it belongs to, and
the other articles it links to. Articles may also contain structured data,
such as the latitude and longitude of geographically situated articles.
Since 2007, the DBpedia project has been extracting this metadata and
structured data and making it publicly available as RDF (Lehmann et
al., 2015).
Until recently, this extracted data had almost no information on
the media files used to illustrate articles. While some media files are
stored within a particular language edition of Wikipedia, over twenty-
five million of them are located in a centralised repository known as
Wikimedia Commons2. Wikimedia Commons acts as a media back-
end to all of Wikipedia; media files uploaded to it under an open-
access license can be easily inserted into articles in any language.
Metadata and structured data associated with the files are stored on
Wikimedia Commons’ MediaWiki instance, in a format similar to that
used by Wikipedia. This will likely be superceded by Wikidata, the
Wikimedia Foundation’s new structured data store, but this project
is still under discussion3. We make this large and well maintained
media resource accessible for semantic tools by extending the DBpe-
dia Extraction Framework to read data from Wikimedia Commons in
addition to other Wikipedia language editions.
In this chapter we describe the dataset and the extraction process
required to provide DBpedia Commons (DBc). We report on the ex-
tensions on the DBpedia Information Extraction Framework (DIEF)
to support Media pages, multiple languages on the same page, and
proper Wikimedia Commons media URL construction. In addition
we describe the ontological changes we made in the DBpedia ontol-
ogy for annotating media files and the additional external vocabular-
ies we chose for the media representation. To our knowledge, this is
the first complete RDFization of Wikimedia Commons and the largest
media metadata RDF database in the LOD cloud.
1 http://reportcard.wmflabs.org/
2 http://commons.wikimedia.org/
3 See https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:Wikidata and
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Multimedia/Structured_Data.
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wikimedia commons
Wikimedia Commons follows many of the same conventions as Wikipedia
itself: regular pages can contain textual content and embedded media
files, pages may be placed in more than one category, and names-
paces allow project and policy pages to be separated from content
pages. Two main differences distinguish Wikimedia Commons from
Wikipedia:
1. Every Wikipedia edition is written entirely in a single language.
Wikimedia Commons is designed to be used by users of every
language: where possible, page content is written in multiple
languages so that it can be understood by these users. A series
of templates allows the correct language to be displayed based
on the users’ browser and MediaWiki settings.
2. Most Wikipedia content is in its page content, i.e. its articles.
Most Wikimedia Commons content is associated with individ-
ual files in the File namespace: thus, rather than describing
a subject, as Wikipedia articles do, most Wikimedia Commons
content describes a media file.
Our strategy for extracting data from Wikimedia Commons con-
tent therefore focused on extracting as much information as possible
for each page from the File namespace. Since the DBpedia Extrac-
tion Framework can already extract content from MediaWiki archival
dumps, we decided to modify it to support extracting content from
archival dumps of Wikimedia Commons4. Note that this means the
extraction framework never examines the media files directly; instead,
it uses MediaWiki’s dump format to infer statements about them.
wikimedia commons extraction
We have identified three kinds of data that we are interested in: (1) File
Metadata, (2) Page Metadata, and (3) Content Metadata. File meta-
data describes the file that has been uploaded to Wikimedia Com-
mons, such as its encoding format and file size; these are stored
in the backend database used by the MediaWiki software that runs
the Wikipedia websites. Page metadata is stored for each MediaWiki
page, including those that describe files. This includes the page title,
the list of contributors, and a history of changes. Finally, the con-
tent metadata is stored on the MediaWiki page itself: this includes a
list of outgoing external and internal links, the list of categories the
page belongs to as well as standard templates that allowed descrip-
tions, sources, authority information and latitude and longitude for
the subject of the page to be stored. After investigating the available
4 Such dumps are created monthly at http://dumps.wikimedia.org/commonswiki/.
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file metadata5, we decided to focus on Page and Content Metadata.
Except for image size, width and height, we could get the rest of the
information from the Page and Content metadata.
The DBpedia Information Extraction Framework (DIEF) has sup-
port for reading MediaWiki XML exports. DIEF was modified to read
monthly backups of Wikimedia Commons. Many of the extractors
used to extract page metadata functioned flawlessly on the Wikime-
dia Commons dump, extracting titles, categories, authors and other
page and content metadata into RDF with only minor changes (Kon-
tokostas et al., 2012). Four new File Extractors targeting Wikimedia
Commons specific information were developed (Section 5.2.1). The
DBpedia mapping-based extractor was adapted to work on Wikime-
dia Commons media and creator pages (Section 5.2.2). We used this
extractor to obtain licensing information through the mapping-based
extraction.
iri scheme By using the http://commons.dbpedia.org domain
and following the existing naming strategy of DBpedia, the DBc re-
sources are published under the http://commons.dbpedia.org/resource/
namespace. For example, http://commons.dbpedia.org/resource/File:
DBpediaLogo.svg.
Media Extractors
Four new DBpedia extractors were developed to capture the addi-
tional structures of Wikimedia Commons compared to the various
Wikipedia language editions.
FileTypeExtractor
The FileTypeExtractor contains a preconfigured media index in or-
der to guess the media MIME type based on the media extension.
Depending on the file extension, the resource is assigned a direct
rdf:type and the transitive closure of the direct type (cf. Figure 19
and Section 5.3). The direct type is also linked with dct:type. dct:format
captures the MIME type according to RFC 68386. The file extension is
directly queryable with dbo:fileExtension. In addition, we provide
dbo:fileURL for access to the final media URL and dbo:thumbnail
and foaf:depiction for still images. This extractor also provides
links to the image itself by using the special page Special:FilePath,
which provides redirects to the image file. A sample output of this
extractor is:
1 dbr-com:DBpediaLogo.svg a dbo:StillImage, dbo:Image, foaf:Image,
5 A detailed description is available at https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Manual:
Image_table.
6 RFC6838 is available at http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6838.
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Figure 19: Hierarchy of main Document classes for DBpedia Commons
2 schema:CreativeWork, dbo:File, dbo:Document,
3 foaf:Document, dbo:Work ;
4 dct:type dbo:StillImage
5 dct:format "image/svg+xml";
6 dbo:fileExtension "svg" ;
7 dbo:fileURL commons-path:DBpediaLogo.svg;
8 dbo:thumbnail commons-path:DBpediaLogo.svg?width=300;
9 foaf:depiction commons-path:DBpediaLogo.svg. 
GalleryExtractor
Wikimedia Commons and Wikipedia both support galleries, which
makes it easy to display a series of related images in a compact for-
mat7. On Wikimedia Commons, this may be used to display a repre-
sentative set of images about a single topic, such as the page for Col-
orado8. The GalleryExtractor identifies galleries embedded in pages,
extracts the list of individual media items, and links them to the page
resource with dbo:galleryItem.
1 dbr-com:Colorado dbo:galleryItem
2 dbr-com:2006_CO_Proof.png, dbr-com:Anasazi_Heritage_Center.jpg,
3 dbr-com:Bearlakeinspring2.jpg, dbr-com:Beol_court25.jpg . 
ImageAnnotationExtraction
Wikimedia Commons may contain additional annotations for parts
of a still image. The annotations mark a rectangular region in the
picture and provide a description text in MediaWiki syntax, which
may in turn contain hyperlinks to other resources. We managed to
extract this information using the W3C Media Fragments (Troncy et
al., 2012) vocabulary. We identify the annotated box by a separate IRI
that is linked to the original resource through the dbo:hasAnnotation.
As seen in the example below, the new IRI is based on the original
resource by suffixing the image dimensions and the coordinates of the
box. The image dimensions are required in case the original image
needs to be scaled.
1 @prefix ann: <http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Special:FilePath/
Yes_concert.jpg?width=1514&height=1024#xywh=pixel:539,380,110,108>.
2 dbr-com:Yes_concert.jpg dbo:hasAnnotation ann: .
7 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Gallery_tag
8 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Colorado
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3 ann: "Jon Anderson"@en . 
CommonsKMLExtractor
Wikimedia Commons contains, in addition to media files, KML files
as well. KML9 is an XML format used for describing map overlays.
The CommonsKMLExtractor extracts the KML data from Wikime-
dia Commons and stores them as an rdfs:XMLLiteral value of the
dbo:hasKMLData property.
1 dbr-com:Yellowstone_1871b.jpg dbo:hasKMLData """
2 <?xml version=1.0 encoding=UTF-8?>
3 <kml xmlns="http://earth.google.com/kml/2.2">
4 <GroundOverlay> <!-- KML data --> </GroundOverlay></kml>"""^^rdfs:
XMLLiteral . 
Infobox to Ontology Mappings
DBpedia has a sophisticated system for extracting infoboxes from
Wikipedia articles. An ‘infobox’ is a special template that stores semi-
structured data about the subject of an article. For example, an ‘In-
fobox person’ may record the birth date and location of the person,
while an ‘Infobox book’ might record the ISBN and OCLC number of
the book. A similar set of templates provides information on Wikime-
dia Commons where some allow for structured data to be inserted
into a document. For example, the ‘Location’ template, which stores
the location that a media file was created. In some cases, this struc-
tured data might be very rich, such as the ‘NARA-image-full’ tem-
plate used to annotate images uploaded by the National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA) of the United States, which contains
Archival Research Catalog identifiers for each image.
A new DBpedia mapping namespace for Wikimedia Commons was
created10 and DIEF was refactored to extract mappings from media
file and creator pages.
License Extraction
Using the mapping-based extraction we managed to extract license in-
formation from media files. Licenses are encoded in Wikimedia Com-
mons as special templates, e.g. {{cc-by-sa}}. An initial approach
was to map each license template to owl:Thing and provide a con-
stant mapping to the license IRI to be able to reuse the existing map-
ping infrastructure. However, it is a common practice in Wikimedia
Commons to nest and embed multiple licenses together and nested or
wrapped templates are not supported in DIEF. To overcome this we
9 https://developers.google.com/kml/documentation/
10 http://mappings.dbpedia.org/index.php/Mapping_commons
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Title Triples Description
Labels 29,203,989 Labels for resources
Provenance 272,079,712 Provenance information (pageIDs, revi-
sionIDs)
SKOS 94,701,942 SKOS hierarchy based on the category hi-
erarchy
Geo data 18,400,376 Geo coordinates for the media files
File Information 414,118,159 File metadata
Annotations 721,609 Image annotations
Galleries 2,750,063 Image galleries...
Types 111,718,049 Resource types
KML 151 KML data
Mappings 95,733,427 Mapped infobox data
Infobox 87,846,935 Unmapped Infobox data
Interlanguage links 4,032,943 Links to other DBpedia editions
Internal links 116,807,248 Internal links to other Wikimedia Com-
mons pages
External links 17,319,980 Links to external resources
Metrics 58,407,978 Article metadata (in/out degree, page size)
Templates 77,220,130 Template metadata and usage
Table 7: Description of the DBc datasets
introduced a pre-processing extraction step to unwrap license tem-
plates and make all license mappings identifiable to the mapping
extractor.
1 dbr-com:DBpediaLogo.svg dbo:license <http://creativecommons.org/
publicdomain/mark/1.0/> 
dataset
A general overview of the datasets provided by DBc is provided in
Table 7, where for each row provides a summary of one or more simi-
lar datasets. A total of 1.4 billion RDF triples are provided describing
almost 30 million unique IRIs.11 A diagram for the new classes we
introduced for Wikimedia Commons media files is depicted in Fig-
ure 19. dbo:Document has the subclasses dbo:File, dbo:Sound, and
dbo:Image. A dbo:Image can be a dbo:StillImage (e.g. picture) or
a dbo:MovingImage (e.g. video). A complete hierarchy of the DBpe-
dia ontology with the properties attached to each class can be found
in the DBpedia mappings wiki.12 According to Table 8, DBc mostly
consists of still images with jpeg as the most popular format (cf. Ta-
11 All the datasets and the following statistics are based on Wikimedia Commons dump
from January 2015
12 http://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/ontology/classes/#Document
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Count Class
25,061,835 dbo:StillImage
611,288 dbo:Artwork
90,011 dbo:Agent
49,821 dbo:MovingImage
19,126 dbo:Person
Table 8: Top classes
Count Property
73,438,813 dct:subject
43,209,414 dbo:license
29,201,812 dce:language
24,496,724 dbo:fileURL
24,496,706 dbo:fileExtension
Table 9: Top properties
Count MIME type
20,880,240 image/jpeg
1,457,652 image/png
878,073 image/svg+xml
455,947 image/tiff
354,873 application/octet-stream
Table 10: Top MIME types
Count License
7,433,235 CC-by-sa v3.0
4,096,951 CC-pd v1.0
3,704,043 GNY-fdl v1.2
3,681,840 GNU-fdl
2,116,411 CC-by-sa v2.0
Table 11: Top licenses
ble 10). Table 9 provides the most frequent properties in DBc while
Table 11 the most common media licenses. One of the largest datasets
are the mappings (414M triples) which is based on the infobox to on-
tology mappings in the DBpedia mapping wiki. The authors, with
contributions from the DBpedia community, invested significant ef-
fort to achieve this and managed to obtain a mapping coverage of
90% for all infobox template occurrences and 78% for all property
occurrences.13
Access and Sustainability
DBpedia Commons is part of the official DBpedia knowledge infras-
tructure and is published through the regular releases of DBpedia,
along with the rest of the DBpedia language editions. The first DBpe-
dia release that included this dataset is DBpedia 201414. DBpedia is a
pioneer in adopting and creating best practices for Linked Data and
RDF publishing. Thus, being incorporated into the DBpedia publish-
ing workflow guarantees: a) long-term availability through the DBpe-
dia Association and the Leipzig Computer Center long term hosting
platform and b) agility in following best-practices as part of the DB-
pedia Information Extraction Framework.
Besides the stable dump availability we created http://commons.
dbpedia.org for the provision of a Linked Data interface (Lukovnikov
et al., 2014), a SPARQL Endpoint15 and more frequent dataset up-
13 Retrieved 25/4/15 http://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/statistics/commons/
14 http://downloads.dbpedia.org/2014/commons
15 http://commons.dbpedia.org/sparql
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dates16. The dataset is registered in DataHub17and provides machine
readable metadata as void18 and DataID19 (Brümmer et al., 2014).
Since the project is now part of the official DBpedia Information Ex-
traction Framework, our dataset reuses the existing user and devel-
oper support infrastructure, e.g. the general discussion and developer
list as well as an issue tracker20 for submitting bugs.
use cases
In the following, we provide several existing or possible use cases of
the DBc dataset.
digital libraries Galleries, Libraries, Archives and Museums
(GLAMs) have always been interested in digital media as well as their
metadata. Several GLAMs are already contributing media and media
metadata in Wikimedia Commons.21 So far they were mostly able
to contribute data but not able to efficiently query for media other
than their own. DBc is able to change that by allowing sophisticated
SPARQL queries on the whole Wikimedia Commons metadata.
image recognition algorithms Using the Image annotation
dataset we extract image area annotations. This dataset can be used
as a training dataset for feature extraction from images. By using
the links or the annotation description one could potentially link the
annotated areas with external IRIs or resources from the LOD cloud.
meta-data based media search In particular, the German Na-
tional Library, contacted us regarding DBc. They were using Wikime-
dia Commons images in their Linked Data interface and were inter-
ested in displaying the license information directly there through our
license dataset. The integration though is not yet deployed.
conclusions and future work
In this chapter we introduced DBpedia Commons, the first – to our
knowledge - large-scale knowledge extraction from Wikimedia Com-
mons. We present the adaptations and additions in the DBpedia In-
formation Extraction Framework to facilitate the correct extraction of
media files and license information. The dataset contains 1.4 billion
RDF triples that provide file metadata, provenance, descriptions, and
license information.
16 http://commons.dbpedia.org/data_access
17 http://datahub.io/dataset/dbpedia-commons
18 http://commons.dbpedia.org/void.ttl
19 http://dbpedia.s16a.org/commons.dbpedia.org/20150110/dataid.ttl
20 https://github.com/dbpedia/extraction-framework/issues
21 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:GLAM
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In the past decade, several large and open knowledge bases were cre-
ated. A popular example, DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 2015), extracts in-
formation from more than one hundred Wikipedia language editions
and Wikimedia Commons (Vaidya et al., 2015) resulting in several
billion facts. A more recent effort, Wikidata (Vrandecˇic´ and Krötzsch,
2014), is an open knowledge base for building up structured knowl-
edge for re-use across Wikimedia projects.
At the time of writing, both databases grow independently. The
Wikidata community is manually curating and growing the Wikidata
knowledge base. The data DBpedia extracts from different Wikipedia
language editions, and in particular the infoboxes, are constantly
growing as well. Although this creates an incorrect perception of
rivalry between DBpedia and Wikidata, it is on everyone‘s interest
to have a common source of truth for encyclopedic knowledge. Cur-
rently, it is not always clear if the Wikidata or the Wikipedia commu-
nity provide more up-to-date information. In addition to the indepen-
dent growth of DBpedia and Wikidata, there is a number of structural
complementarities as well as overlaps with regard to identifiers, struc-
ture, schema, curation, publication coverage and data freshnenss that
are analysed throughout this manuscript.
We argue that aligning both knowledge bases in a loosely coupled
way would produce an improved resource and render a number of
benefits for the end users. Wikidata would have an alternate DBpedia-
based view of its data and an additional data distribution channel.
End users would have more options for choosing the dataset that fits
better in their needs and use cases. Additionally, it would create an in-
direct connection between the Wikidata and Wikipedia communities
that could enable a big range of use cases.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1
provides an overview of Wikidata and DBpedia as well as a com-
parison between the two datasets. Following, Section 6.2 provides a
rational for the design decision that shaped DBw, while Section 6.3
details the technical details for the conversion process. A description
of the dataset is provided in Section 6.4 followed with statistics in Sec-
tion 6.5. Access and sustainability options are detailed in Section 6.6
and Section 6.7 discusses possible use cases of DBw. Finally, we con-
clude in Section 6.8.
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comparison and complementarity
The wikidata knowledge base is thoroughly described in Section 7.1.1.
Both DBpedia and Wikidata knowledge bases overlap as well as com-
plement each other as described in the high-level overview below.
identifiers DBpedia uses human-readable Wikipedia article iden-
tifiers to create IRIs for concepts in each Wikipedia language
edition. Wikidata on the other hand uses language-independent
numeric identifiers.
structure DBpedia starts with RDF as a base data model while
Wikidata developed its own data model, which provides better
means for capturing provenance information. Using the Wiki-
data data model as a base, different RDF serializations are pos-
sible.
schema Both schemas of DBpedia and Wikidata are community cu-
rated and multilingual. The DBpedia schema is an ontology
based in OWL that organizes the extracted data and integrates
the different DBpedia language editions. The Wikidata schema
avoids direct use of RDFS or OWL terms and redefines many of
them, e.g. wkd:P31 defines a local property similar to rdf:type.
There are attempts to connect Wikidata properties to RDFS/OWL
and provide alternative exports of Wikidata data.
curation All DBpedia data is automatically extracted from Wikipedia
and is a read-only dataset. Wikipedia editors are, as a side-effect,
the actual curators of the DBpedia knowledge base but due to
the semi-structured nature of Wikipedia, not all content can be
extracted and errors may occur. Wikidata on the other hand has
its own direct data curation interface called WikiBase,1 which is
based on the MediaWiki framework.
publication Both DBpedia and Wikidata publish datasets in a num-
ber of Linked Data ways, including datasets dumps, dereferen-
cable URIs and SPARQL endpoints.
coverage DBpedia provides identifiers for all structural components
in a Wikipedia language edition. This includes articles, cate-
gories, redirects and templates. Wikidata creates common iden-
tifiers for concepts that exist in more than one language. For ex-
ample, not all articles, categories, templates and redirects from
a Wikipedia language edition have a Wikidata identifier. On the
other hand, Wikidata has more flexible notability criteria and
can describe concepts beyond Wikipedia. There has not yet been
a thorough qualitative and quantitative comparison in terms of
1 http://wikiba.se/
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content but the following two studies provide a good compari-
son overview (Färber et al., 2016; Paulheim, 2016).
data freshness DBpedia is a static, read-only dataset that is up-
dated periodically. An exception is DBpedia Live (available for
English, French and German). On the other hand, Wikidata has
a direct editing interface where people can create, update or
fix facts instantly. However, there has not yet been a study that
compares whether facts entered in Wikidata are more up to date
than data entered in Wikipedia (and thus, transitively in DBpe-
dia live).
challenges and design decisions
In this section we describe the design decisions we took to shape
the DBpediaWikidata (DBw) dataset while maximising compatibil-
ity, (re)usability and coherence with regard to the existing DBpedia
datasets.
new iri minting The most important design decision we had
to take was whether to re-use the existing Wikidata IRIs or minting
new IRIs in the DBpedia namespace. The decision dates back to 2013,
when this project originally started and after lengthy discussions we
concluded that minting new URIs was the only viable option.2 The
main reason was the impedance mismatch between Wikidata data
and DBpedia as both projects have minor deviations in conventions.
Thus, creating new IRIs allows DBpedia to make local assertions on
Wikidata resources without raising too many concerns.
re-publishing minted iris as linked data Since 2007, there
has been many tools created by the DBpedia community to explore
and exploit DBpedia data through the DBpedia ontology. Although
there does not exists any thorough survey, some of these tools are
collected on the DBpedia website and we refer the readers to publi-
cations related to DBpedia. 3 The decision to publish DBw, enables
those tools that are designed to consume the DBpedia ontology to
be able to consume, hopefully out of the box, the Wikidata data as
well. One other main use case for publishing the DBw dataset is the
creation of a new fused version of the Wikimedia ecosystem that inte-
grates data from all DBpedia language editions, DBpedia Commons
and Wikidata. Normalizing datasets to a common ontology is the
first step towards data integration and fusion. Most companies (e.g.
Google, Yahoo, Bing, Samsung) keep these datasets hidden; however,
2 http://www.mail-archive.com/dbpedia-discussion@lists.sourceforge.net/
msg05494.html
3 https://scholar.google.gr/scholar?hl=en&q=DBpedia
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Figure 20: DBw extraction architecture
our approach is to keep all the DBpedia data open to the community
for reuse and feedback.
ontology design, reification and querying The DBpe-
dia ontology is a crowdsourced ontology developed and maintained
since 2006. The DBpedia ontology has reached a stable state where
mostly additions and specializations are added in the ontology. At
the time of writing, the DBpedia ontology defines 375 datatypes and
units.4 The Wikidata schema on the other hand is quite new and
evolving and thus, not as stable. Simple datatype support in Wiki-
data started from the beginning of the project but units were only in-
troduced at the end of 2015. In addition, Wikidata did not start with
RDF as a primary data representation mechanism. There were dif-
ferent RDF serializations of Wikidata data and in particular different
reification techniques. For example the RDF we get from content ne-
gotiation5 is still different from the RDF dumps6 and the announced
reification design (Erxleben et al., 2014). For these reasons we chose to
use the DBpedia ontology and simple RDF reification. Performance-
wise neither reification techniques brings any great advantage (Her-
nandez, Hogan, and Krötzsch, 2015) and switching to the Wikidata
reification scheme would require to duplicate all DBpedia properties.
4 http://mappings.dbpedia.org/index.php?title=Special:AllPages&namespace=
206
5 https://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q42.nt
6 http://tools.wmflabs.org/wikidata-exports/rdf/
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conversion process
The DBpedia Information Extraction Framework was greatly refac-
tored to accommodate the extraction of data in Wikidata. The major
difference between Wikidata and the other Wikimedia projects DBpe-
dia extracts is that Wikidata uses JSON instead of WikiText to store
items.
In addition to some DBpedia provenance extractors that can be
used in any MediaWiki export dump, we defined 10 additional Wiki-
data extractors to export as much knowledge as possible out of Wiki-
data. These extractors can get labels, aliases, descriptions, different
types of sitelinks, references, statements and qualifiers.
For statements we define a RawWikidataExtractor that extracts all
available information but uses our reification scheme (cf. Section 6.4)
and the Wikidata properties and the R2RWikidataExtractor that uses
a mapping-based approach to map Wikidata statements to the DBpe-
dia ontology. Figure 20 depicts the current DBw extraction architec-
ture.
Wikidata Property Mappings
In the same way the DBpedia mappings wiki defines infobox to ontol-
ogy mappings, in the context of this work we define Wikidata prop-
erty to DBpedia ontology mappings. Wikidata property mappings
can be defined both as Schema Mappings and as Value Transformation
Mappings. Related approaches have been designed for the migration
of Freebase to Wikidata (Tanon et al., 2016).
Schema Mappings
The DBpedia mappings wiki7 is a community effort to map Wikipedia
infoboxes to the DBpedia ontology and at the same time crowd-source
the DBpedia ontology. Mappings between DBpedia properties and
Wikidata properties are expressed as owl:equivalentProperty links
in the property definition pages, e.g. dbo:birthPlace is equivalent
to wkdt:P569.8 Although Wikidata does not define classes in terms
of RDFS or OWL we use OWL punning9 to define owl:equivalentClass
links between the DBpedia classes and the related Wikidata items, e.g.
dbo:Person is equivalent to wkdt:Q5.10
7 http://mappings.dbpedia.org
8 http://mappings.dbpedia.org/index.php/OntologyProperty:BirthDate
9 https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-new-features/#F12:_Punning
10 http://mappings.dbpedia.org/index.php/OntologyClass:Person
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Value Transformations
The value transformation takes the form of a JSON structure that
binds a Wikidata property to one or more value transformation strings.
A complete list of the existing value transformation mappings can be
found in the DIEF. 11 The value transformation strings that may con-
tain special placeholders in the form of a ‘$’ sign represent transfor-
mation functions. If no ‘$’ placeholder is found, the mapping is con-
sidered constant. e.g. "P625": {"rdf:type": "geo:SpatialThing"}. In addi-
tion to constant mappings, one can define the following functions:
$1 replaces the placeholder with the raw Wikidata value. e.g. "P
1566": {"owl:sameAs": "http://sws.geonames.org/$1/"}.
$2 replaces the placeholder with an escaped value to form a valid
MediaWiki title, used when the value is a Wikipedia title and
needs proper whitespace escaping. e.g. "P154": {"logo": "http
://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Special:FilePath/$2"}.
$getdbpediaclass Using the schema class mappings, tries to map
the current value to a DBpedia class. This function is used to ex-
tract rdf:type and rdfs:subClassOf statement from the respec-
tive Wikidata properties. e.g "P31": {"rdf:type": "$getDBpediaClass
"} "P279":{"rdfs:subClassOf": "$getDBpediaClass"}
$getlatitude , $getlongitude , $getgeorss Geo-related func-
tions to extract coordinates from values. The following is a com-
plete geo mapping that the extracts geo coordinates similar to
the DBpedia coordinates dataset.12
For every occurrence of the property P625, four triples — one
for every mapping — are generated:
1 "P625":[{"rdf:type":"geoSpatialThing"},
2 {"geo:lat": "$getLatitude" },
3 {"geo:long": "$getLongitude"},
4 {"georss:point": "$getGeoRss"}] 
Listing 5: Geographical DBw mappings
1 dw:Q64 rdf:type geo:SpatialThing ;
2 geo:lat "52.51667"^^xsd:float ;
3 geo:long "13.38333"^^xsd:float ;
4 geo:point "52.51667 13.38333" . 
Listing 6: Resulting RDF from applied mappings for Wikidata item
Q64
11 https://github.com/dbpedia/extraction-framework/blob/master/dump/config.
json
12 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Downloads
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mappings application The R2RWikidataExtractor merges the schema
and value transformation property mappings. For every statement or
qualifier it encounters, if mappings for the current Wikidata property
exist, it tries to apply them and emit the mapped triples. Statements
or qualifiers without mappings are discarded by the R2RWikidataExtractor
but captured by the RawWikidataExtractor (cf. Section 6.4).
Additions and Post Processing Steps
Besides the basic extraction phase, additional processing steps are
added in the workflow.
type inferencing In a similar way DBpedia calculates transitive
types for every resource, the DBpedia Information Extraction Frame-
work was extended to generate these triples directly at extraction
time. As soon as an rdf:type triple is detected from the mappings,
we try to identify the related DBpedia class. If a DBpedia class is
found, all super types are assigned to a resource.
transitive redirects DBpedia already has scripts in place to
identify, extract and resolve redirects. After the redirects are extracted,
a transitive redirect closure is calculated and applied in all generated
datasets by replacing the redirected IRIs to the final ones.
validation The DBpedia extraction framework already takes care
of the correctness of the extracted datatypes during extraction. This is
achieved by making sure that the value of every property conforms to
the range of that property (i.e. xsd:date) We provide two additional
steps of validation. The first step is performed during extraction and
checks if the property mappings has a compatible rdfs:range (lit-
eral or IRI) with the current value. The rejected triples are stored
for feedback to the DBpedia mapping community. The second step
is performed in a post-processing step and validates if the type of
the object IRI is disjoint with the rdfs:range or the type of the sub-
ject disjoint with the rdfs:domain of the property. These inconsistent
triples, although they are excluded from the SPARQL endpoint and
the Linked Data interface, are offered for download. These violations
may originate from logically inconsistent schema mappings or result
from different schema modeling between Wikidata and DBpedia.
IRI Schemes
As mentioned earlier, we decided to generate the RDF datasets under
the wikidata.dbpedia.org domain. For example, wkdt:Q42 will be
transformed to dw:Q42.
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reification In contrast to Wikidata, simple RDF reification was
chosen for the representation of qualifiers. This leads to a simpler de-
sign and further reuse of the DBpedia properties. The IRI schemes
for the rdf:Statement IRIs follow the same verbose approach from
DBpedia to make them easily writable manually by following a spe-
cific pattern. If the value is an IRI (Wikidata Item) then for a subject
IRI Qs, a property Px and a value IRI Qv the reified statement IRI
has the form dw:Qs_Px_Qv. If the value is a Literal then for a subject
IRI Qs, a property Px and a Literal value Lv the reified statement IRI
has the form dw:Qs_Px_H(Lv,5), where H() is a hash function that
takes as argument a string (Lv) and a number to limit the size of the
returned hash (5). The hash function in the case of literals is used to
create unique IRI and we consider the value ‘5’ big enough to avoid
collisions in that value space and keep it short at the same time. The
equivalent representation of the Wikidata example in Section 6.1 is:
13
1 dw:Q42_P26_Q14623681 a rdf:Statement ;
2 rdf:subject dw:Q42 ;
3 rdf:predicate dbo:spouse ;
4 rdf:object dw:Q14623681 ;
5 dbo:startDate "1991-11-25"^^xsd:date ;
6 dbo:endDate "2001-5-11"^^xsd:date ; 
Listing 7: Simple RDF reification example
iri splitting The Wikidata data model allows multiple identical
claims with different qualifiers. In those not so common cases the
DBw heuristic for IRI readability fails to provide unique IRIs. We
create hash-based IRIs for each identical claim and attach them to the
original IRI with the dbo:wikidataSplitIri property. At the time of
writing, there are 69,662 IRI split triples and Listing 8 provides an
example split IRI.
dataset description
A statistical overview of the DBw dataset is provided in Table 12. We
extract provenance information, e.g. the MediaWiki page and revision
IDs as well as redirects. Aliases, labels and descriptions are extracted
from the related Wikidata item section and are similar to the RDF
data Wikidata provides. A difference to Wikidata are the properties
we chose to associate aliases and description. Each row in Table 12
is provided as a separate file to ease the consumption of parts of the
DBw dataset.
Wikidata sitelinks are processed to provide three datasets: 1) owl:sameAs
links between DBw IRIs and Wikidata IRIs (e.g. dw:Q42 owl:sameAs
13 DBw does not provide precision. Property definitions exist in the DBpedia ontology
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1 dw:Q30_P6_Q35171 dbo:wikidataSplitIri
2 dw:Q30_P6_Q35171_543e4, dw:Q30_P6_Q35171_64a6c.
3
4 dw:Q30_P6_Q35171_543e4 a rdf:Statement ;
5 rdf:subject dw:Q30 ;
6 rdf:predicate dbo:primeMinister ;
7 rdf:object dw:Q35171 ;
8 dbo:startDate "1893-3-4"^^xsd:date ;
9 dbo:endDate "1897-3-4"^^xsd:date ;
10
11 dw:Q30_P6_Q35171_64a6c a rdf:Statement ;
12 rdf:subject dw:Q30 ;
13 rdf:predicate dbo:primeMinister ;
14 rdf:object dw:Q35171 ;
15 dbo:startDate "1885-3-4"^^xsd:date ;
16 dbo:endDate "1889-3-4"^^xsd:date; 
Listing 8: Example of splitting duplicate claims with different qualifiers
using dbo:wikidataSplitIri
wkdt: Q42), 2) owl:sameAs links between DBw IRIs and sitelinks con-
verted to DBpedia IRIs (e.g. dw:Q42 owl:sameAs db-en:Douglas_Adams)
and 3) for every language in the mappings wiki we generate owl:sameAs
links to all other languages (e.g. db-en:Douglas_Adams owl:sameAs
db-de: Douglas_Adams). The latter is used for the DBpedia releases
in order to provide links between the different DBpedia language edi-
tions.
Mapped facts are generated from the Wikidata property mappings (cf.
Section 6.3.1). Based on a combination of the predicate and object
value of a triple they are split in different datasets. Types, transitive
types, geo coordinates, depictions and external owl:sameAs links are
separated. The rest of the mapped facts are in the mappings dataset.
The reified mapped facts (R) contains all the mapped facts as reified
statements and the mapped qualifiers for these statements (RQ) are
provided separately (cf. Listing 7).
Raw facts consist of three datasets that generate triples with DBw
IRIs and the original Wikidata properties. The first dataset (raw facts)
provides triples for simple statements. The same statements are rei-
fied in the second dataset (R) and in the third dataset (RQ) we pro-
vide qualifiers linked in the reified statements. Example of the raw
datasets can be seen in Listing 7 by replacing the DBpedia properties
with the original Wikidata properties. These datasets provide full cov-
erage and, except from the reification design and different namespace,
can be seen as equivalent with the WikidataRDF dumps.
Wikidata statement references are extracted in the references dataset
using the reified statement resource IRI as subject and the dbo:reference
property. Finally, in the mapping and ontology violation datasets we
provide triples rejected according to Section 6.3.2.
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Title Triples Description
Provenance 20.3M PageIDs & revisions
Redirects 855K Explicit & transitive redirects
Aliases 5.3M Resource aliases with dbo:alias
Labels 87.1M Labels with rdfs:label
Descriptions 137M Descriptions with dbo:description
Sitelinks 271M DBpedia inter-language links
Wikidata links 19.4M Links to original Wikidata URIs
Mapped facts 320M Aggregated mapped facts
- Types 7.9M Direct types from the DBpedia ontology
- Transitive Types 52M Transitive types from the DBpedia ontol-
ogy
- SubClassOf 332K Wikidata SubClasOf DBpedia ontology
- Coordinates 9.5M Geo coordinates
- Images 2.3M Depictions using foaf:depiction &
dbo:thumbnail
- Literals 4.7M Wikidata literals with DBpedia ontology
- Other 27.5M Wikidata statements with DBpedia ontol-
ogy
- External links 4.3M sameAs links to external databases
Mapped facts (R) 210M Mapped statements reified (all)
Mapped facts (RQ) 998K Mapped qualifiers
Raw facts 82M Raw simple statements - not mapped
Raw facts (R) 328M Raw statements reified
Raw facts (RQ) 2.2M Raw qualifiers
References 56.8M Reified statements references with
dbo:reference
Mapping Errors 2.9M Facts from incorrect mappings
Ontology Violations 42K Facts excluded due to ontology inconsis-
tencies
Table 12: Description of the DBw datasets. (R) stands for a reified dataset
and (Q) for a qualifiers dataset
Title Before After
Types 7,457,860 7,911,916
Transitive Types 49,438,753 52,042,144
SubClassOf 237,943 331,551
Table 13: Number of triples comparison before and after automatic class
mappings extracted from Wikidata SubClassOf relations
dataset statistics
The statistics we present are based on the Wikidata XML dump from
January 2016. We managed to generate a total of 1.4B triples with
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Class Count
dbo:Agent 3.43M
dbo:Person 3.08M
geo:spatialThing 2.39M
dbo:TopicalConcept 2.12M
dbo:Taxon 2.12M
Table 14: Top classes
Property Count
owl:sameAs 320.8M
rdf:type 192.7M
dbo:description 136.9M
rdfs:label 87.2M
rdfs:seeAlso 10.1M
Table 15: Top properties
Property Count
dbo:date 380K
dbo:startDate 265K
dbo:endDate 116K
dbo:country 40K
geo:point 31K
Table 16: Top mapped qualifiers
Property rdfs:label Count
wd:P31 instance of 15.3M
wd:P17 country 3.9M
wd:P21 sex or gender 2.8M
wd:P131 located in the administrative
territorial entity
2.7M
wd:P625 coordinate location 2.4M
Table 17: Top properties in Wikidata
188,818,326 unique resources. In Table 12 we provide the number of
triples per combined datasets.
class & property statistics We provide the 5 most popular
DBw classes in Table 14. We managed to extract a total of 7.9M typed
Things with Agents and Person as the most frequent types. The 5
most frequent mapped properties in simple statements are provided
in Table 15 and the most popular mapped properties in qualifiers in
Table 16. Wikidata does not have a complete range of value types and
date properties are the most frequent at the moment.
mapping statistics In total, 269 value transformation mappings
were defined along with 185 owl:equivalentProperty and 323 owl:equivalentClass
schema mappings. Wikidata has 1935 properties (as of January 2016)
defined with a total of 81,998,766 occurrences. With the existing map-
pings we covered 74.21 % of the occurrences.
redirects In the current dataset we generated 854,578 redirects
– including transitive. The number of redirects in Wikidata is small
compared to the project size but is is also a relatively new project. As
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Figure 21: Number of daily visitors in http://wikidata.dbpedia.org
the project matures in time the number of redirects will increase and
resolving them will have an impact on the resulting data.
validation According to Table 12, a total of 2.9M errors orig-
inated from 11 wrong Wikidata-to-DBpedia schema mappings and
42,541 triples did not pass the ontology validation (cf. Section 6.3.2).
access statistics There were more than 10 million requests to
wikidata.dbpedia.org since May 2015 from 28,557 unique IPs as of
February 2016 and the daily visitors range from 300 to 2.7K (cf. Fig-
ure 21). The access logs were analysed by using WebLog Expert.14
The full report can be found on our website. 15
access and sustainability
This dataset is part of the official DBpedia knowledge infrastructure
and is published through the regular releases of DBpedia, along with
the rest of the DBpedia language editions. The first DBpedia release
that included this dataset is DBpedia release 2015-04. DBpedia is a
pioneer in adopting and creating best practices for Linked Data and
RDF publishing. Thus, being incorporated into the DBpedia publish-
ing workflow guarantees: a) long-term availability through the DB-
pedia Association and b) agility in adopting any new best-practices
promoted by DBpedia. In addition to the regular and stable releases
of DBpedia we provide additional dataset updates from the project
website.
Besides the stable dump availability we created http://wikidata.
dbpedia.org for the provision of a Linked Data interface and a SPARQL
Endpoint. The dataset is registered in DataHub and provides machine
14 https://www.weblogexpert.com/
15 http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/report/report.html
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Table 18: Technicial details of DBw dataset
Name DBw
Sparql Endpoint http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/
sparql
Example resource link http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/
resource/Q42
Download link http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/
downloads
DataHub link http://datahub.io/dataset/
dbpedia-wikidata
Void link http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/
downloads/void.ttl
DataID link http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/
downloads/20150330/dataid.ttl
Licence CC0
readable metadata as void and DataID (Brümmer et al., 2014). Since
the project is now part of the official DBpedia Information Extraction
Framework, our dataset reuses the existing user and developer sup-
port infrastructure. DBpedia has a general discussion and developer
list as well as an issue tracker16 for submitting bugs.
use cases
Although it is early to identify a big range of possible use cases for
DBw, our main motivation was a) familiar querying for the DBpedia
community, b) vertical integration with the existing DBpedia infras-
tructure and c) data integration and fusion.
Listings 9 and 10 provide query examples with simple and reified
statements. Since DBpedia provides transitive types directly, queries
such as select all places can be formulated in SPARQL endpoints with-
out SPARQL 1.1 support or simple scripts on the dumps. Moreover,
dbo:country can be more intuitive than wkdt:P17c. Finally, the DB-
pedia queries can, in most cases directly or with minor adjustments,
run on all DBpedia language endpoints. This, among others, means
that existing DBpedia applications are potentially compatible with
DBw. When someone is working with reified statements, the DBpedia
IRIs encode all possible information to visually identify the resources
and items involved (cf. Section 6.3.3) in the statement while Wikidata
uses a hash string. Querying for reified statement in Wikidata needs
to properly suffix the Wikidata property with c/s/q. 17 Simple RDF
16 https://github.com/dbpedia/extraction-framework/issues
17 At the time of writing, there is a mismatch of the actual Wikidata syntax re-
ported from the Wikidata paper, the Wikidata RDF dumps and the official Wikidata
SPARQL endpoint
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reification on the other hand limits the use of SPARQL property path
expressions.
1 #DBw
2 SELECT * WHERE {
3 ?place a dbo:Place ;
4 dbo:country dw:Q183.
5 OPTIONAL {
6 ?place rdfs:label ?label.
7 FILTER (LANG(?label)="en")
8 }
9 }
10
11 #Wikidata
12 SELECT * WHERE {
13 ?place wdt:P31/wdt:P279* wd:Q486972;
14 wdt:P17 wd:Q183.
15 OPTIONAL {
16 ?place rdfs:label ?label.
17 FILTER (LANG(?label)="en")
18 }
19 } 
Listing 9: Queries with simple statement
1 #DBw
2 SELECT DISTINCT ?person WHERE {
3 ?statementUri rdf:subject ?person ;
4 rdf:predicate dbo:spouse ;
5 dbo:startDate ?m_date.
6 FILTER (year(?m_date)<2000)
7 }
8
9 #Wikidata
10 SELECT DISTINCT ?person WHERE {
11 ?person p:P26/pq:P580 ?m_date.
12 FILTER (year(?m_date)<2000)
13 } 
Listing 10: Queries with reified statements
The fact that the datasets are split according to the information
they contain eases data consumption when someone needs a specific
subset, e.g. coordinates. An additional important use case is data in-
tegration. Converting a dataset to a common schema, facilitates the
integration of data. The DBw dataset is planned to be used as an en-
richment dataset on top of DBpedia and fill in data that are being
moved from Wikipedia infoboxes to Wikidata. It is also part of our
short-term plan to fuse all DBpedia data into a new single knowl-
edge base and the DBw dataset will have a prominent role in this
project.
use cases for wikidata Through DBw Wikidata has a gateway
to DBpedia data from other language editions by using the Wikidata
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property mappings. By accessing DBpedia data, Wikidata can cross-
reference facts as well as identify & consume data updates from
Wikipedia. Another core feature of Wikidata is adding references
for each statement. Unfortunately there are many facts copied from
Wikipedia by Wikidata editors that cite Wikipedia and not the pos-
sible external or authoritative source that is cited in the Wikipedia
article. DBpedia recently started extracting citations from Wikipedia
pages. This makes it possible to associate facts extracted from DBpe-
dia with citations close to the fact position. By using the DBpedia
citations, DBpedia facts and their associations as well as the Wikidata
property mappings, a lot of references with high confidence can be sug-
gested for Wikidata facts.
combination of both datasets Currently there is indeed an
overlap of facts that exist both in DBpedia and Wikidata however,
there are also a lot of facts that are unique to each dataset. For in-
stance, DBpedia captures the links between Wikipedia pages that are
used to compute page-rank datasets for different Wikipedia/DBpedia
language editions. Using the page links from DBpedia and Wikidata
as an article association hub, a global page-rank score for Wikidata
items that takes the interconnection graph of all Wikipedias is possi-
ble. In general DBw provides a bridge that we hope will make it eas-
ier for the huge amount of information on both datasets to be used
in some new interesting ways and improve Wikidata and Wikipedia
itself. 18
conclusions and future work
We present an effort to provide an alternative RDF representation
of Wikidata. Our work involved the creation of 10 new DBpedia ex-
tractors, a Wikidata2DBpedia mapping language and additional post-
processing & validation steps. With the current mapping status we
managed to generate over 1.4 billion RDF triples with CC0 license.
According to the web server statistics, the daily number of DBw visi-
tors range from 300 to 2,700 and we counted almost 30,000 unique IPs
since the start of the project, which indicates that this dataset is used.
In the future we plan to extend the mapping coverage as well as ex-
tend the language with new mapping functions and more advanced
mapping definitions. The dataset is already part of the bi-yearly DB-
pedia release cycle and thus regularly updated. We will additionally
consider providing DBw as a live service similar to DBpedia Live.
18 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/about
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cross domain community knowledge bases
Wikidata
In March 2012, the Wikimedia Germany e.V. started the development
of Wikidata1. Wikidata is a free knowledge base about the world that
can be read and edited by humans and machines alike. It provides
data in all languages of the Wikimedia projects, and allows for central
access to the data in a similar vein as Wikimedia Commons does for
multimedia files. Things described in the Wikidata knowledge base
are called items and can have labels, descriptions and aliases in all lan-
guages. Wikidata does not aim at offering a single truth about things,
but providing statements given in a particular context. Rather than
stating that Berlin has a population of 3.5 million, Wikidata contains
the statement about Berlin’s population being 3.5 million as of 2011
according to the German statistical office. Thus, Wikidata can offer a
variety of statements from different sources and dates. As there are
potentially many different statements for a given item and property,
ranks can be added to statements to define their status (preferred,
normal or deprecated).
In particular, Wikidata is a collection of entity pages and there are
two types of entity pages: items and properties. Every item page con-
tains labels, short description, aliases, statements and site links. As
depicted in Figure 22, each statement consists of a claim and one
or more optional references. Each claim consists of a property-value
pair, and optional qualifiers. Values are also divided into three types:
no value, unknown value and custom value. The “no value” marker
means that there is certainly no value for the property, the “unknown
value” marker means that the property has some value, but it is un-
known to us and the “custom value ” which provides a known value
for the property.
The initial development was divided in three phases:
• The first phase (interwiki links) created an entity base for the
Wikimedia projects. This provides a better alternative to the pre-
vious interlanguage link system.
• The second phase (infoboxes) gathered infobox-related data for
a subset of the entities, with the explicit goal of augmenting
1 http://wikidata.org/
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Figure 22: Wikidata statements, image taken from Commons
1 wkdt:Q42 wkdt:P26s wkdt:Q42Sb88670f8-456b-3ecb-cf3d-2bca2cf7371e.
2 wkdt:Q42Sb88670f8-456b-3ecb-cf3d-2bca2cf7371e wkdt:P580q wkdt:VT74cee544.
3 wkdt:VT74cee544 rdf:type :TimeValue.;
4 :time "1991-11-25"^^xsd:date;
5 :timePrecision "11"^^xsd:int; :preferredCalendar wkdt:Q1985727.
6 wkdt:Q42Sb88670f8-456b-3ecb-cf3d-2bca2cf7371e wkdt:P582q wkdt:VT162aadcb.
7 wkdt:VT162aadcb rdf:type :TimeValue;
8 :time "2001-5-11"^^xsd:date;
9 :timePrecision "11"^^xsd:int; :preferredCalendar wkdt:Q1985727. 
Listing 11: RDF serialization for the fact: Douglas Adams’ (Q42) spouse is
Jane Belson (Q14623681) from (P580) 25 November 1991 until
(P582) 11 May 2001. Extracted from (Vrandecˇic´ and Krötzsch,
2014) Figure 3
the infoboxes that are currently widely used with data from
Wikidata.
• The third phase (lists) will expand the set of properties beyond
those related to infoboxes, and will provide ways of exploiting
this data within and outside the Wikimedia projects.
Since March 2013 the Wikidata extension is live on all Wikipedia
language editions and thus their pages can be linked to items in Wiki-
data and include data from Wikidata. At the time of writing of this
article, the development of the third phase is ongoing.
As of April 2016, Wikidata contains more than 20 million items and
87 million statements2 and has more than 6,000 active users.3 In 2014,
an RDF export of Wikidata was introduced (Erxleben et al., 2014) and
recently a few SPARQL endpoints were made available as external
contributions as well as an official one later on.4. Listing 11 provides
an example RDF serialization of a Wikidata statement.
2 https://tools.wmflabs.org/wikidata-todo/stats.php
3 https://stats.wikimedia.org/wikispecial/EN/TablesWikipediaWIKIDATA.htm
4 https://query.wikidata.org/
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Freebase
Freebase5 is a graph database, which also extracts structured data
from Wikipedia and makes it available in RDF. Both DBpedia and
Freebase link to each other and provide identifiers based on those for
Wikipedia articles. They both provide dumps of the extracted data,
as well as APIs or endpoints to access the data and allow their com-
munities to influence the schema of the data. There are, however, also
major differences between both projects. DBpedia focuses on being
an RDF representation of Wikipedia and serving as a hub on the Web
of Data, whereas Freebase uses several sources to provide broad cov-
erage. The store behind Freebase is the GraphD (Meyer et al., 2010)
graph database, which allows to efficiently store metadata for each
fact. This graph store is append-only. Deleted triples are marked and
the system can easily revert to a previous version. This is necessary,
since Freebase data can be directly edited by users, whereas infor-
mation in DBpedia can only indirectly be edited by modifying the
content of Wikipedia or the Mappings Wiki. From an organisational
point of view, Freebase is mainly run by Google, whereas DBpedia
is an open community project. In particular in focus areas of Google
and areas in which Freebase includes other data sources, the Freebase
database provides a higher coverage than DBpedia.
YAGO
One of the projects that pursues similar goals to DBpedia is YAGO6
(Suchanek, Kasneci, and Weikum, 2007). YAGO is identical to DB-
pedia in that each article in Wikipedia becomes an entity in YAGO.
Based on this, it uses the leaf categories in the Wikipedia category
graph to infer type information about an entity. One of its key fea-
tures is to link this type information to WordNet. WordNet synsets
are represented as classes and the extracted types of entities may be-
come subclasses of such a synset. In the YAGO2 system (Hoffart et
al., 2013a), declarative extraction rules were introduced, which can
extract facts from different parts of Wikipedia articles, e.g. infoboxes
and categories, as well as other sources. YAGO2 also supports spatial
and temporal dimensions for facts at the core of its system.
One of the main differences between DBpedia and YAGO in gen-
eral is that DBpedia tries to stay very close to Wikipedia and pro-
vide an RDF version of its content. YAGO focuses on extracting a
smaller number of relations compared to DBpedia to achieve very
high precision and consistent knowledge. The two knowledge bases
offer different type systems: whereas the DBpedia ontology is man-
ually maintained, YAGO is backed by WordNet and Wikipedia leaf
categories. Due to this, YAGO contains many more classes than DBpe-
5 http://www.freebase.com/
6 http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/yago/
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dia. Another difference is that the integration of attributes and objects
in infoboxes is done via mappings in DBpedia and, therefore, by the
DBpedia community itself, whereas this task is facilitated by expert-
designed declarative rules in YAGO2.
The two knowledge bases are connected, e.g. DBpedia offers the
YAGO type hierarchy as an alternative to the DBpedia ontology and
sameAs links are provided in both directions. While the underlying
systems are very different, both projects share similar aims and posi-
tively complement and influence each other.
knowledge extraction from wikipedia
Since its official start in 2001, Wikipedia has always been the target
of automatic extraction of information due to its easy availability,
open license and encyclopedic knowledge. A large number of parsers,
scraper projects and publications exist. In this section, we restrict
ourselves to approaches that are either notable, recent or pertinent
to DBpedia. MediaWiki.org maintains an up-to-date list of software
projects7, who are able to process wiki syntax, as well as a list of data
extraction extensions8 for MediaWiki.
JWPL (Java Wikipedia Library, (Zesch, Müller, and Gurevych, 2008))
is an open-source, Java-based API that allows to access information
provided by the Wikipedia API (redirects, categories, articles and link
structure). JWPL contains a MediaWiki Markup parser that can be
used to further analyze the contents of a Wikipedia page. Data is also
provided as XML dump and is incorporated in the lexical resource
UBY9 for language tools.
Several different approaches to extract knowledge from Wikipedia
are presented in (Nakayama et al., 2008). Given features like anchor
texts, interlanguage links, category links and redirect pages are uti-
lized e.g. for word-sense disambiguations or synonyms, translations,
taxonomic relations and abbreviation or hypernym resolution, respec-
tively. Apart from this, link structures are used to build the Wikipedia
Thesaurus Web service10. Additional projects that exploit the men-
tioned features are listed on the Special Interest Group on Wikipedia
Mining (SIGWP) Web site11.
An earlier approach to improve the quality of the infobox schemata
and contents is described in (Wu and Weld, 2007). The presented
methodology encompasses a three step process of preprocessing, clas-
sification and extraction. During preprocessing refined target infobox
schemata are created applying statistical methods and training sets
are extracted based on real Wikipedia data. After assigning a class
7 http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Alternative_parsers
8 http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension_Matrix/data_extraction
9 http://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/data/lexical-resources/uby/
10 http://sigwp.org/en/index.php/Wikipedia_Thesaurus
11 http://sigwp.org/en/
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and the corresponding target schema (classification) the training sets
are used to extract target infobox values from the document’s text
applying machine learning algorithms.
The idea of using structured data from certain markup structures
was also applied to other user-driven Web encyclopedias. In (Niu et
al., 2011) the authors describe their effort building an integrated Chi-
nese Linking Open Data (CLOD) source based on the Chinese Wikipedia
and the two widely used and large encyclopedias Baidu Baike12 and
Hudong Baike13. Apart from utilizing MediaWiki and HTML Markup
for the actual extraction, the Wikipedia interlanguage links were used
to link the CLOD source to the English DBpedia.
A more generic approach to achieve a better cross-lingual knowledge-
linkage beyond the use of Wikipedia interlanguage links is presented
in (Wang et al., 2012). Focusing on wiki knowledge bases the authors
introduce their solution based on structural properties like similar
linkage structures, the assignment to similar categories and similar in-
terests of the authors of wiki documents in the considered languages.
Since this approach is language-feature-agnostic it is not restricted to
certain languages.
KnowItAll14 is a web scale knowledge extraction effort, which is
domain-independent, and uses generic extraction rules, co-occurrence
statistics and Naive Bayes classification (Etzioni et al., 2004). Cyc (Lenat,
1995) is a large common sense knowledge base, which is now partially
released as OpenCyc and also available as an OWL ontology. Open-
Cyc is linked to DBpedia, which provides an ontological embedding
in its comprehensive structures. WikiTaxonomy (Ponzetto and Strube,
2008) is a large taxonomy derived from categories in Wikipedia by
classifying categories as instances or classes and deriving a subsump-
tion hierarchy. The KOG system (Wu and Weld, 2008) refines exist-
ing Wikipedia infoboxes based on machine learning techniques using
both SVMs and a more powerful joint-inference approach expressed
in Markov Logic Networks. KYLIN (Wu and Weld, 2007) is a system
which autonomously extracts structured data from Wikipedia and
uses self-supervised linking.
12 http://baike.baidu.com/
13 http://www.hudong.com/
14 http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/knowitall/
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Linked Open Data (LOD) comprises an unprecedented volume of
structured data published on the Web. However, these datasets are of
varying quality ranging from extensively curated datasets to crowd-
sourced and even extracted data of relatively low quality. Data quality
is not an absolute measure, but assesses fitness for use (Juran, 1974).
Consequently, one of the main challenges regarding the wider deploy-
ment and use of semantic technologies on the Web is the assessment
and ensuring of the quality of a certain, possibly evolving, dataset
for a particular use case. There have been few approaches for assess-
ing Linked Data quality. However, these were majorly methodologies,
which require (1) a large amount of manual configuration and in-
teraction (Bizer and Cyganiak, 2009; Flemming, 2010; Mendes P.N.,
2012) or (2) automated, reasoning based methods (Guéret et al., 2012;
Ji et al., 2009). While reasoning based methods allow more automa-
tion, they are either limited to very specific quality aspects (such as
link quality (Guéret et al., 2012)) or lack scalability to the medium
and large datasets being increasingly published as Linked Data. In
consequence, we observe a shortage of practical quality assessment
approaches for Linked Data, which balance between a high degree of
automation and scalability to datasets comprising billions of triples.
In this chapter, we present a methodology for test-driven Linked
Data quality assessment, which is inspired by test-driven software
development. In software engineering, a test case can be defined as
“an input on which the program under test is executed during testing” and
a test set as “a set of test cases for testing a program” (Zhu, Hall, and
May, 1997). A basic metric in software unit-testing is test adequacy,
which measures the completeness of the test set. A key principle of
test-driven software development is to start the development with the
implementation of automated test methods before the actual function-
ality is implemented.
Compared to software source code testing, where test cases have
to be implemented largely manually or with limited programmatic
support, the situation for Linked Data quality testing is slightly more
advantageous. On the Data Web, we have a unified data model – RDF
– which is the basis for both, data and ontologies. In this work, we ex-
ploit the RDF data model by devising a pattern-based approach for
the data quality tests of RDF knowledge bases. We argue that ontolo-
gies, vocabularies and knowledge bases should be accompanied by
a number of test cases, which help to ensure a basic level of quality.
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We present a methodology for assessing the quality of linked data re-
sources, based on a formalization of data quality integrity constraints.
Our formalization employs SPARQL query templates, which are in-
stantiated into concrete quality test case queries. Based on an exten-
sive survey, we compile a comprehensive library of quality test case
patterns, which can be instantiated for rapid development of more
test cases. We provide a method for automatic test case instantiation
from these patterns for a particular ontology or vocabulary schema.
Furthermore, we support the automatic derivation from OWL schema
axioms. Since many schemata of LOD datasets are not very expres-
sive, our methodology also includes semi-automatic schema enrich-
ment. Concrete test cases are equipped with persistent identifiers to
facilitate test tracking over time. We devise the notion of RDF test case
coverage based on a combination of six individual coverage metrics
(four for properties and two for classes).
As a result, the test case coverage can be explicitly stated for a
certain dataset and potential users can thus obtain a more realistic
assessment of the quality they can expect. Since the test cases are
related to certain parts of the knowledge base (i.e. properties and
classes), the quality of particular fragments relevant for a certain use-
case can also be easily assessed. Another benefit of test-driven data
engineering is support for data evolution. Once test cases are defined
for a certain vocabulary, they can be applied to all datasets reusing
elements of this vocabulary. Test cases can be re-executed whenever
the data is altered. Due to the modularity of the approach, where test
cases are bound to certain vocabulary elements, test cases for newly
emerging datasets, which reuse existing vocabularies can be easily
derived.
Our approach allows to perform an automatic test case instanti-
ation based on schema constraints or semi-automatically enriched
schemata and allows users to generate specific test case instantiations
that are applicable for a schema or a dataset.
The remainder of this chapter article is structured as follows: Sec-
tion 8.1 describes the methodology we followed to define Data Quality
Test Case Patterns. We provide the basic notions of the methodology,
our proposed workflow, test coverage metrics as well as discussion
on how our approach compared to OWL reasoning. In Section 8.2 we
provide the test-driven data engineering ontology that provides a port
of our methodology to OWL. The elicitation of our pattern library is
described in Section 8.3 and we conclude in Section 8.4.
test-driven data quality methodology
We first introduce the basic notions in our methodology, then describe
its workflow and finally define test case coverage criteria analogous
to unit tests in software engineering.
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Basic Notions
Data Quality Test Pattern (DQTP). A data quality test case pattern
is a tuple (V ,S), where V is a set of typed pattern variables and S is
a SPARQL query template with placeholders for the variables from
V . Possible types of the pattern variables are IRIs, literals, operators,
datatype values (e.g. integers) and regular expressions. With R(v) we
denote the value range for a pattern variable in v ∈ V , i.e. the set of
values by which the variable can be substituted, and with R(V) the
union of all these sets, i.e. R(V) =
⋃
v∈V R(v).
Ideally, DQTPs should be knowledge base and vocabulary agnostic.
Using %%v%% as syntax for placeholders, an example DQTP is:
1 SELECT ?s WHERE { ?s %%P1%% ?v1 .
2 ?s %%P2%% ?v2 .
3 FILTER ( ?v1 %%OP%% ?v2 ) } 
This DQTP can be used for testing whether a value comparison
of two properties P1 and P2 holds with respect to an operator OP.
DQTPs represent abstract patterns, which can be further refined into
concrete data quality test cases using test pattern bindings.
Test Case Pattern Binding. A test case pattern binding is a specific
instantiation of a DQTP. It is a triple (σ,S,C) in which σ : V → R(V)
is a mapping of variables to valid replacements, S is a SPARQL query
template and C ∈ {error,bad_smell} is used as classification of the
error.
Data Quality Test Cases. Applying σ to S results in a SPARQL
query, which can then be executed. Each result of the query is con-
sidered to be a violation of a unit test. An example test case pattern
binding and resulting data quality test case is1:
1 P1 => dbo:birthDate | SELECT ?s WHERE {
2 P2 => dbo:deathDate | ?s dbo:birthDate ?v1.
3 OP => > | ?s dbo:deathDate ?v2.
4 | FILTER ( ?v1 > ?v2 ) } 
A test case has four different results: success (empty result), vio-
lation (results are returned), timeout (test case is marked for further
inspection) and error (the query cannot be evaluated due to e.g. a
network error or SPARQL engine limitations).
Test case Auto Generators (TAG). Many knowledge bases use RDFS
and OWL as modelling languages. While the core of those languages
aims at inferring new facts, a number of constructs is also suitable for
verifying data quality. In previous work, tools like the Pellet Integrity
Constraint Validator (Sirin and Tao, 2009) made use of this by viewing
OWL axioms as constraints and reporting violations of them. Those
are then interpreted via integrity constraint semantics, which uses a
1 We use http://prefix.cc to resolve all name spaces and prefixes. A full list can be
found at http://prefix.cc/popular/all
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closed world assumption and a weaker form of the unique names
assumption in which two individuals are considered to be different
unless they are explicitly stated to be equal. We pursue the same ap-
proach for re-using schema information in our test framework. To
achieve this, a test case auto generator (TAG) takes a schema as input
and returns test cases. We provide support for the following OWL
constructs rdfs:domain, rdfs:range, owl:minCardinality, owl:max-
Cardinality, owl:cardinality, owl:functionalProperty, owl:disjoint-
Class, owl:propertyDisjointWith, owl:complementOf, owl:Inverse-
FunctionalProperty, owl:AsymmetricProperty, owl:IrreflexiveProperty
and owl:deprecated.
Generators consist of a detection and an execution part. The detec-
tion part is a query against a schema, for instance:
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?T1 ?T2 WHERE {
2 ?T1 owl:disjointWith ?T2 . } 
For every result of a detection query, a test case is instantiated from
the respective pattern, for instance:
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE {
2 ?s rdf:type %%T1%% .
3 ?s rdf:type %%T2%% .} 
Depending on the violation, there is not necessarily a one-to-one
mapping between a detection query and the generated test cases. For
the owl:cardinality constraint, for example, we use three TAGs: (i)
a TAG for the case a cardinality is 0, which checks whether the corre-
sponding triple pattern is instantiated and two generators for values
greater than 0, (ii) one to ensure that the property exists (TYPRODEP)
and (iii) a second to validate the property occurrences (OWLCARD).
The detection queries can be quite complex, we would like to stress,
however, that our goal is not to provide complete reasoning and con-
straint checking, but rather a lightweight mechanism verifying typical
violations efficiently.
Workflow
Our methodology is illustrated in Figure 23. As shown in the figure,
there are two major sources for creating test cases. One source is stake-
holder feedback from everyone involved in the usage of a dataset
and the other source is the already existing RDFS/OWL schema of a
dataset. Based on this, there are several ways in which test cases can
be created:
1. Using RDFS/OWL constraints directly: As previously explained,
test cases can be automatically created via TAGs in this case.
2. Enriching the RDFS/OWL constraints: Since many datasets pro-
vide only limited schema information, we perform automatic
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Figure 23: Flowchart showing the test-driven data quality methodology. The
left part displays the input sources of our pattern library. In the
middle part the different ways of pattern instantiation are shown
which lead to the Data Quality Test Cases on the right.
schema enrichment as recently studied in (Bühmann and Lehmann,
2012, 2013). These schema enrichment methods can take an RD-
F/OWL dataset or a SPARQL endpoint as input and automati-
cally suggest schema axioms with a certain confidence value by
analysing the dataset. In our methodology, this is used to create
further test cases via TAGs. It should be noted that test cases
are explicitly labelled, such that the engineer knows that they
are less reliable than manual test cases.
3. Re-using tests based on common vocabularies: Naturally, a major
goal in the Semantic Web is to re-use existing vocabularies in-
stead of creating them from scratch for each dataset. We detect
the used vocabularies in a dataset, which allows to re-use test
cases from a test case pattern library. The creation of that library
is described in the next section.
4. Instantiate existing DQTPs: The aim of DQTPs is to be generic,
such that they can be applied to different datasets. While this
requires a high initial effort of compiling a pattern library, it is
beneficial in the long run, since they can be re-used. Instead of
writing SPARQL templates themselves, an engineer can select
and instantiate the correct DQTP. This does not necessarily re-
quire SPARQL knowledge, but can also be achieved via a textual
description of a DQTP, examples and its intended usage.
5. Write own DQTPs: In some cases, test cases cannot be generated
by any of the automatic and semi-automatic methods above and
have to be written from scratch by an engineer. These DQTPs
can then become part of a central library to facilitate later re-use.
rdf data source Our methodology encapsulates all RDF data
as Sources. An RDF data source can be a schema, a dataset, a semi-
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automatically enriched schema (based on a dataset). Test cases can be
associated with any Source and can be generated either automatically
or manually. A source can also be related to other sources. For exam-
ple a dataset can reference many schema sources, or a schema may
re-use other schemas.
Test Coverage and Adequacy
In software engineering, a test case can be defined as an input on which
the program under test is executed during testing and a test set as a set
of test cases for testing a program (Zhu, Hall, and May, 1997). A basic
metric in software unit testing is Test Adequacy. According to (Zhu,
Hall, and May, 1997), adequacy is a notion that measures the com-
pleteness of the test set. An Adequacy Stopping Rule (ASR) is a related
metric with a range {true|false} that defines whether sufficient test-
ing has been done. Many attempts have been made to quantify test
adequacy with the main coverage criteria being: a) statement cover-
age, b) branch coverage, c) path coverage and d) mutation adequacy.
It is hard to automate the creation of these tests.
In RDF, instead of code, the testing subject is data that is stored in
triples and adheres to a schema. We define an RDF test case as a data
constraint that involves one or more triples and an RDF test set as a set of
test cases for testing a dataset. Since no branches and paths in RDF exist,
a test adequacy metric can only be related to the selectivity of the test
cases. We will subsequently consider coverage as a composite of the
following coverage criteria:
• Property domain coverage (dom): Identifies the ratio of property
occurrences, where a test case is defined for verifying domain
restrictions of the property.
• Property range coverage (ran): Identifies the ratio of property oc-
currences, where a test case is defined for verifying range re-
strictions of the property.
• Property dependency coverage (pdep): Identifies the ratio of prop-
erty occurrences, where a test case is defined for verifying de-
pendencies with other properties.
• Property cardinality coverage (card): Identifies the ratio of prop-
erty occurrences, where a test case is defined for verifying the
cardinality of the property.
• Class instance coverage (mem): Identifies the ratio of classes with
test cases regarding class membership.
• Class dependency coverage (cdep): Identifies the ratio of class oc-
currences for which test cases verifying relationships with other
classes are defined.
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A certain property should also be considered to be covered, if the
absence of a particular constraint is explicitly stated.
The above criteria can be computed by coverage computation func-
tions. Each coverage computation function f : Q→ 2E takes a SPARQL
query q ∈ Q corresponding to a test case pattern binding as input and
returns a set of entities. As an example, the function fdom for comput-
ing the domain coverage returns the set of all properties p such that
the triple pattern (?s,p, ?o) occurs in q and there is at least one other
triple pattern using ?s in q. This can straightforwardly be extended to
a function F : 2Q → 2E taking a set of SPARQL queries as input and
returning a set of entities. F computes how many entities are covered
by the test case queries. For properties, F can be further extended to
a function F ′ with F ′(QS,D) =
∑
p∈F(QS) pfreq(p) where pfreq(p)
is the frequency of a property p, i.e. the number of occurrences of
p divided by the number of occurrences of all properties in D. The
extension for classes is analogous. This extension weights the entities
by their frequency in the dataset. We propose to employ occurrences,
i.e. concrete entity usages, instead of properties itself in order to re-
duce the influence of rarely used properties on the coverage.
The other coverage criteria are defined as follows: Range coverage
fran is analogous to domain coverage. The property dependency cov-
erage fpdep of a query q returns all properties in q if there are at least
two different properties and an empty set otherwise. Property cardi-
nality coverage fcard of a query q returns the set of all properties
p, such that (?s,p, ?o) occurs in q along with GROUP BY ?s as well as
HAVING(count(?s) op n) aggregates (op is one of 6,<,=,>,> and n
a number) or, analogously, the same criteria for ?o instead of ?s. Class
instance coverage fmem of a query q returns the set of all classes c
such that (?s, rdf:type, c) occurs in q. The class dependency coverage
fcdep of a query q returns all classes in q if there are at least two
different classes and an empty set otherwise.
In the above definition, please note that domain and range restric-
tions are more general than verifying rdfs:domain and rdfs:range
as they cover all test cases, which can be performed via SPARQL
on subject and objects of triples using a particular property. Please
note that many test cases can be expressed in OWL 2, in particular
when using the Pellet integrity constraint semantics. For instance, cus-
tom datatypes in OWL22 can be used for range checking of property
values using regular expressions. As noted above, we transparently
support the usage of OWL, but some test cases are much easier to
implement in SPARQL and others, e.g. the SKOS restriction: “A re-
source has no more than one value of skos:prefLabel per language
tag" cannot be checked in OWL at all, but is a straightforward DQTP
in our case (ONELANG in Table 19).
2 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-primer/#Advanced_Use_of_Datatypes
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Formally, we can define RDF test case coverage Cov of a set of test
case queries QS with respect to a dataset D as follows:
Cov(QS,D) =
1
6
(F ′dom(QS,D) + F
′
ran(QS,D)
+ F ′pdep(QS,D) + F
′
card(QS,D)
+ F ′mem(QS,D) + F
′
cdep(QS,D))
The coverage is a heuristic in the [0, 1] range, which helps to assess
whether the defined test cases are sufficient for data quality assess-
ment. Higher results represent better coverage.
Relation to OWL Reasoning.
SPARQL test cases can detect a subset of common validation errors
detectable by a sound and complete OWL reasoner. However, this
is limited by a) the reasoning support offered by the used SPARQL
endpoint and b) the limitations of the OWL-to-SPARQL translation.
On the other hand, SPARQL test cases can find validation errors that
are not expressible in OWL, but within the expressivity of SPARQL
(see Angles and Gutierrez, (2008)) for more details and a proof that
SPARQL 1.0 has the same expressive power as relational algebra un-
der bag semantics). This includes aggregates, property paths, filter ex-
pressions etc. Please note that for scalability reasons full OWL reason-
ing is often not feasible on large datasets. Furthermore, many datasets
are already deployed and easy to access via SPARQL endpoints. Ad-
ditionally, the Data Quality Test Pattern (DQTP) library may arguably
provide a more user friendly approach for building validation rules
compared to modelling OWL axioms. However, the predefined DQTP
library has some limitations as well, in particular a) it requires famil-
iarity with the library in order to choose the correct DQTP and 2)
custom validations cannot always correspond to an existing DQTP
and manual SPARQL test cases are required.
test driven data engineering ontology
The Test Driven Data Assessment methodology is implemented us-
ing RDF as input and output and complies with our accompanied
ontology.3 The ontology additionally serves as a self-validation layer
for the application input (test-cases, DQTPs and TAGs) and output
(validation results). The ontology consists of 20 classes and 36 prop-
erties and reuses the PROV (Belhajjame et al., 2013), RLOG4 and
SPIN (Knublauch, Hendler, and Idehen, 2011). As depicted in Fig-
ure 24, the ontology is centered around two concepts, the test case
definition and generation and the result representation.
3 http://RDFUnit.aksw.org/ns/core#
4 http://persistence.uni-leipzig.org/nlp2rdf/ontologies/rlog#
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Figure 24: Class dependencies for the test driven data engineering ontology.
Test case definition and generation. We encapsulate a list of test
cases in a TestSuite, a subclass of prov:Collection that enumerates
the contained test cases with prov:hadMember. The class TestCase de-
scribes an abstract test case. For each test case, we provide provenance
with the following properties:
• :appliesTo to denote whether the test case applies to a schema,
a dataset or an application.
• :source, the URI of the schema, dataset or application.
• :generated on how the test case was created (automatic or man-
ually).
• :references a list of URIs a test case uses for validation.
• :testCaseLogLevel an rlog:Level this test case is associated
with. In accordance to software development, the available log
levels are: TRACE, DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR and FATAL.
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Additionally, each TestCase is associated with two SPARQL queries,
a query for the constraint violations and a query for the prevalence
of the violations. The prevalence query is optional because it cannot
be computed in all cases.
1 # Violation Query | # Prevalence Query
2 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE { | select count(distinct ?s) WHERE {
3 ?s dbo:birthDate ?v1. | ?s dbo:birthDate ?v1 .
4 ?s dbo:deathDate ?v2. | ?s dbo:deathDate ?v2 . }
5 FILTER ( ?v1 > ?v2 ) } | 
Concrete instantiations of a TestCase are the ManualTestCase and
the PatternBasedTestCase classes. In the former, the tester defines the
SPARQL queries manually while the in the latter she provides Bind-
ings for a Pattern. Additionally, the ontology allows the definition of
dependencies between test cases. For example if test case A fails, do
not execute test case B. This is achieved with the TestCaseDependency
class where :dependencyFrom and :dependencyTo define the depen-
dent test cases, :dependencyCondition is the status result that triggers
an execute or don’t execute (:dependencyExecute) for the dependant
test case.
A Pattern is identified and described with the dct:identifier and
dct:description properties. The :sparqlPattern and :sparqlPrevalence-
Pattern properties hold the respective SPARQL queries with place-
holder for replacement. For each placeholder a PatternParameter is
defined and connected to the pattern with the :parameter property.
PatternParameters are described with a dct:identifier and two re-
striction properties: the :parameterConstraint to restrict the type of
a parameter to Operator, Resource, Property or Class and the optional
:constraintPattern for a regular expression constraint on the param-
eter values.
Bindings link to a PatternParameter and a value through the :parameter
and :bindingValue properties respectively. PatternBasedTestCases are
associated with Bindings through the :binding property.
1 [] a tddo:PatternBasedTestCase ;
2 tddo:binding [ a tddo:Binding ;
3 tddo:bindingValue lemon:Node ;
4 tddo:parameter tddp:OWLDISJC-T1 ] ; 
A PatternBasedTestCase can be automatically instantiated through a
TestAutoGenerator. Generators hold a dct:description, a sparql query
(:generatorSparql) and a link to a pattern (:basedOnPattern).
Result representation. For the result representation we reuse the
PROV Ontology. The TestExecution class is a subclass of prov:Activity
that executes a TestSuite (prov:used) against a :source and gener-
ates a number of TestCaseResults. Additional properties of the TestEx-
ecution class are prov:startedAtTime and prov:endedAtTime as well
as aggregated execution statistics like: :testsRun, :testsSucceeded,
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:testsFailed, :testsTimeout, :testsError and :totalIndividual-
Errors.
The ontology supports four levels or result reporting, two for re-
port on the test case level and two for individual error reporting. All
result types are subclasses of the TestCaseResult class and for prove-
nance we link to a TestCase with :testCase and a TestExecution with
prov:wasGeneratedBy properties. The StatusTestCaseResult class con-
tains a single :resultStatus that can be one of Success, Fail, Time-
out and Error. The AggregatedTestCaseResult class adds up to the Sta-
tusTestCaseResult class by providing an aggregated view on the in-
dividual errors of a test case with the properties :resultCount and
:resultPrevalence.
For the individual error reporting the RLOGTestCaseResult gener-
ates logging messages through the RLog ontology. For every viola-
tion, we report the erroneous resource (rlog:resource), a message
(rlog:message) and a logging level (rlog:level). The logging level is
retrieved from the TestCase.
The ExtendedTestCaseResult class extends RLOGTestCaseResult by pro-
viding additional properties for error debugging by reusing the spin
ontology. In detail, an ExtendedTestCaseResult is a subclass of spin:-
ConstraintViolation and may have the following properties:
• spin:violationRoot: the erroneous resource.
• spin:violationPath: the property of the resource that the error
occurs.
• :errorPropertyContext: lists additional properties that may pro-
vide a better context for fixing the error. For example, in the
dbo:birthDate before a dbo:deathDate case, dbo:birthDate can
be the spin:violationPath and dbo:deathDate the :errorPropertyContext.
• :errorClassification: is a sub-property of dct:subject that
points to a SKOS error classification category.
• :errorSource: is a sub-property of dct:subject that points to
a SKOS error source category. Example values can be data pars-
ing, data publishing, mapping, pre processing, post processing,
etc.
• :errorType: is a sub-property of dct:subject and that points to
a SKOS error type category on the triple level. Example values
can be: missing property, redundant property, inaccurate prop-
erty.
The extended error annotation is generated through the ResultAnno-
tation class that is attached to a TestCase through the :resultAnnotation
property. A ResultAnnotation must contain an :annotationProperty
linking to one of the allowed ExtendedTestCaseResult properties and an
appropriate value for :annotationValue. For the schema-based auto-
matic test case generation some of the annotation may be known only
on the Pattern level and other on the TestAutoGenerator level. Thus, Re-
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sultAnnotations are allowed in both classes and the error annotation
are added up on the test case generation.
Finally, we provide :testSuite, an ontology annotation property,
that links an ontology to an appropriate TestSuite for data validation
purposes.
1 <http://example.com/ontology#>
2 a owl:Ontology ;
3 tddo:testCase <http://example.com/testCase> . 
pattern elicitation and creation
To start capturing patterns of real data errors we had a closer look
at DBpedia, being one of the bigger and best interlinked datasets in
the LOD cloud (Lehmann et al., 2015). We performed three different
analyses which led to a comprehensive library of test case patterns
summarized in Table 19:
1. Analysis of incidental error reports by the DBpedia user com-
munity.
2. Analysis of error tracking behavior by Wikipedia editors.
3. Analysis of the ontology schema of the DBpedia OWL ontology.
Community feedback. We thoroughly reviewed all the DBpedia
related mailing lists and QA websites, i.e. the DBpedia discussion5 and
DBpedia developers6 lists, as well as questions tagged with DBpedia on
stackoverflow7 and Semantic Web Answers8. We picked all the data qual-
ity related questions and tried to create SPARQL queries for retriev-
ing the same erroneous data. Finally, we grouped similar SPARQL
queries together.
Wikipedia maintenance system. We reviewed the information Wikipedia
uses to ensure article quality and tried to reuse it from DBpedia. Such
information encompasses special Categories and Templates used by sea-
soned Wikipedians (e.g. admins and stewards) to administrate and
tag errors in the article space9. Based on the maintenance categories
and templates used, new patterns like the TRIPLE Pattern and the
PVT Pattern were derived. These patterns are also applicable to other
datasets, e.g. LinkedGeoData (Stadler et al., 2012).
OWL ontology analysis. The main purpose of OWL is to infer
knowledge from existing schemata and data. While it can also be
used to check constraints, this can be difficult in practice due to the
5 https://lists.sourceforge.net/lists/listinfo/dbpedia-discussion
6 https://lists.sourceforge.net/lists/listinfo/dbpedia-developers
7 http://stackoverflow.com/questions/tagged/dbpedia
8 http://answers.semanticweb.com/tags/dbpedia/
9 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Wikipedia_maintenance
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Open World Assumption used and the lack of the Unique Name As-
sumption. Therefore, in addition to standard OWL inference, it can
also be useful to convert OWL ontology axioms to SPARQL queries,
which check the constraints expressed by them. This is motivated by
research on the Pellet Integrity Constraint Validator10 using the same
idea. Specifically, we analysed the ontology and checked which exist-
ing constructs are applicable for constraint checking in DBpedia. We
identified constructs such as (inverse) functionality, cardinality, do-
main and range of properties as well as class disjointness as relevant
and included them in our pattern template library. The bindings for
those patterns can be created automatically from specific OWL ontol-
ogy axioms.
Pattern Library
Our Pattern Library consists of 17 DQTPs. Table 19 shows a descrip-
tion of all patterns along with two example bindings.
Pattern Description Type Binding example
COMP
Comparison between
two literal values of a
resource.
dom
ran
pdep
a) dbo:deathDate before
dbo:birthDate
b) dbo:releaseDate after
dbo:latestReleaseDate
MATCH
The literal value of a
resource matches/ does
not match a certain
regex pattern
ran
a) dbo:isbn does not match
“^[0-9]{5}$”
b) foaf:phone contains any let-
ters (“[A-Za-z]”)
LITRAN
The literal value of a
specifically typed
resource must (not) be
within a given range
ran
pdep
dom
mem
a) dbo:height of a dbo:Person is
not within [0.4,2.5]
b) geo:lat of a spatial:Feature
is not within [-90,90]
TYPE-
DEP
Type dependency: The
type of a resource may
imply the attribution of
another type.
dom
cdep
a) a resource is a gml:_Feature
but not a dbo:Place
b) a resource is a foaf:Person
but not a dbo:Person
TYPRO-
DEP
A resource of a specific
type should have a
certain property.
dom
mem
pdep
a) a foaf:Document should have
a foaf:primaryTopic
b) a dbo:Person should have a
dbo:birthDate
PVT
If a resource has a
certain value V assigned
via a property P1 that in
some way classifies this
resource, the existence
of another property P2
can be assumed.
dom
pdep
a) DBpedia articles stemming
from a Geographic_location tem-
plate must have coordinates as-
signed via georss:point
b) DBpedia resources in the cat-
egory 1907 births should have a
dbo:birthDate
10 http://clarkparsia.com/pellet/icv/
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TRIPLE
A resource can be
considered erroneous if
there are corresponding
hints contained in the
dataset
a) resources stemming from
maybe copy-pasted Wikipedia
articles having the category
Possible_cut-and-paste_moves
b) geographical features (of the
linkedgeodata.org dataset) that
are marked with the lgdo:fixme
property
ONE-
LANG
A literal value should
contain at most one
literal for a certain
language.
ran
card
a) a resource should only have
one English foaf:name
b) a resource should only have
one English rdfs:label
RDFS-
DOMAIN
The attribution of a
resource’s property
(with a certain value) is
only valid if the resource
is of a certain type.
dom
pdep
mem
a) a resource having a
dbo:demographicsAsOf property
not being a dbo:PopulatedPlace
b) a resource has the “Cities of
Africa” category assigned but is
not of type dbo:City
RDFS-
RANGE
The attribution of a
resource’s property is
only valid if the value is
of a certain type
ran
pdep
mem
a) a dbo:Person’s spouse not be-
ing a dbo:Person
b) a resource assigned via the
foaf:based_near property not
being of type geo:SpatialThing
RDFS-
RANGED
The attribution of a
resource’s property is
only valid if the literal
value has a certain
datatype
ran
pdep
mem
a) the value of the property
dbo:isPeerReviewed must be of
type xsd:boolean
b) the value of the property
dbo:successfulLaunches
must be of type
xsd:nonNegativeInteger
INV-
FUNC
Some values assigned to
a resource are
considered to be unique
for this particular
resource and must not
occur in connection with
other resources.
ran
a) there must not be more than
one resource with the same
foaf:homepage
b) there must not be more
than one country with the same
dbo:capital
OWL-
CARD
Cardinality restriction
on a property
ran
card
a) dbo:birthDate is a functional
property
b) there should be just one
skos:prefLabel
OWL-
DISJC
Disjoint class constraint cdep
a) a foaf:Document is disjoint
with foaf:Project
b) a dbo:Person is disjoint with
dbo:Work
OWL-
DISJP
Disjoint property
constraint
dom
ran
pdep
mem
a) skos:prefLabel is disjoint
with skos:hiddenLabel
b) dbo:bandMember is disjoint
with dbo:birthPlace
OWL-
ASYMP
Asymmetric property
constraint
dom
ran
a) dbo:child is asymmetric
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b) dbo:birthPlace is asymmetric
OWL-
IRREFL
Irreflexive property
constraint
dom
ran
a) dbo:parent is irreflexive
b) dbo:child is irreflexive
Table 19: Example templates and bindings. The column Type refers to the
coverage type.
comp pattern Depending on the property semantics, there are
cases where two different literal values must have a specific ordering
with respect to an operator. P1 and P2 are the datatype properties we
need to compare and OP is the comparison operator R(OP) = { <, <=,
>, >=, =, != }.
1 SELECT ?s WHERE { ?s %%P1%% ?v1 .
2 ?s %%P2%% ?v2 .
3 FILTER ( ?v1 %%OP%% ?v2 ) } 
Example bindings:
1. dbo:deathDate before ‘<’ dbo:birthDate
2. dbo:releaseDate after ‘>’ dbo:latestReleaseDate
3. dbo:demolitionDate before ‘<’ dbo:buildingStartDate
match pattern Application logic or real world constraints may
put restrictions on the form of a literal value. P1 is the property we
need to check against REGEX and NOP can be a not operator (‘!’) or
empty.
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE { ?s %%P1%% ?value .
2 FILTER ( %%NOP%% regex(str(?value), %%REGEX%) ) } 
Example bindings:
1. dbo:isbn format is different ’!’ from “^([iIsSbBnN 0-9-])*$”
2. dbo:postCode format is different ‘!’ from “^[0-9]{5}$”
3. foaf:phone contains any letters (“[A-Za-z]”)
litran pattern Application logic or real world facts may put
restrictions on the range of a literal value depending on the type of
a resource. P1 is a property of an instance of class T1 and its literal
value must be between the range of [Vmin,Vmax] or outside (NOP
can be a ‘!’ ). The query is phrased so that "between" does not require
negation, but "outside" does.
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE {
2 ?s rdf:type %%T1%% .
3 ?s %%P1%% ?value .
4 FILTER( %%NOP%%
5 (?value < %%Vmin%% ||
6 ?value > %%Vmax%%))) } 
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Example bindings:
1. a dbo:Person should have dbo:height between 0.4 and 2.5 me-
ters
2. the geo:lat of a gml:_Feature must be in range [-90,90]
3. the geo:long of a gml:_Feature must be in range [-180,180]
typedep pattern The type of a resource may imply the attribu-
tion of a second type. In this pattern T1 and T2 are the types tested
for coexistence.
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE {
2 ?s rdf:type %%T1%% .
3 FILTER NOT EXISTS { ?s rdf:type %%T2%% } } 
Example bindings:
1. gml:_Feature should imply dbo:Place
2. yago:GeoclassCapitalOfAPoliticalEntity should imply dbo:Place
3. foaf:Person should imply dbo:Person
typrodep pattern Resources of a given type sometimes must
be accompanied by a specified property. In this pattern the type T1 is
tested for coexistence with property P1.
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE {
2 ?s rdf:type %%T1%% .
3 FILTER NOT EXISTS { ?s %%P1%% ?v } } 
Example bindings: Resources representing
1. a dbo:Place should have a geo:lat property
2. a dbo:Person should have a dbo:birthDate property
3. a dbo:Person should have a foaf:depiction property
pvt pattern If a resource has a certain value V assigned via a
property P1 that in some way classifies this resource, one can assume
the existence of other properties P2. The following pattern provides
the test template for such cases.
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE {
2 ?s %%P1%% %%V1%%
3 FILTER NOT EXISTS { ?s %%P2%% ?p } } 
Example bindings: Resources
1. being extracted from a dpt:Template:Geographic_location should
have a geo coordinate assigned (dbo:georss:point)
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2. belonging to the category dbc:1907_births should have a dbo:birthDate
3. belonging to a Wikipedia category for maintenance, because
they are using a template (dbp:wikiPageUsesTemplate dbt:Infobox_character),
but have unlabeled fields (i.e. missing properties such as dbpprop:first)11
triple pattern In some cases hints with regards to errors or
bad smells are already contained in the dataset. These are given as
certain property P1 value V1 combinations and can be tested with
the following pattern.
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE { ?s %%P1%% %%V1%% } 
Example bindings: Resources extracted from Wikipedia articles, that
1. were possibly copy-pasted (dc:subject dbc:Possible_cut-and-paste_moves)
2. have an inconsistent citation format (dbp:wikiPageUsesTemplate
dbt:Inconsistent_citations)
3. have missing files (dc:subject dbc:Articles_with_missing_files)
onelang pattern A literal value should contain at most 1 literal
for a language. P1 is the property containing the literal and V1 is the
language we want to check.
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE { ?s %%P1%% ?c
2 BIND ( lang(?c) AS ?l )
3 FILTER (isLiteral (?c) && lang(?c) = %%V1%%)}
4 GROUP BY ?s HAVING COUNT (?l) > 1 
Example bindings:
1. a single English (“en”) foaf:name
2. a single English (“en”) rdfs:label
rdfsdomain pattern The attribution of a property is only valid
when the class is in the domain of the property. In this pattern the
property P1 is tested for coexistence of the type T1. Optionally value
V1 can be specified to narrow the test to the specified value for P1.
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE { ?s %%P1%% %%V1%% .
2 FILTER NOT EXISTS {?s rdf:type ?T1 .
3 ?T1 rdfs:subClassOf%%OP%% %%T1%% . }
4 FILTER NOT EXISTS {?s rdf:type %%T1%% } } 
Example bindings:
1. dc:subject dbc:CapitalsInAfrica should have type dbo:Place
attributed
2. dbo:dissolved should have type dbo:SoccerClub attributed
11 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Articles_using_Infobox_character_
with_multiple_unlabeled_fields
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rdfsrange pattern The object of a triple must be within the
range of the property. In this pattern property P1 and type T1 are
tested for coexistence.
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE { ?s %%P1%% ?c .
2 FILTER NOT EXISTS {?c rdf:type ?T1 .
3 ?T1 rdfs:subClassOf%%OP%% %%T1%% . }
4 FILTER NOT EXISTS {?c rdf:type %%T1%% } } 
Example bindings:
1. the dbo:spouse of a dbo:Person must be a dbo:Person
2. the dbo:birthPlace of a dbo:Person must be a dbo:Place
3. the dbo:dean of a dbo:EducationalInstitution must be a dbo:Person
rdfsranged pattern The (literal) object of a triple must be of a
certain datatype determined by the property used. In this pattern the
property P1 and the datatype D1 are tested for coexistence.
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE {
2 ?s %%P1%% ?c.
3 FILTER (DATATYPE(?c) != %%D1%%) } 
Example bindings:
1. the value of the property dbo:certificationDate must be of
type xsd:date
2. the value of the property dbo:isPeerReviewed must be of type
xsd:boolean
3. the value of the property dbo:successfulLaunches must be of
type xsd:nonNegativeInteger
invfunc pattern Some values assigned to a resource are consid-
ered to be unique for this particular resource and should not occur in
connection with other resources. This pattern can be extended to also
restrict the value as shown in the comments of the following listing.
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE{
2 ?a %%P1%% ?v1 . # ?a %%P2%% %%V1%% .
3 ?b %%P1%% ?v2 . # ?b %%P2%% %%V1%% .
4 FILTER ((str(?v1) == str(?v2)) && (?a != ?b))} 
Example bindings:
1. two different resources should not have the same foaf:homepage
(P1, P2)
2. two countries should not have the same dbo:capital
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owlcard pattern Using this pattern, we can test for cardinal
constraints on specific properties. P1 is the property we need to com-
pare with V1 and OP is the comparison operator (<, <=, >, >=, =, !=)
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE { ?s %%P1%% ?c }
2 GROUP BY ?s HAVING count(?c) %%OP%% %%V1%% 
Example bindings:
1. every property defined as owl:FunctionalProperty (e.g. dbo:birthDate,
dbo:latestReleaseDate) in the ontology cannot exist more than
once (>1)
2. dbpedia.org’s resources have an rdfs:label for each of its 20
different languages. Therefore each resource should not have
more than 20 labels (>20), the same holds for other properties
such as rdfs:comment.
owldisjc pattern A resource must not belong to two disjoint
classes. T1 and T2 are the two disjoint classes we check.
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE {
2 ?s rdf:type %%T1%% .
3 ?s rdf:type %%T2%% . } 
Example bindings: (a) dbo:Person is owl:disjointWith with dbo:Place,
(b) dbo:Person is owl:disjointWith with dbo:Work,
owldisjp pattern A triple object v cannot be assigned to a re-
source s via both properties P1 and P2 if these are stated to be disjoint
by an owl:disjointProperty axiom.
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE { ?s %%P1%% ?v .
2 ?s %%P2%% ?v .} 
Example bindings:
1. skos:prefLabel is disjoint with skos:hiddenLabel
2. dbo:bandMember is disjoint with dbo:birthPlace
owlasymp pattern For a given property P1 that is declared to
be asymmetric, this pattern checks if there are violating cases where
it is nonetheless used as symmetric property, i.e. for two resources a
and b there are axioms for a P1 b. and b P1 a. .
1 SELECT ?r1 WHERE { ?r1 %%P1%% ?r2 .
2 ?r2 %%P1%% ?r1 . } 
Example bindings:
1. child parent relations (dbo:child) cannot be symmetric
2. person birth place relations (dbo:birthPlace) cannot be sym-
metric
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owlirrefl pattern For a given property P1 that is declared to
be irreflexive, this pattern find violating statements that nonetheless
use this property reflexively, i.e. for a resource a there is an axiom a
P1 a. .
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE {?s %%P1%% ?s .} 
Example bindings:
1. a resource cannot be its own parent (dbo:parent)
2. a resource cannot be its own child (dbo:child)
conclusions and future work
In this chapter, we described a novel approach for assessing and im-
proving Linked Data quality. The approach is inspired by test-driven
software engineering and is centred around the definition of data
quality integrity constraints, which are represented in SPARQL query
templates.
We see this work as the first step in a larger research and develop-
ment agenda to position test-driven data engineering similar to test-
driven software engineering. As a result, we hope that test-driven
data quality can contribute to solve one of the most pressing prob-
lems of the Data Web – the improvement of data quality and the
increase of Linked Data fitness for use.
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T E S T- D R I V E N Q U A L I T Y A S S E S S M E N T
E VA L U AT I O N
Kontokostas,
Westphal, Auer,
Hellmann, Lehmann,
and Cornelissen,
(2014a,b,c)
In this chapter we implement and evaluate the Test-Driven Quality
Assessment methodology that was described in the previous chapter
(Chapter 8).
Section 9.1 describes the implementation of the methodology in a
software tool called RDFUnit. We provide technical and architectural
details as well as ways the tool can be invoked.
In Section 9.2 we use RDFUnit to perform automatic test case in-
stantiations for all available schemata registered with the Linked Open
Vocabularies (LOV)1. This resulted in 32,293 total unique and reusable
test cases for 297 of the LOV vocabularies, independent of their do-
main or their purpose. .
A core contribution of this work is the extensive and unprecedented
quantitative evaluation involving manual and automatic test case in-
stantiations for five large-scale LOD datasets (two DBpedia editions,
datos.bne.es, Library of Congress authority data and LinkedGeoData)
in Section 9.3.
Additionally, we show progress in implementing domain-specific
validation by quickly improving existing validation provided by on-
tology maintainers. We specifically analysed datasets for two emerg-
ing domain ontologies, the lemon model (McCrae et al., 2012) and
the NIF 2.0 Core Ontology (Hellmann et al., 2013a) and evaluated 11
datasets in Section 9.4.3 using automatic and manual test cases. Using
the ontology, we annotate test cases and provide support for differ-
ent levels of result reporting allowing to give feedback to developers
when running these tests and ultimately improving data quality.
One of the main advantages of our approach is that domain specific
semantics can be encoded in the data quality test cases, thus being
able to discover data quality problems beyond conventional quality
heuristics. Finally, our framework implementation is built upon the
SPARQL 1.1 standard which makes it applicable for any knowledge
bases or triple store implementation. We conclude in Section 9.5.
implementation, architecture and extensibility or rd-
funit
Kontokostas,
Westphal, Auer,
Hellmann, Lehmann,
and Cornelissen,
(2014a)
RDFUnit (formerly known as Databugger) is a tool built to showcase
the test-driven quality assessment methodology. The tool is released as
open source under the Apache License and provides both, a com-
1 http://lov.okfn.org/
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Figure 25: Screenshot of the RDFUnit web interface. In the upper left sec-
tion the user configures the SPARQL Endpoint, the graph and the
schemas she wants to test her data with. In the lower left section,
test cases are automatically generated by parsing the schemas.
Manual tests predefined for a schema are also loaded. In the right
section RDFUnit starts running the tests and displays test results
to the user.
mand line interface (CLI) and a web interface (cf. Figure 25)2,3. A
simple CLI test configuration can be generated with:
1 $ rdfunit -d <dataset-uri> -e <endpoint-uri>
2 [-g <graph1|graph2|...> ]
3 -s <schema-prefix1,schema-prefix2,...> 
Once the user starts a test configuration, the framework derefer-
ences and reads the schemas. For all the provided schemas, RDFUnit
generates automatic test cases using TAGs and loads any existing
manual test cases for the schemas or the dataset. All the test cases
are then executed against the SPARQL endpoint. The test results are
both displayed on the screen and stored in RDF. The web interface
allows the user to generate the same test configuration from a more
interactive interface (cf. Figure 25).
The DQTPs4, the manual and auto-generated test cases5, the TAGs6
and the test results are modeled under the RDFUnit ontology (cf. Sec-
tion 8.2. The input and output of the tool is entirely in RDF which
makes it highly configurable. One can read the input (patterns, TAGs
and test cases) from the file system as RDF files, dereference then
from a remote location or retrieve them from a SPARQL endpoint.
Concrete test cases are equipped with persistent identifiers to facil-
itate test tracking over time. Our pattern library uses SPARQL1.1
and property paths7 for properly checking transitive violations (e.g.
rdfs:domain and rdfs:range).
2 http://rdfunit.aksw.org
3 A screencast of the tool is available at http://youtu.be/3g9R3P1kwdw
4 http://rdfunit.aksw.org/data/patterns#
5 http://rdfunit.aksw.org/data/tests#
6 http://rdfunit.aksw.org/data/generators#
7 http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-property-paths/
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Figure 26: The main components of the core RDFUnit library as a UML di-
agram. The diagram was generated with the Intellij IDEA pro-
gram.
RDFUnit was built with Java and the Jena framework. A UML di-
agram of the core library is depicted in Figure 26. The main compo-
nents of the RDFUnit Library are the Source, Pattern, TestAutoGenera-
tor and UnitTest. A Source represents an arbitrary RDF source uniquely
identified by a URI. Concrete Source implementations are:
• SchemaSource: a schema, a vocabulary or an ontology in RDF, e.g.
skos. The framework can automatically dereference a schema
from a URI, a file location or a prefix (e.g. foaf). For prefix
resolution we query the LOV SPARQL endpoint8 to get a deref-
erenceable URI. Using LOV we provide easy test access to com-
monly used vocabularies.
• EnrichedSchemaSource: a semi-automatically enriched schema.
• DatasetSource: an RDF dataset accessible via a SPARQL end-
point, e.g. DBpedia9. A subset of the dataset can be selected by
providing a list of Named Graphs. RDF dump datasets will be
supported in the following releases of RDFUnit.
The Pattern component holds a DQTP and UnitTests are instantia-
tions of Patterns generated by binding a pattern placeholder to valid
replacements. According to our methodology, a UnitTest can be cre-
ated either manually or automatically. The automatic UnitTest gener-
ation is performed by the TestAutoGenerator (TAG) component. Each
TAG is based on a Pattern and automatically instantiates test cases
(UnitTests) for an input schema.
The TestGeneratorExecutor component takes as input a dataset and a
list of schemas, for each schema a) automatically generating test cases
and b) loading any existing manually defined test cases. Additionally,
8 http://lov.okfn.org
9 http://dbpedia.org
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Schema Test Cases Schema Test Cases
dicom 8,229 mo 605
dbo 5,713 tio 525
frbrer 2,166 uco 516
biopax 688 vvo 506
hdo 682 ceo 511
Table 20: Top 10 schemas with descending number of automatically gener-
ated test cases.
any pre-defined test cases for the dataset are loaded. The automati-
cally generated test cases are cached locally for future reference. The
output of this component is passed to the TestExecutor component
which executes the test cases against a DatasetSource. The TestCover-
ageEvaluator is an optional step that calculates the test coverage of a
test case set against a dataset. However, this step requires precalcu-
lated property and class statistics of the dataset. Future versions of
the library will be able to autogenerate these statistics.
test generation
To evaluate our methodology, we automatically generated test cases
for all available vocabularies in the LOV dataset. Using the imple-
mented TAGs, we managed to create 32,293 total unique reusable test
cases for 297 LOV vocabularies10. Table 20 displays the 10 schemas
with the most associated test cases. For brevity we use the vocab-
ulary prefixes as defined in LOV11. Test cases are themselves de-
scribed in RDF and have a stable URI for tracking them over time.
The URI is generated under the application namespace concatenated
with the schema prefix, the pattern and an MD5 checksum of the
SPARQL query string. The following listing displays a test case that
checks whether the rdfs:range of foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf instance is
a foaf:Document. We store metadata along with every test case which
allows us to easily filter test cases based on different criteria.
1 tddt:foaf-RDFSDOMAIN-8e121cf1111201b5d53de161e245c13
2 a tddo:PatternBasedTestCase ;
3 tddo:appliesTo tddo:Schema ;
4 tddo:generated tddo:AutoGenerated ;
5 tddo:source <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> ;
6 tddo:references foaf:Document,foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf;
7 tddo:testGenerator tddg:RDFSRANGEC .
8 tddo:basedOnPattern tddp:RDFSRANGE ;
9 tddo:binding [ ... ] ;
10 LOV had 367 vocabularies at the date of last access (5/10/2013) but not all were
accessible.
11 In addition to the LOV schemas, dbo (http://dbpedia.org/ontology/), frbrer (http:
//iflastandards.info/ns/fr/frbr/frbrer/) and isbd (http://iflastandards.
info/ns/isbd/elements/) schemas are included as prefixes.
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Schema TC Schema TC
dbpedia.org 1,723 id.loc.gov 48
nl.dbpedia.org 845 datos.bne.org 18
linkedgeodata.org 61
Table 21: Number of additional test cases (TC) instantiated for the enriched
schemas.
10 tddo:testCaseLogLevel rlog:Error . 
For every dataset evaluated, we applied automatic schema enrich-
ment as described in Section 8.1. We used a high level of confidence
(0.9; see (Bühmann and Lehmann, 2013) for details) on the produced
axioms and applied manual post-processing to remove certain ax-
ioms. The number of additional test cases instantiated for the con-
sidered schemas are shown in Table 21.
Besides the automatically generated test cases, our methodology
supports manual test cases that may apply to a schema or a dataset.
The manual schema test cases are reusable across different datasets
for all RDF data using that schema. The manual dataset test cases
can be applied only to a specific dataset. Manual test cases usually
require domain knowledge, which the authors have for a subset of
the evaluation datasets. For the purposes of this evaluation, we de-
fined 22 manual test cases for the DBpedia ontology (dbo), six for
the LinkedGeoData ontology (lgdo), three for the WGS84 Geo Posi-
tioning ontology (geo) and 15 manual test cases for the DBpedia in
English dataset. Additionally, we defined 20 manual test cases for the
SKOS vocabulary exploiting existing domain expertise (Suominen and
Hyvönen, 2012). Table 22 presents an aggregation of the defined test
cases based on the pattern they stem from.
semi-automated, large-scale linked data quality evalu-
ation
Kontokostas,
Westphal, Auer,
Hellmann, Lehmann,
Cornelissen, and
Zaveri, (2014c)
To showcase the re-usability of our automatically and manually gen-
erated test cases, we chose the following datasets for evaluation:
• dbpedia.org12 extracts data from the English Wikipedia and
publishes the data using the following schemas: owl, dbo, foaf,
dcterms, dc, skos, geo and prov (Lehmann et al., 2015).
• nl.dbpedia.org13 extracts data from the Dutch Wikipedia edi-
tion using the same vocabularies as the English DBpedia.
12 {http://dbpedia.org}(version3.9)
13 {http://nl.dbpedia.org}(liveversion,accessedon05/10)
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Pattern Test Cases Manual
RDFSDOMAIN 16,645 3
RDFSRANGE 9.727 4
OWLDISJC 5,530 -
EDFSRANGED 5,073 -
OWLDISJP 1,813 10
OWLCARD 1,818 6
TYPRODEP 746 13
OWLASYMP 660 -
OWLIRREFL 342 -
INVFUNC 338 1
MATCH 9 9
LITRAN 5 5
COMP 4 4
ONELANG 4 4
PROPDEP 4 4
TYPDEP 2 2
TRIPLE 2 2
Table 22: Number of total and manual test cases per pattern for all LOV
vocabularies.
• linkedgeodata.org14 provides a linked data mirror of Open-
StreetMap15 using the following schemas: ngeo, spatial, lgdo,
dcterms, gsp, owl, geo, skos and foaf (Stadler et al., 2012).
• id.loc.gov16 is a SKOS dataset that publishes Library of Congress
authority data using owl, foaf, dcterms, skos, mads, mrel and
premis schemas.
• datos.bne.es17 provides open bibliographic linked data from
the Spanish National Library using owl, frbrer, isbd, dcterms
and skos schemas.
To identify the schemas for each dataset, we used existing infor-
mation from the LODStats project18 (Demter et al., 2012). The En-
glish (dben) and Dutch (dbnl) DBpedia share a similar structure, but
the actual data differs (Kontokostas et al., 2012). Both DBpedia and
the LinkedGeoData (lgd) datasets are generated from crowdsourced
content and thus are prone to errors. The Library of Congress au-
thority data (loc) and the Open bibliographic data from the Spanish
National Library (datos) were chosen as high quality bibliographic
datasets with loc focusing on publishing SKOS and in the case of
14 http://downloads.linkedgeodata.org/releases/2013-08-14/
15 http://www.openstreetmap.org
16 {http://id.loc.gov/download/}(accessedon05/10/2013)
17 {http://datos.bne.es/datadumps/},(accessedon05/10/2013)
18 http://stats.lod2.eu/
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Dataset Triples Subjects TC Pass Fail TO Errors ManEr EnrEr E/R
DBp-en 817.5M 24.9M 6K 4.2K 1.9K 55 63.6M 5.2M 249.8K 2.55
DBp-nl 74.8M 4.8M 5.2K 4.1K 812 73 5.4M 211.6K 15K 1.11
LGD 274.7M 51.9M 634 545 86 3 57.7M 133.1K 1 1.11
Datos 60M 7.4M 2.5K 2.4K 89 8 27.9M 25 537 3.74
LoC 436.1M 53.1M 536 499 28 9 9.4M 49 3.7K 0.18
Table 23: Evaluation overview for the five tested datasets. For every dataset
we display the total number of triples and the distinct number of
subjects. We mention the total number of test cases (TC) that were
run on each dataset, how many tests passed, failed and timed out
(TO). Finally we show the total number of errors, as well the total
number of errors that occurred from manual (ManEr) and enriched
(EnrEr) tests. The last column shows the average errors per distinct
subject.
datos FRBR19 data. The DBpedia datasets were tested using their on-
line SPARQL endpoints and the other three datasets were loaded in
a local triple store20.
Table 23 provides an overview of the dataset quality evaluation. In
Table 24 we present the total errors aggregated per schema and in
Table 25 the total errors aggregated per pattern. The test coverage for
every dataset is provided in Table 26.
The occurrence of a high number of errors in the English DBpe-
dia is attributed to the data loaded from external sources. For ex-
ample, the recent load of transformed Wikidata data21 almost dou-
bled the rdfs:domain and rdfs:range violations and errors in the
geo schema. A common error in DBpedia is the rdfs:range viola-
tion. Triples are extracted from data streams and complete object
range validation cannot occur at the time of extraction. Example vi-
olations from the dbo schema are the rdfs:domain of dbo:sex (1M)
and dbo:years (550K) properties. Other dben errors based on the
foaf schema are attributed mainly to the incorrect rdfs:domain or
rdfs:range of foaf:primaryTopic (12M), foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf (12M)
foaf:thumbnail (3M) and foaf:homepage (0.5M).
Among errors from the manual test cases created for the DBpedia
ontology are the following:
• 163K (102K in dbnl) resources with wrong postal code format.
• 7K (137 in dbnl) books with wrong ISBN format.
• 40K (1.2K in dbnl) persons with a death date and without birth
date.
• 638K persons without a birth date.
19 www.oclc.org/research/activities/frbr.html
20 We used the Virtuoso V7 triple store, because it supports SPARQL 1.1 property paths.
21 http://www.mail-archive.com/dbpedia-discussion@lists.sourceforge.net/
msg05583.html
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• 197K places without coordinates.
• 242K resources with coordinates that are not a dbo:Place.
• 28K resources with exactly the same coordinates with another
resource.
• 9 resources with invalid longitude.
The lgd dataset also has a high number of errors per resource. Al-
though the LinkedGeoData ontology is big, the information of in-
terest for our methodology is mostly limited to rdfs:domain and
rdfs:range axioms. Due to its broad vocabulary, mostly stemming
from curated crowdsourced user input, only a few manual test cases
were found. In-depth domain knowledge is required to define fur-
ther test cases. These resulted in 132K errors for resources with a
lgdo:fixme predicate and 250 with lgdo:todo, 637 wrong phone num-
bers and 22 resources having a lgdo:start property but no lgdo:end.
The datos dataset yielded a total of 28 million errors. In abso-
lute numbers, rdfs:domain and rdfs:range violations were domi-
nant. The isbd:P1016 and isbd:P1185 properties produced the most
rdfs:domain violations (2.38M and 2.35M respectively). The schemas
used in datos are expressive and there were many violations stem-
ming from owl:disjointWith and owl:propertyDisjointWith con-
straints. With regards to the manual errors, 6 occurred due to shared
literals between skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel (Suominen and
Hyvönen, 2012) and 25 because of property disjointness violations
between skos:broader, skos:narrower and skos:related.
The loc dataset generated a total of 9 million errors. However,
99.9% originated from one test case: the rdfs:domain of skos:member.
Other minor errors occurred in other schemas (cf. Table 24), e.g. incor-
rect rdfs:domain of skos:topConceptOf and incorrect rdfs:domain of
foaf:focus. Similar to the datos dataset, 49 manual errors occurred
from disjoint properties between skos:broader, skos:narrower and
skos:related.
The highest test coverage is found in the datos dataset. This is due
to the rich frbrer and isbd schemas. Although dben had a bigger test
set than datos, it publishes a lot of automatically generated proper-
ties under the dbp namespace Lehmann et al., 2015, Section 2 which
lowers the coverage scores. The low test coverage for lgd can be at-
tributed to the very large but relatively flat and inexpressive schema.
For DBpedia in Dutch we evaluated the Live endpoint and thus could
not calculate property and class occurrences.
Discussion
The most frequent errors in all datasets were produced from rdfs:domain
and rdfs:range test cases. Domain and range are two of the most
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Errors
Schema TC dben dbnl lgd dat. loc
dbo 5.7K 7.9M 716K - - -
frbrer 2.1K - - - 11K -
lgdo 224 - - 2.8M - -
isbd 179 - - - 28M -
prov 125 25M - - - -
foaf 95 25M 4.6M - - 59
gsp 83 - - 39M - -
mads 75 - - - - 0.3M
owl 48 5 3 2 5 -
skos 28 41 - - - 9M
dcterms 28 960 881 191K 37K 659
ngeo 18 - 119 - -
geo 7 2.8M 120K 16M - -
Table 24: Total errors in the evaluated datasets per schema.
commonly expressed axioms in most schemas and, thus, produce
many automated test cases and good test coverage. Errors from such
violations alone cannot classify a dataset as low quality. In DBpedia,
a resource is generated for every Wikipedia page and connected with
the original article through the foaf:primaryTopic, foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf
and prov:wasDerivedFrom predicates. DBpedia neither states that the
Wikipedia page is a foaf:Document nor that the DBpedia resource
a prov:Entity, as the FOAF and PROV vocabularies demand. This
produced a total of 33 million errors (35% of the total errors) in the
English DBpedia. In most cases, fixing such errors is easy and dramat-
ically reduces the error rate of a dataset. However, DBpedia, as well
as most LOD datasets, do not load all the schemas they reference in
their endpoints. Thus, locating such errors by using only local knowl-
edge is not effective, whereas our pattern library can be used without
further overhead.
Testing for external vocabularies. According to our methodology,
a dataset is tested against all the schemas it references. Although this
approach provides better testing coverage, it can be insufficient when
testing against unused data. Properties like foaf:weblog that do not
exist in neither evaluated dataset, auto-generate three test cases for
rdfs:domain, rdfs:range and owl:InverseFunctionalProperty. In
the future, the methodology could be refined to intelligently pre-
process a dataset and reduce the number of test cases to run.
Revision of manually instantiated patterns. Although our pattern
library already covers a wide range of data quality errors, there are
cases where the mere instantiation of patterns is not sufficient. Bind-
ing COMP-a (cf. Table 19), for example, returns 509 results in the
English DBpedia. Some of these results have, however, incomplete
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Pattern dben dbnl lgd datos loc
COMP 1.7M 7 - - -
INVFUNC 279K 13K - 511 3.5K
LITRAN 9 - - - -
MATCH 171K 103K 637 - -
OWLASYMP 19K 3K - - -
OWLCARD 610 291 1 1 3
OWLDISJC 92 - - 8.1K 1.1K
OWLDISJP 3.4K 7K - 53 223
OWLIRREFL 1.4K 14 - - -
PVT 267K 1.2K 22 - -
RDFSDOMAIN 31M 2.3M 55M 28M 9M
RDFSRANGE 26M 2.5M 191K 320K 111K
RDFSRANGED 760K 286K 2.7M 2 -
TRIPLE - - 132K - -
TYPDEP 674K - - - -
TYPRODEP 2M 100K - - -
Table 25: Total errors per pattern.
Metric dben lgd datos loc
fpdom 20.32% 8.98% 72.26% 20.35%
fpran 23.67% 10.78% 37.64% 28.78%
fpdep 24.93% 13.65% 77.75% 29.78%
fcard 23.67% 10.78% 37.63% 28.78%
fmem 73.51% 12.78% 93.57% 58.62%
fcdep 37.55% 0% 93.56% 36.86%
Cov(QS,D) 33.94% 9.49% 68.74% 33.86%
Table 26: Test coverage on the evaluated datasets.
dates (i.e. just xsd:gMonthDay). Technically, these results are outside
of the scope of the binding and the pattern and, therefore, a false
positive. This can only be resolved by writing manual test cases or
adding another DQTP. In this scenario, the extended test case could
be as follows:
1 SELECT COUNT(*) WHERE { ?s dbo:birthDate ?v1 .
2 ?s dbo:deathDate ?v2 .
3 FILTER (?v1>?v2 && datatype(?v1)!=xsd:gMonthDay
4 && datatype(?v2)!=xsd:gMonthDay) } 
While axioms in an OWL ontology are intended to be applicable
in a global context, our test-driven methodology also depends on
domain knowledge to capture more semantics in data. However, there
are cases where data constraints can be very application specific and
not universally valid. For instance, due to the vast size of DBpedia, it
is unrealistic to expect completeness, e.g. that every dbo:Person has
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a foaf:depiction and a dbo:birthDate. However, in the context of
an application like “A day like today in history”22 these properties
are mandatory. Thus, a refinement of the methodology could support
manual tests cases associated for an application context.
The software used to generate the test cases and produce the eval-
uation results is available as open source23. At the project website24,
we provide a user interface and a dump of all results as RDF .
domain-specific linked data quality assessment for lin-
guistic ontologies
Kontokostas,
Brümmer,
Hellmann, Lehmann,
and Ioannidis,
(2014b)
Linked Data (LD) comprises of an unprecedented volume of struc-
tured data on the Web and is adopted from an increasing number of
domains. However, the varying quality of the published data forms
a barrier in further adoption, especially for Linked Data consumers.
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is – compared to other domains,
such as Biology – a late LD adopter with a steep rise of activity
in the creation of vocabularies, ontologies and data publishing. A
plethora of workshops and conferences such as LDL http://ldl2014.
org/, WoLE http://wole2013.eurecom.fr, LREC http://lrec2014.
lrec-conf.org, MLODE http://sabre2012.infai.org/mlode, NLP&DBpedia http:
//nlp-dbpedia2013.blogs.aksw.org/program/) motivate researchers
to adopt Linked Data and RDF/OWL and convert traditional data
formats such as XML and relational databases. Although guidelines
and best practices for this conversion exist, developers from NLP are
often unfamiliar with them, resulting in low quality and inoperable
data. In this paper, we address the subsequently arising need for data
quality assessment of those NLP datasets.
In this section, we will discuss the employment of RDFUnit for
lemon and NIF, especially with regard to these questions: (1) What
is the coverage of the automatically generated tests, what are their
limitations. (2) Where is it feasible to use the predefined patterns
from the pattern library (Section 8.3)? Are there test cases that are too
complex and need manual creation by an expert? (3) Which test cases
can not be expressed at all as they are not expressible via SPARQL?
By running the existing RDFUnit Test Auto Generators (TAG) on
the lemon and NIF ontologies we automatically generated 172 test
cases for lemon and 86 test cases for NIF (cf. Table 27). Both on-
tologies are of similar size: NIF contains 19 classes and 46 prop-
erties while lemon 23 classes and 55 properties. The number of in-
creased test cases in lemon results from the higher amount of de-
fined cardinality and disjointness restrictions. The RDFUnit Suite, at
the time of writing, does not provide full OWL coverage and thus,
22 http://el.dbpedia.org/apps/DayLikeToday/
23 http://github.com/AKSW/RDFUnit
24 http://rdfunit.aksw.org
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Total Dom. Ran. Datat. Card. Disj. Func. I. Func.
Lemon 172 40 34 1 29 64 3 1
NIF 86 42 24 4 6 10
Table 27: Number of automatically generated test cases per ontology. We
provide the total number of test cases as well as separated per
rdfs domain and range, literal datatype, OWL cardinality (min, max,
exact), property & class disjointness, functional and inverse func-
tional constraints.
complex owl:Restrictions cannot be handled yet. In the frame of
the examined ontologies, RDFUnit did not produce test cases for
unions of (owl:unionOf) restrictions such as multiple cardinalities
for lemon:LexicalSense and lemon:LemonElement or restrictions with
owl:allValuesFrom, owl:someValuesFrom and owl:hasSelf for NIF.
Both NIF and lemon have defined semantic constraints that can not
be captured in OWL and are too complex for the above-mentioned
pattern library. In particular, NIF and lemon use natural language text
in the rdfs:comment properties as well as their documentations and
specification documents.
For lemon, the maintainers implemented a Python validator25, which
enables us to directly compare our efforts to a software validator. For
NIF there was an early prototype of RDFUnit that used only manual
SPARQL test cases.
Lemon
According to Table 27, test cases for rdfs:domain and rdfs:range re-
strictions are the largest group, at 43.8%, followed by tests for disjoint-
ness (37.4%) and cardinality restrictions (18.8%). The existing lemon
validator contains 24 test cases for some structural criteria of the
lemon ontology. 14 of these tests are natively covered by the existing
RDFUnit TAGs. Out of the 10 remaining cases, four where on warn-
ing and info level, based on recommendations from the ontology’s
guidelines. They are thus not explicitly stated in OWL, because they
don’t constitute logical errors and can not be covered by automatic
test generation. Of the six remaining errors, two where expressed via
owl:unionOf and two could not be expressed by the ontology’s au-
thor because OWL is not able to express them. Additionally, the lemon
validator reported undeclared properties under the lemon namespace.
Although this test case can be expressed in SPARQL, it was not im-
plemented at the time of writing.
The last error case not covered was due to an error in the ontol-
ogy itself. Lemon defines that every instance of lemon:LexicalEntry
25 https://github.com/jmccrae/lemon-model.net/blob/master/validator/
lemon-validator.py
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may have a maximum of one lemon:canonicalForm property. Yet, the
validator fails if the instance has no lemon:canonicalForm, thus sug-
gesting that instead of the owl:maxCardinality, a owl:cardinality
restriction was intended in this case. These kind of semantic subtleties
are usually very hard to detect in the complex domain of ontology en-
gineering. It shows that the intensive engagement necessary to write
the test cases already serves to debug the ontologies underlying the
datasets. This extends the test-driven approach to the ontology devel-
opment, apart from the quality assessment.
These test cases could directly be translated into SPARQL queries
for testing with RDFUnit. For example, it is suggested that a lemon:LexicalEntry
should contain an rdfs:label. As there is no possibility to express
these optional constraints in OWL, this test case was added manually
to log matching resources as an info-level notice.
Beyond the implementation of the lemon validator as test cases,
some additional test cases were added to test for semantic correctness
or properties that could be added. For example, the lemon:narrower
relation, which denotes that one sense of a word is narrower than the
other, must never be symmetric or contain cycles.
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE {
2 ?s lemon:narrower+ ?narrower .
3 ?narrower lemon:narrower+ ?s . } 
Similarly, if one resource is lemon:narrower to another resource, the
inverse relationship (lemon:broader) should exist in the database.
From the total of ten manual test cases that were defined for lemon,
five were described as PatternBasedTestCases, using the existing pat-
tern library, and five as ManualTestCases using custom SPARQL queries.
However, for brevity we described the test case with the final SPARQL
queries.
NIF
Almost 50% of automated NIF test cases were for rdfs:domain con-
straints, 27% for rdfs:range, 11% for owl:FunctionalPropery restric-
tions, 7% for disjointness and 5% for proper datatype usage. The early
prototype of RDFUnit that is used as the NIF validator did not cover
any schema constraints and consists of 10 test cases. There exists one
test case on the warning level that reports classes of the old names-
pace.
Other manual test cases include the following restrictions:
• An occurrence of nif:beginIndex inside a nif:Context must
be equal to zero (0).
• The length of nif:isString inside a nif:Context must be equal
to nif: endIndex.
• A nif:anchorOf string must match the substring of the nif:isString
from nif:beginIndex to nif:endIndex. For example:
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1 SELECT DISTINCT ?s WHERE {
2 ?s nif:anchorOf ?anchorOf ;
3 nif:beginIndex ?beginIndex ;
4 nif:endIndex ?endIndex ;
5 nif:referenceContext [ nif:isString ?referenceString ] .
6 BIND (SUBSTR(?referenceString, ?beginIndex ,
7 (?endIndex - ?beginIndex) ) AS ?test ) .
8 FILTER (str(?test) != str(?anchorOf )) . } 
• nif:CString is an abstract class and thus a subclass such as
nif:CStringImpl or nif:RFC5147String must be used.
• All instances of nif:CString that are not nif:Context must
have a nif: referenceContext property.
• All instances of nif:Context must also be instances of a nif:CString
subclass.
• Misspelled rdf:type declarations for class names, for example
nif: RFC5147String.
• All instances of nif:CString must have the properties nif:beginIndex
and nif:endIndex.
• all nif:Context must have an explicit nif:isString, nif:isString
can only occur with nif:Context.
Evaluation
For evaluation purposes we gathered a representative sample of lemon
and NIF datasets in Table 28. We loaded all the datasets in an open-
source edition of Virtuoso server (version 7.0)37 and ran RDFUnit for
each one of them. The results of the dataset evaluation are provided
in Table 29.
Looking at the results of Table 29 we observe that manual test cases
can be of equal importance to the schema restrictions. Additionally
we notice that the lemon-based datasets were more erroneous than the
NIF-based datasets. This may be attributed to the following reasons:
• the NIF datasets were smaller in size and, thus, better curated.
• the DBpedia Wiktionary datasets is derived from a crowd-sourced
source, which makes it more prone to errors.
• the lemon ontology is stricter than the NIF ontology.
• (Röder et al., 2014) already used the early prototype of RDFUnit
and fixed all data errors found by manual test cases.
All lemon datasets failed the info level test case that required at least
one and unique lemon:language in a lemon:LexicalEntry. The exis-
tence of a lemon:subsense or exactly one lemon:reference also failed
in all datasets with a high number of violations, except Wordnet that
had only 33. Additionally, all datasets had a high number of violation
on the owl:minCardinality of 1 constraint of lemon:lexicalForm on
the lemon:LexicalEntry class. However, all datasets had the appro-
37 http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com
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Name Description Ontology Type
lemon datasets
LemonUby
Wiktionary EN 26
(Eckle-Kohler,
McCrae, and
Chiarcos, 2014)
Conversion of the English Wiktionary into
UBY-LMF model
lemon,
UBY-LMF
Dictionary
LemonUby
Wiktionary DE 27
(Eckle-Kohler,
McCrae, and
Chiarcos, 2014)
Conversion of the German Wiktionary into
UBY-LMF model
lemon,
UBY-LMF
Dictionary
LemonUby Wordnet
28 (Eckle-Kohler,
McCrae, and
Chiarcos, 2014)
Conversion of the Princeton WordNet 3.0 into
UBY-LMF model
lemon,
UBY-LMF
WordNet
DBpedia Wiktionary
29 (Hellmann, Brekle,
and Auer, 2012)
Conversion of the English Wiktionary into
lemon
lemon Dictionary
QHL 30 (Moran and
Brümmer, 2013)
Multilingual translation graph from more
than 50 lexicons
lemon Dictionary
NIF datasets
Wikilinks31
(Hellmann et al.,
2013a)
sample of 60976 randomly selected phrases
linked to Wikipedia articles
NIF NER
DBpedia Spotlight
dataset32 (Steinmetz,
Knuth, and Sack,
2013)
58 manually NE annotated natural language
sentences
NIF NER
KORE 50 evaluation
dataset33 (Steinmetz,
Knuth, and Sack,
2013)
50 NE annotated natural language sentences
from the AIDA corpus
NIF NER
News-10034 (Röder
et al., 2014)
100 manually annotated German news
articles
NIF NER
RSS-50035 (Röder
et al., 2014)
500 manually annotated sentences from 1,457
RSS feeds
NIF NER
Reuters-12836 (Röder
et al., 2014)
128 news articles manually curated NIF NER
Table 28: Tested datasets
priate number of lemon:canonicalForm properties, which is a sub-
property of lemon:lexicalForm and invalidates these errors. This con-
straint of RDFUnit, stems from the fact that transitive sub-property
checking is not implemented at the time of writing. Except from the
DBpedia Wiktionary dataset, all other lemon datasets had many re-
ports of a lemon:LemonEntry without a label.
The DBpedia Wiktionary dataset had only five failed test cases.
With an addition to the previous three, the dataset returned 163K vi-
olations due to the disjointness of the lemon:LexicalEntry class with
the lemon:LexicalSense class constraint and 3.5M violations of miss-
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Size SC FL TO ER AErrors MErrors MWarn MInfo
WiktDBp 60M 177 5 - - 3.7M 7.5M - 3.6M
WktEN 8M 168 14 - - 752K 394.8K - 633.3K
WktDE 2M 170 12 - - 273.1K 66.3K - 155.6K
Wordnet 4M 166 16 - - 257.2K 36 - 257.2K
QHL 3M 170 11 - 1 433.1K 539K - 538K
Wikilinks 0.6M 91 4 - 1 141.528 21.2K - -
News-100 13K 91 2 - 3 3.510 - - -
RSS-500 10K 91 2 - 3 3.000 - - -
Reuters-128 7K 91 2 - 3 2.016 - - -
Spotlight 3K 92 3 - 1 662 68 - -
KORE50 2K 89 6 - 1 301 55 - -
Table 29: Overview of the NLP datasets test execution. For every dataset,
we provide the size in triples count, the number of test cases that
were successful, failed, timed-out and did not complete due to an
error. Additionally, we mention the total number of the individual
violations from automated test cases along with errors, warnings
and infos from manual test cases.
ing a required lemon:lexicalForm property in a lemon:LexicalEntry.
The same query returned 270K errors in the QHL dataset.
The Uby Wiktionaries had many failed test cases with a very low
(less than 10) number of violations except from owl:minCardinality
of one in lemon:Form class for the lemon:representation property.
This test case returned 430K errors on the English version and 200K
errors on the German. Wordnet also failed this test case with 130K
violations. Finally, other high in number of violation test cases are
found in the QHL dataset and regard incorrect domain (30K) and
range (68K) of lemon:entry and wrong range of lemon:sense (67K).
The most common test case that failed in all NIF datasets is the in-
correct datatype of nif:beginIndex and nif:endIndex. Both proper-
ties are defined as xsd:nonNegativeInteger but were used as string
Literals. This is due to a recent change of the NIF specification but
also showcases the usefulness of our methodology for data evolu-
tion. The correct datatype of nif:beginIndex and nif:endIndex are
also the reason for the NIF test cases that returned an error. In these
cases, substrings based on these properties were calculated on the
query (cf. Section 9.4.2) and non-numeric values did not allow a
proper SPARQL query evaluation. This case also expresses the need
for chained test cases execution (TestCaseDependency in cf. Section 8.2).
The existence of a nif:beginIndex and nif:endIndex in a nif:CString
also return violation in spotlight (68) kore50 (51) and Wikilinks (21K)
datasets. Finally 21K objects in a nif:wasConvertedFrom relation did
not have nif:String as range.
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A direct comparison or our results with the results of the imple-
mented validators cannot be provided in a consistent way. The NIF
validator contained only 10 test cases while our approach had a to-
tal of 96 test cases. The lemon validator on the other hand could not
finish after 48 hours for the DBpedia Wiktionay dataset and resulted
in a multitude of non-RDF logging messages that were hard to filter
and aggregate.
conclusion and future work
In this chapter we extensively evaluated the Test-Driven Quality As-
sessment methodology that was described in Chapter 8 using the RD-
FUnit software tool.
We compiled a comprehensive set of generic Data Quality Test Pat-
terns (DQTP), which we instantiated for 297 schemas resulting in
32,293 test cases. We reused these test cases to evaluate the quality
of five LOD datasets. Our evaluation showed that DQTPs are able to
reveal a substantial amount of data quality issues in an effective and
efficient way.
In addition, we devised 277 test cases for NLP datasets using the
Lemon and NIF vocabularies. We run these test cases on 11 datasets
using those vocabularies and containing approximately 23 million
triples and identified many millions of errors. We showed progress
in implementing domain-specific validation by quickly improving ex-
isting validation provided by ontology maintainers
As future work, we aim to extend the test cases to more NLP on-
tologies, such as MARL, NERD and ITSRDF. We also plan to further
increase the scope of the framework, e.g. for the recently changed
namespaces of NIF and lemon deprecation warnings should be pro-
duced. Another extension is the modeling of dependencies between
test cases, which is currently done manually and could be automated.
Furthermore, we also want to apply our methods on services: Usually,
semantically enriched NLP services use text as input and return anno-
tations in RDF, which could then be verified by RDFUnit to validate
their output.
Additionally, we aim to tackle automatic repair strategies, i.e. use
of templates and bindings to fix problems efficiently. We also plan to
implement a test-driven data quality cockpit, which allows users to
easily instantiate and run DQTPs based on custom knowledge bases.
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Auer and
Kontokostas, (2014),
Kontokostas, Zaveri,
Auer, and Lehmann,
(2013), and Zaveri,
Kontokostas, Sherif,
Bühmann, Morsey,
Auer, and Lehmann,
(2013)
A key success factor for the Web as a whole was and is its participa-
tory nature – in a truly distributed and democratic nature everybody
can publish information on the Web and interlink it with related con-
tent. In order to make the Web more intelligent, we have to empower
people to easily create and interlink structured information and se-
mantics. Also, rich semantics can probably not emerge only by au-
tomated means. In physics, the law of conservation of energy states
that the total energy of an isolated system cannot change – it is said
to be conserved over time. A similar observation seems to hold for se-
mantics: rich semantics can not appear miraculously out of nowhere,
even if the most advanced and powerful algorithms are applied. In
fact, two main strategies for ‘increasing the intelligence’ of the Web
seem to be currently prevalent:
• Translating non-machine readable semantics into machine-readable
semantics – this is, for example, what most natural language
processing techniques aim at.
• Enriching existing semantic representations with additional or
related information, for example, through link discovery.
However, the most progress can be made, if we can put the human
intelligence in the loop. There were a number of strategies aiming
to achieve that: games with a purpose, semantic (data) wikis and
crowd-sourcing. Of course these strategies are not strictly separable,
but overlap in many aspects. Semantic Wikis (Frischmuth et al., 2015;
Krötzsch et al., 2007) apply the wiki paradigm of ‘making it easy to
add and change information’ to structured knowledge-bases. Small
bits and pieces of information can be added to the semantic wiki in an
agile manner. In this regard, semantic wikis can be considered as one
technology to facilitate crowd-sourcing. However, other than volun-
tary contributions to a wiki, crowd-sourcing often involves monetary
incentives and large groups of crowd-workers aiming to achieve a
specified goal in short time. Games with a purpose (or human-based
computation games) (Siorpaes and Hepp, 2008) on the other hand
also implement some kind of crowd-sourcing, where the monetary
incentive is replaced by some entertainment and recognition.
On the Data Web, we have varying quality of information covering
various domains. There are a large number of high quality datasets
(in particular in the life-sciences domain), which are carefully curated
over decades and recently published on the Web. There are, however,
also many datasets, which were extracted from unstructured and
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semi-structured information or are the result of some crowdsourcing
process, where large numbers of users contribute small parts. DBpe-
dia is actually an example for both - a dataset extracted from the re-
sult of a crowdsourcing process. Hence, quality problems are inherent
in DBpedia. This is not a problem per se, since quality usually means
fitness for a certain use case (Juran, 1974). Hence, even datasets with
quality problems might be useful for certain applications, as long as
the quality is in the required range.
In this chapter, we devise a data quality assessment methodology,
which comprises of a manual process. We empirically assess, based
on this methodology, the data quality of one of the major knowledge
hubs on the Data Web – DBpedia. The first phase includes the de-
tection of common quality problems and their representation in a
comprehensive taxonomy of potential quality problems. In the man-
ual process, the second phase comprises of the evaluation of a large
number of individual resources, according to the quality problem tax-
onomy, using crowdsourcing in order to evaluate the type and extent
of data quality problems occurring in DBpedia. Each represented fact
is evaluated for correctness by each user and, if found problematic,
annotated with one of 17 pre-defined quality criteria. This process is
accompanied by a tool wherein a user assesses an individual resource
and evaluates each fact for correctness.
We find that while a substantial number of problems exists, the
overall quality is with a less than 11.93% error rate relatively high.
With this study we not only aim to assess the quality of DBpedia
but also to adopt a methodology to improve the quality in future
versions by regularly providing feedback to the DBpedia maintainers
to fix these problems.
Our main contributions are:
• a crowdsourcing based methodology for data quality assess-
ment (Section 10.1),
• a crowdsourcing based data quality assessment tool (Section 10.2),
• an empirical data quality analysis of the DBpedia dataset per-
formed using crowdsourcing (Section 10.3) and
We conclude with an outlook on future work in Section 10.4.
assessment methodology
In this section, we describe a generalized methodology for the assess-
ment and subsequent data quality improvement of resources belong-
ing to a dataset. The assessment methodology we propose is depicted
in Figure 27. This methodology consists of the following four steps:
1. Resource selection, 2. Evaluation mode selection, 3. Resource evalu-
ation and 4. Data quality improvement. In the following, we describe
these steps in more detail.
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step i : resource selection In this first step, the resources be-
longing to a particular dataset are selected. This selection can be per-
formed in three different ways:
• Per Class: select resources belonging to a particular class
• Completely random: a random resource from the dataset
• Manual: a resource selected manually from the dataset
Choosing resources per class (e.g. animal, sport, place etc.) gives
the user the flexibility to choose resources belonging to only those
classes she is familiar with. However, when choosing resources from
a class, the selection should be made in proportion to the number of
instances of that class. Random selection, on the other hand, ensures
an unbiased and uniform coverage of the underlying dataset. In the
manual selection option, the user is free to select resources with prob-
lems that she has perhaps previously identified.
step ii : evaluation mode selection The assignment of the
resources to a person or machine, selected in Step I, can be accom-
plished in the following three ways:
• Manual: the selected resources are assigned to a person (or group
of individuals) who will then proceed to manually evaluate the
resources individually.
• Semi-automatic: selected resources are assigned to a semi-automatic
tool which performs data quality assessment employing some
form of user feedback.
• Automatic: the selected resources are given as input to an auto-
matic tool which performs the quality assessment without any
user involvement.
step iii : resource evaluation The person (or group of indi-
viduals) evaluates each resource individually to detect the potential
data quality problems. In order to support this step, a quality assess-
ment tool can be used which allows a user to evaluate each individual
triple belonging to a particular resource. If, in case of Step II, the se-
lected resources are assigned to a semi-automatic tool, the tool points
to triples likely to be wrong. For example, domain or range problems
are identified by the tool and then assigned to a person to verify the
correctness of the results.
step iv : data quality improvement After the evaluation of
resources and identification of potential quality problems, the next
step is to improve the data quality. There are at least two ways to
perform an improvement:
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Figure 27: Workflow of the data quality assessment methodology.
• Direct: editing the triple, identified to contain the problem, with
the correct value
• Indirect: using the Patch Request Ontology1 (Knuth, Hercher,
and Sack, 2012) which allows gathering user feedbacks about
erroneous triples.
A systematic review done in (Zaveri et al., 2015) identified a num-
ber of different data quality dimensions (criteria) applicable to Linked
Data. After carrying out an initial data quality assessment on DB-
pedia (as part of the first phase of the manual assessment method-
ology), the problems identified were mapped to this list of identi-
fied dimensions. In particular, Accuracy, Relevancy, Representational-
consistency and Interlinking were identified to be problems affecting
a large number of DBpedia resources. Additionally, these dimensions
were further divided into categories and sub-categories.
Table 30 gives an overview of these data quality dimensions along
with their categories and sub-categories. Moreover, the table speci-
fies whether the problems are specific to DBpedia (marked with a
4) or could potentially occur in any RDF dataset. For example, the
sub-category Special template not properly recognized is a problem that
occurs only in DBpedia due to the presence of specific keywords in
Wikipedia articles that do not cite any references or resources (e.g.
{{Unreferenced stub|auto=yes}}). On the other hand, the problems
that are not DBpedia specific can occur in any other datasets. We
1 http://141.89.225.43/patchr/ontologies/patchr.ttl#
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Dimension Category Sub-category DBpedia
specific
Accuracy
Triple
incorrectly
extracted
Object value is incorrectly extracted –
Object value is incompletely ex-
tracted
–
Special template not properly recog-
nized
4
Datatype prob-
lems
Datatype incorrectly extracted –
Implicit
relationship
between
attributes
One fact encoded in several at-
tributes
4
Several facts encoded in one at-
tribute
–
Attribute value computed from an-
other attribute value
4
Relevancy
Irrelevant
information
extracted
Extraction of attributes containing
layout information
4
Redundant attribute values –
Image related information 4
Other irrelevant information –
Represensational-
Consistency
Representation of
number values
Inconsistency in representation of
number values
–
Interlinking
External links External websites –
Interlinks
with other
datasets
Links to Wikimedia –
Links to Freebase –
Links to Geospecies –
Links generated via Flickr wrapper –
Table 30: Data quality dimensions, categories and sub-categories identified
in the DBpedia resources. The DBpedia specific column denotes
whether the problem type is specific only to DBpedia (tick) or
could occur in any RDF dataset.
refer the reader to (Zaveri et al., 2013) for further analysis on the di-
mensions and metrics listed on Table 30.
triplecheckmate : a crowdsourcing quality assessment
tool
TripleCheckMate is a tool built specifically for the purpose of the
Quality Assessment Methodology (cf. Section 10.1). The tool is re-
leased as open source2 under the Apache License.
In the following, we describe TripleCheckMate from a user perspec-
tive (Section 10.2.1) as well as the system architecture (Section 10.2.2)
and extensibility of the tool (Section 10.2.3).
2 https://github.com/AKSW/TripleCheckMate
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Overview
The design of TripleCheckMate is aligned with the methodology de-
scribed in Section 10.1, in particular with Steps 1–3. To use the tool,
the user is required to authenticate herself, which not only prevents
spam but also helps in keeping track of her evaluations. After authen-
ticating herself, she proceeds with the selection of a resource (Step 1).
She is provided with three options: (i) per class, (ii) completely random
and (iii) manual (as described in Step I of the assessment methodol-
ogy).
After selecting a resource, the user is presented with a table show-
ing each triple belonging to that resource on a single row. Step 2
involves the user evaluating each triple and checking whether it con-
tains a data quality problem. The link to the original Wikipedia page
for the chosen resource is provided on top of the page which facili-
tates the user to check against the original values. If the triple contains
a problem, she checks the box “is wrong”. Moreover, she is provided
with a taxonomy of pre-defined data quality problems (cf. Table 30)
where she assigns each incorrect triple to a problem. If the detected
problem does not match any of the existing types, she has the option
to provide a new type and extend the taxonomy. After evaluating
one resource, the user saves the evaluation and proceeds to choosing
another random resource and follow the same procedure.
An important feature of the tool is to allow measuring of inter-rater
agreements. This means, when a user selects a random method (Any
or Class) to choose a resource, there is a 50% probability that she is
presented with a resource that was already evaluated by another user.
This probability as well as the number of evaluations per resource
is configurable. Allowing many users evaluating a single resource
not only helps to determine whether incorrect triples are recognized
correctly but also to determine incorrect evaluations (e.g. incorrect
classification of problem type or marking correct triples as incorrect),
especially when crowdsourcing the quality assessment of resources.
Architecture
TripleCheckMate is built with Java using the Google Web Toolkit5 (GWT)
development toolkit. GWT allows one to build and optimize com-
plex browser-based applications as it provides a static typed program-
ming interface (Java) and compiles the output to native cross-browser
HTML+Javascript. A Java Web Server (Apache Tomcat or Jetty) is
used as a backend along with a MySQL database engine.
4 http://nl.dbpedia.org:8080/TripleCheckMate-Demo
4 http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=l-StthTvjFI
5 https://developers.google.com/web-toolkit/
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Figure 28: Screenshot of the TripleCheckMate data quality assessment tool.
First, a user chooses a resource. Second, she is displayed with all
triples belonging to that resources and evaluates each triple indi-
vidually to detect quality problems. Third, If she finds a problem,
she marks it and associates it with a relevant problem category. A
demo3 and a screencast4 of the tool are available.
Figure 29 depicts the general TripleCheckMate architecture. In or-
der to minimize the dependencies and make TripleCheckMate as
portable as possible, all the application logic is built on the frontend.
The applications’ backend is used only to store and retrieve evalua-
tion related data. The database schema of the backend is depicted in
Figure 30.
When the user enters the application, the available campaign and
all the relevant configuration is loaded. In the future we plan to sup-
port multiple simultaneous campaigns. The user authentication is per-
formed through the Google OAuth 2.06 protocol. If the user enters the
application for the first time, her entry is transparently stored in the
users table. A new session is created every time a user enters the
application and all the evaluations in that session are associated. In
order to speed-up the per class resource selection option, the class
hierarchy is cached in the Dataset ontology table.
Finally, our data model separates the general resource evaluation
(Assessed resources) from the detailed triple evaluation (Assessed re-
source triples). The rationale for this are cases where the user wants
to mark a resource as completely correct or comment on missing in-
formation. In Assessed resource triples we store detailed evaluations at
the triple level and assign errors to triples based on the Quality taxon-
omy.
Technically, after every complete resource evaluation, the evalua-
tion results are submitted to the server and the user statistics are
6 https://developers.google.com/accounts/docs/OAuth2
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Figure 29: Architecture of the TripleCheckMate tool.
Figure 30: The backend database schema where the arrows depict the for-
eign key constrains relations between the tables.
re-aggregated for an up-to-date contributor ranking. The communi-
cation to the server is performed with RPC requests facilitated by
the GWT developer toolkit. Finally, for the SPARQL Endpoint com-
munication we implemented a very lightweight client-side SPARQL
framework where we encode SPARQL queries in GET requests and
parse results in the JSON-LD format.
Extensibility
Although TripleCheckMate was initially built for the purpose of the
DBpedia Evaluation Campaign, it can meanwhile be easily customized
to support any arbitrary (open or closed) dataset with a SPARQL
endpoint.
Most of the configurations lie in the database. The SPARQL end-
point configuration is stored in the campaign table. The Dataset ontol-
ogy and Quality Taxonomy hold the respective data as tree structures
and, thus, can be easily changed to any ontology or taxonomy. The
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database connection configuration is stored in property files. Finally,
visual end-user changes can be performed directly into the HTML
and GWT Layout files.
As a data store backend, we support MySQL at the moment, al-
though any JDBC compatible database can be used. The embedded
in-memory H2 database is also supported as it provides a JDBC in-
terface. We plan to ship TripleCheckMate with a preconfigured H2
database, as a standalone evaluation tool. Finally, RDF as data store is
also a feature our community base expressed interest to implement.7
7 https://groups.google.com/d/topic/dbpedia-data-quality/rkXfR1BR4uY/
discussion
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Evaluation Methodology
We performed the assessment of the quality of DBpedia in two phases:
Phase I: Problem detection and creation of taxonomy and Phase II: Evalua-
tion via crowdsourcing.
Phase I: Creation of quality problem taxonomy. In the first phase, two re-
searchers independently assessed the quality of 20 DBpedia resources
each. During this phase an initial list of data quality problems, that
occurred in each resource, was identified. These identified problems
were mapped to the different quality dimensions from (Zaveri et al.,
2015). After analyzing the root cause of these problems, a refinement
of the quality dimensions was done to obtain a finer classification
of the dimensions. This classification of the dimensions into sub-
categories resulted in a total of 17 types of data quality problems
(cf. Table 30).
Phase II: Crowdsourcing quality assessment. In the second phase, we
crowdsourced the quality evaluation wherein we invited researchers
who are familiar with RDF to use the TripleCheckMate tool (described
in Section 10.2). First, each user after authenticating oneself, chooses
a resource by one of three options mentioned in Section 10.1. There-
after, the extracted facts about that resource are shown to the user.
The user then looks at each individual fact and records whether it
contains a data quality problem and maps it to the type of quality
problem.
Evaluation Results
An overview of the evaluation results is shown in Table 318. Over-
all, only 16.5% of all resources were not affected by any problems.
On average, there were 5.69 problems per resource and 2.24 prob-
lems excluding errors in the dbprop namespace9 (Lehmann et al., 2009).
While the vast majority of resources have problems, it should also be
remarked that each resource has 47.19 triples on average, which is
higher than in most other LOD datasets. The tool was configured to
allow two evaluations per resource and this resulted to a total of 268
inter-evaluations. We computed the inter-rater agreement for those
resources, which were evaluated by two persons by adjusting the
observed agreement with agreement by chance as done in Cohen’s
kappa10. The inter-rater agreement results – 0.34 for resource agree-
ment and 0.38 for triple agreement – indicate that the same resource
should be evaluated more than twice in future evaluations. To assess
8 Also available at: http://aksw.org/Projects/DBpediaDQ
9 http://dbpedia.org/property/
10 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cohen%27s_kappa
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Total no. of users 58
Total no. of distinct resources evaluated 521
Total no. of resources evaluated 792
Total no. of distinct resources without problems 86
Total no. of distinct resources with problems 435
Total no. of distinct incorrect triples 2928
Total no. of distinct incorrect triples in the dbprop namespace 1745
Total no. of inter-evaluations 268
No. of resources with evaluators having different opinions 89
Resource-based inter-rater agreement (Cohen’s Kappa) 0.34
Triple-based inter-rater agreement (Cohen’s Kappa) 0.38
No. of triples evaluated for correctness 700
No. of triples evaluated to be correct 567
No. of triples evaluated incorrectly 133
% of triples correctly evaluated 81
Average no. of problems per resource 5.69
Average no. of problems per resource in the dbprop namespace 3.45
Average no. of triples per resource 47.19
% of triples affected 11.93
% of triples affected in the dbprop namespace 7.11
Table 31: Overview of the manual quality evaluation.
the accuracy of the crowdsourcing evaluation, we took a random sam-
ple of 700 assessed triples (out of the total 2928) and evaluated them
for correctness based on the formula in (Krejcie and Morgan, 1970)
intended to be a representative of all the assessed triples. Addition-
ally, we assumed a margin of 3.5% of error, which is a bound that
we can place on the difference between the estimated correctness of
the triples and the true value, and a 95% confidence level, which is
the measure of how confident we are in that margin of error11. From
these 700 triples, 133 were evaluated incorrectly resulting in about
81% of triples correctly evaluated.
Table 32 shows the total number of problems, the distinct resources
and the percentage of affected triples for each problem type. Overall,
the most prevalent problems, such as broken external links are out-
side the control of the DBpedia extraction framework. After that, sev-
eral extraction and mapping problems that occur frequently mainly
affecting accuracy, can be improved by manually adding mappings
or possibly by improving the extraction framework.
When looking at the detectable and fixable problems from Table 30,
in light of their prevalence, we expect that approximately one third
of the problems can be automatically detected and two thirds are fix-
able by improving the DBpedia extraction framework. In particular,
11 http://research-advisors.com/tools/SampleSize.htm
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Criteria IT DR AT %
Accuracy
Object incorrectly extracted 32 14 2.69
Object value is incorrectly extracted 259 121 23.22
Object value is incompletely extracted 229 109 20.92
Special template not recognized 14 12 2.30
Datatype problems 7 6 1.15
Datatype incorrectly extracted 356 131 25.14
Implicit relationship between attributes 8 4 0.77
One fact is encoded in several attributes 670 134 25.72
Several facts encoded in one attribute 87 54 10.36
Value computed from another value 14 14 2.69
Accuracy unassigned 31 11 2.11
Relevancy
Irrelevant information extracted 204 29 5.57
Extraction of layout information 165 97 18.62
Redundant attributes value 198 64 12.28
Image related information 121 60 11.52
Other irrelevant information 110 44 8.45
Relevancy unassigned 1 1 0.19
Representational-consistency
Representation of number values 29 8 1.54
Representational-consistency unassigned 5 2 0.38
Interlinking
External websites (URLs) 222 100 19.19
Interlinks with other datasets (URIs) 2 2 0.38
Links to Wikimedia 138 71 13.63
Links to Freebase 99 99 19.00
Links to Geospecies 0 0 0.00
Links generated via Flickr wrapper 135 135 25.91
Interlinking unassigned 3 3 0.58
Table 32: Detected number of problem for each of the defined quality prob-
lems. IT = Incorrect triples, DR = Distinct resources, AT = Affected
triples.
implicitly related attributes can be properly extracted with a new ex-
tractor, which can be configured using the DBpedia Mappings Wiki.
As a result, we expect that the improvement potential is that the prob-
lem rate in DBpedia can be reduced from 11.93% to 5.81% (calculated
by subtracting 7.11% from 11.93% reported in Table 31). After revis-
ing the DBpedia extraction framework, we will perform subsequent
quality assessments using the same methodology in order to realize
and demonstrate these improvements.
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conclusions and future work
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first comprehensive em-
pirical quality analysis for more than 500 resources of a large Linked
Data dataset extracted from crowdsourced content. We found that a
substantial number of problems exist and the overall quality, with a
11.93% error rate, is moderate. In addition to the quality analysis of
DBpedia, we devised a generic methodology for Linked Data qual-
ity analysis, derived a comprehensive taxonomy of extraction quality
problems and developed a tool which can assist in the evaluation. All
these contributions can be reused for analyzing any other extracted
dataset (by domain experts). The detailed analysis of data quality
problems allows us to devise and implement corresponding mitiga-
tion strategies. Many of the problems found can be firstly automati-
cally detected and secondly avoided by (1) improving existing extrac-
tors, (2) developing new ones (e.g. for implicitly related attributes) or
(3) improving and extending mappings and extraction hints on the
DBpedia Mappings Wiki.
With this study, we not only aim to assess the quality of this sample
of DBpedia resources but also adopt an agile methodology to improve
the quality in future versions by regularly providing feedback to the
DBpedia maintainers to fix these problems. We plan to improve the
DBpedia extraction framework along these detected problems and
periodically revisit the quality analysis (in regular intervals) in order
to demonstrate possible improvements.
With regard to TripleCheckMate, it is a tool that has already been
successfully tested in assessing the quality of DBpedia and can be
easily configured to work with any dataset that provides a SPARQL
endpoint. In future versions of the tool, we will include further sup-
port for the methodology outlined in Section 10.1 by directly inte-
grating semi-automatic methods, which can then filter those triples
of a resource, which are most likely to cause problems. We will in-
vestigate whether this can improve the efficiency of the quality as-
sessment. Moreover, we also plan to include support for the patch
ontology (Knuth, Hercher, and Sack, 2012) as an output format.
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This chapter provides the related work on RDF and Linked data qual-
ity with regard to Part iii and Part iv of this thesis.
standards on quality assessment
sparql Inferencing Notation (SPIN) (Knublauch, Hendler, and Idehen,
2011) is a W3C submission aiming at representing rules and con-
straints on Semantic Web models. SPIN also allows users to define
sparql functions and reuse sparql queries. The difference between
SPIN and the Test-Driven Quality Assessment Methodology (TDQAM)
is that SPIN functions would not fully support our Pattern Bindings.
SPIN function arguments must have specific constraints on the ar-
gument datatype or argument class and do not support operators,
e.g. ‘=’, ‘>’, ‘!’, ‘+’, ‘*’, or property paths1. However, TDQAM is still
compatible with SPIN when allowing to initialise templates with spe-
cific sets of applicable operators. In that case, however, the number of
templates increases. Due to this restrictions, SPIN defines fewer but
more general constraints. The following SPIN example2 tries to locate
all the owl:disjointWith constraint violations:
1 SELECT ?x WHERE { ?c1 owl:disjointWith ?c2 .
2 ?x a ?c1 .
3 ?x a ?c2 . } 
The problems of these types of queries is that: 1) they are more expen-
sive to execute, 2) aggregate all errors in a single result which makes it
harder to debug and 3) cannot capture violations like foaf:primaryTopic
if the foaf schema is not loaded in the knowledge base itself. One of
the advantages of converting our templates to SPIN is that the struc-
ture of the sparql query itself can be stored directly in RDF, which,
however, renders it more complex. From the efforts related to SPIN,
TDQAM reuses their existing data quality patterns and ontologies for
error types.
IBM Resource Shapes (RS)3 is a W3C member submission that is
based on based on the Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration
(OSLC) Core specification. 4. RS defines a high-level RDF vocabulary
for specifying the shape of RDF resources. The shape of an RDF re-
1 http://www.w3.org/TR/2010/WD-sparql11-property-paths-20100126/
2 http://topbraid.org/spin/owlrl-all.html#cax-dw
3 https://www.w3.org/Submission/shapes/
4 http://open-services.net/bin/view/Main/OslcCoreSpecification
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source is a description of the set of triples it is expected to contain and
the integrity constraints those triples are required to satisfy. Applica-
tions of shapes include validating RDF data, documenting RDF APIs,
and providing metadata to tools, such as form and query builders,
that handle RDF data. The TDQA methodology is compatible with
RS and Test Auto Generators were defined that consumed a big subset
of RS definitions in RDFUnit.5
Shape Expressions (ShEx) (Prud’hommeaux, Labra Gayo, and Sol-
brig, 2014) is a language for describing RDF graph structures. ShEx
shapes describes the triples touching nodes in RDF graphs. These de-
scriptions identify predicates and their associated cardinalities and
datatypes. ShEx shapes can be used to communicate data structures
associated with some process or interface, generate or validate data,
or drive user interfaces.
SPIN, RS and ShEx share the same goals but offer different trade-
offs with regard to constraint expressivity, verboseness and simplicity.
SPIN is the most powerful in terms of constraint expressivity. RS cov-
ers common use cases in a simple and intuitive way but it is based in
RDF and is more verbose than ShEx. ShEx on the other hand offers a
custom compact syntax tailored for the ShEx language and provides
a little better constraint expresivity than RS.
SHACL (Knublauch and Kontokostas, 2016) is the upcoming W3C
standard that consumes and merges all these languages in a new &
powerful constraint language. SHACL will feature shapes as a ba-
sic validation component that is inspired from RS and ShEx. SHACL
offers an extensive set of core pre-defined constrains and an exten-
sion mechanism that is based in sparql, similar to SPIN. A compact
syntax, similar to ShEx will be created on top of SHACL. SHACL
additionally borrowed a lot of features from TDQAM and RDFUnit.
Naming a few is constraint severity levels, sparql constraint defini-
tions based on SELECT queries and sparql variable/value bindings.
web data quality assessment frameworks
There are a number of data quality assessment dimensions that have
already been identified relevant to Linked Data, namely, accuracy,
timeliness, completeness, relevancy, conciseness, consistency, to name
a few (Bizer, 2007). Additional quality criteria such as uniformity, ver-
satility, comprehensibility, amount of data, validity, licensing, accessi-
bility and performance were also introduced to be additional means
of assessing the quality of LOD (Flemming, 2010). Additionally, there
are several efforts in developing data quality assessment frameworks
in order to assess the data quality of LOD. These efforts are either
semi-automated (Flemming, 2010), automated (Guéret et al., 2012) or
manual (Bizer and Cyganiak, 2009; Mendes P.N., 2012).
5 https://github.com/AKSW/RDFUnit/issues/23
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Even though these frameworks introduce useful methodologies to
assess the quality of a dataset, either the results are difficult to in-
terpret, do not allow a user to choose the input dataset or require a
considerable amount of user involvement.
The LUZZU Quality Assessment Framework 6 (Debattista, Lange,
and Auer, 2014) is a generic framework based on the Dataset Quality
Ontology (daQ)7, allowing users to define their own quality metrics.
Luzzu assesses Linked Data quality, using a library of generic and
user-provided domain specific quality metrics, provides queryable
quality metadata and assembles detailed quality reports. However,
LUZZU’s stream processing architecture can evaluate quality metrics
that relate to a single RDF triple.
concrete web data quality assessments
An effort to assess the quality of web data was undertaken in 2008 (Ca-
farella et al., 2008), where 14.1 billion HTML tables from Google’s
general-purpose web crawl were analyzed in order to retrieve those
tables that have high-quality relations. Additionally, there have been
studies focused on assessing the quality of RDF data (Hogan et al.,
2010) to report the errors occurring while publishing RDF data and
the effects and means to improve the quality of structured data on the
web. As part of an empirical study (Hogan et al., 2012) 4 million RD-
F/XML documents were analyzed, which provided insights into the
level of conformance in these documents with respect to the Linked
Data guidelines. Even though these studies accessed a vast amount of
web or RDF/XML data, most of the analysis was performed automat-
ically and therefore the problems arising due to contextual discrepan-
cies were overlooked. Another study aimed to develop a framework
for the DBpedia quality assessment (Kreis, 2011). In this study, partic-
ular problems of the DBpedia extraction framework were taken into
account and integrated in the framework. However, only a small sam-
ple (75 resources) were assessed in this case and an older DBpedia
version (2010) was analyzed.
crowdsourcing-based tasks
There are already a number of efforts which use crowdsourcing fo-
cused on a specific type of task. For example, crowdsourcing is used
for entity linking or resolution (Demartini, Difallah, and Cudré-Mauroux,
2012), quality assurance and resource mangement (Wang et al., 2012)
or for enhancement of ontology alignments (Sarasua, Simperl, and
Noy, 2012) especially in Linked Data. However, in our case (Chap-
ter 10), we originally did not submit tasks to the popular internet
6 http://eis-bonn.github.io/Luzzu/
7 http://purl.org/eis/vocab/daq
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marketplaces such as Amazon Mechanical Turk or CrowdFlower8. In-
stead, we used the intelligence of a large number of researchers who
were particularly conversant with RDF to help assess the quality of
one of the important and most linked dataset, DBpedia. A combina-
tion of crowdsourcing by both domain experts and simple workers,
in combination of automated approaches like TDQAM is performed
in (Acosta et al., 2013) with positive results.
previous data quality assessments on dbpedia
The first publication of DBpedia (Auer and Lehmann, 2007) mainly
concentrates on the data source – Wikipedia. Errors in the RDF data
are attributed to several shortcomings in the authoring process, e.g. the
usage of tables instead of templates, the encoding of layout informa-
tion like color in templates and so on. Other inaccuracies occur due to
an imprecise use of the wiki markup or when duplicate information
is given, as in height = 5’11" (180cm). To avoid those errors the authors
provide some authoring guidelines in accordance with guidelines cre-
ated by the Wikipedia community.
In Lehmann et al., (2009), the authors concentrate more on the ex-
traction process, comparing the Generic with the Mapping-based In-
fobox Extraction approach. It is shown that by mapping Wikipedia
templates to a manually created, simple ontology, one can obtain a
far better data quality, eliminating data type errors as well as a bet-
ter linkage between entities of the dataset. Other errors concern class
hierarchies e.g. omissions in the automatically created YAGO classifi-
cation schema.
Another issue already addressed in the future work section of Lehmann
et al., (2009) is the fusion of cross-language knowledge of the lan-
guage specific DBpedia instances. This topic as well as other interna-
tionalization issues are treated in Kontokostas et al., (2012). There,
different extraction problems of the Greek DBpedia are presented
that can also be applied to other languages, especially those using
non-Latin characters.
Another study aimed to develop a framework for the DBpedia qual-
ity assessment is presented in Chapter 10 and Zaveri et al., (2013) and
involves a manual and a semi-automatic process. In the manual phase
the authors detects common problems and classify them in a taxon-
omy. After that, they crowdsource the evaluation of a large number
of individual resources and let users structure it according to their
taxonomy. This work is extended in (Acosta et al., 2013) by including
non-domain experts in the crowdsourcing tasks, as well as including
automatied assessment methods.
In (Färber et al., 2016), the authors try to provide an extensive com-
parison, with regard to quality of DBpedia, Freebase, OpenCyc, Wiki-
8 http://crowdflower.com/
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data and YAGO. Finally, (Paulheim, 2016) provides a survey of evalu-
ation methods on knowledge graphs, including DBpedia.
rules and sparql
The approach described in (Fürber and Hepp, 2010) advocates the
use of sparql and SPIN for RDF data quality assessment and shares
some similarity with our methodology. However, a domain expert is
required for the instantiation of test case patterns. In a similar way,
Fürber et al. (Fürber and Hepp, 2010) define a set of generic sparql
queries to identify missing or illegal literal values and datatypes and
functional dependency violations.
Another related approach is the Pellet Integrity Constraint Valida-
tor (ICV)9. Pellet ICV (Sirin and Tao, 2009) translates OWL integrity
constraints into sparql queries. Similar to our approach, the execu-
tion of those sparql queries indicate violations. An implication of the
integrity constraint semantics of Pellet ICV is that a partial unique
names assumption (all resources are considered to be different un-
less equality is explicitly stated) and a closed world assumption is in
effect. We use the same strategy as part of our methodology, but go
beyond it by allowing users to directly (re-)use DQTPs not necessarily
encoded in OWL and by providing automatic schema enrichment.
Schemarama10 is a very early (2001) constraint validation approach
based on using the Squish RDF language instead of sparql. It does
not offer a templating mechanism or a classification of data quality
problems. For XML, Schematron11 is an ISO standard for validation
and quality control of XML documents based on XPath and XSLT.
We argue that similar adapted mechanisms for RDF are of crucial im-
portance to provide solutions allowing the usage of RDF in settings,
which require either high quality data or at least an accurate assess-
ment of its quality.
In database research, there are related approaches to formulate
common integrity constraints (Deutsch, 2009) using First Order Logic
(FOL). The work presented in (Fan, 2008) uses FOL to describe data
dependencies for quality assessment and suggests repairing strate-
gies. Finally, in (Lausen, Meier, and Schmidt, 2008), the authors sug-
gest extensions to RDF by constraints akin to RDBMS in order to
validate data using sparql as a constraint language. This is achieved
by providing an RDF view on top of the data.
9 http://clarkparsia.com/pellet/icv/
10 http://swordfish.rdfweb.org/discovery/2001/01/schemarama/
11 http://www.schematron.com/
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The Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud1 consisted of 12 datasets in 2007,
grew to almost 300 in 20112, and, by the end of 2014, counted up to
1,1003. Although more and more data is published as Linked Data (LD),
the datasets’ quality and consistency varies significantly, ranging from
expensively curated to relatively low quality datasets (Zaveri et al.,
2015). In Chapter 9, we observed that similar violations can occur
very frequently. Especially when datasets stem originally from semi-
structured formats (csv, XML, etc.) and their RDF representation is
obtained by repetitively applying certain mappings, the violations
are often repeated, as well. By mapping, we consider the function of
semantically annotating data to acquire their enriched representation
using the RDF data model. A mapping consists of one or more map-
ping definitions (mds) that state how RDF terms should be generated,
taking into account a data fragment from an original data source, and
how these terms are associated to each other and form RDF triples.
The most frequent violations are related to the dataset’s schema,
namely the vocabularies or ontologies used to annotate the original
data (Kontokostas et al., 2014c). In the case of semi-structured data,
the dataset’s schema derives from the set of classes and properties
specified within the mappings. A mapping might use a single on-
tology or vocabulary to annotate the data, or a proprietary vocabu-
lary can be generated as the data is annotated. Lately, combinations
of different ontologies and vocabularies are often used to annotate
data (Schmachtenberg, Bizer, and Paulheim, 2014), which increases
the likelihood of such violations. A violation might derive from (i) in-
correct usage of schemas in the mapping definitions; and (ii) mistakes
in the original data source. The second category of violations can be
resolved by cleansing the data. In this work, we focus specifically on
the first, which is directly related to the mapping process.
Only recently, several research efforts started focusing on formal-
ising LD quality tracking and assessment (Zaveri et al., 2015). Nev-
ertheless, such formalisation approaches remain independent of the
LD mapping and publishing process—quality assessment is not even
mentioned in the best practices for publishing LD (Hyland, Atemez-
ing, and Villazon-Terrazas, 2004). Existing quality assessment refers
to already published data and is, in most cases, performed by third
parties rather than data publishers. Thus, incorporating quality as-
1 http://lod-cloud.net/
2 http://lod-cloud.net/state
3 http://linkeddatacatalog.dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/state/
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sessment results corresponds to incorporating a Linked Data feedback
loop: existing LD infrastructures still neither intuitively process end-
users’ input, nor properly propagate the modifications to the mds and
original data. Consequently, the results are rarely and, if so, manually
used to adjust the dataset, with the risk of being overwritten when a
new version of the original data is published.
In this chapter, we therefore propose a methodology that extends
LD quality assessment from data consumption to also cover data pub-
lication. We transform the assessment process normally applied to
the final dataset so that it applies to the mappings as well. This al-
lows publishers to discover mistakes in mapped RDF data—before
they are even generated. Our methodology (i) augments the mapping
and publishing workflow of semi-structured source formats with sys-
tematic Linked Data quality assessments for both the mappings and the
resulting dataset; and (ii) automatically suggests mapping refinements
based on the results of these quality assessments. We consider itera-
tive, uniform, and gradual test-driven LD quality assessments to im-
prove the dataset’s overall quality.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 12.1 details the need
of quality assessment during the mapping process, followed by the
introduction of a mapping workflow with quality assessment in Sec-
tion 12.2. Next, Section 12.3 explains how quality assessments are
applied to mappings, the results of which are used to refine map-
ping definitions in Section 12.4. Section 12.5 highlights different cases
where the proposed workflow was used, followed by an evaluation in
Section 12.6. Finally, Section 12.7 and Section 12.8 summarize related
solutions and conclusions.
incorporating quality in mapping and publishing
Data quality is commonly conceived as “fitness for use” for a certain
application or use case (Juran, 1974). A data quality assessment met-
ric, measure, or indicator is a procedure for measuring a data qual-
ity dimension (Bizer and Cyganiak, 2009). A data quality assessment
methodology is defined as the process of evaluating whether a piece
of data meets the information that consumers need in a specific use
case (Bizer and Cyganiak, 2009). In this respect, our use case is fo-
cused on the quality of the generated RDF dataset compared to the
ontologies and vocabulary definitions of its schema. The uppermost
goal is aiding data publishers to finally acquire a valid and high qual-
ity LD by annotating semi-structured data. We focus on the intrinsic
dimension of data quality (Zaveri et al., 2015).
The earlier dataset quality is assessed, the better: we argue that
mapping and publishing data can be considered software engineer-
ing tasks, and the cost of fixing a bug rises exponentially when a task
progresses (Boehm, 1981). In software development, a common way
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to validate correct behaviour of a function is to accompany it by a
set of unit tests. Similarly, a data mapping function can be accompa-
nied by a set of test cases assigned to the mappings to ensure the
correct generation of RDF datasets from input data. In this respect,
incorporating quality assessment as part of the mapping and publish-
ing workflow becomes essential, especially taking into account that it
prevents the same violations to appear repeatedly within the dataset
and over distinct entities. After all, in the mapping phase, structural
adjustments can still be applied easily, since it allows us to pinpoint
the origin of the violation, reducing the effort required to act upon
quality assessment results.
Our approach has two main pillars: (i) uniform quality assessment
of mapping definitions and the resulting dataset, as their quality is
closely related; and (ii) mapping definition refinements to automatically
improve mappings when problems are detected at the quality assess-
ment.
Uniform quality assessment
Instead of assessing an RDF dataset for its schema quality, we apply
the quality assessment to the mapping definitions directly, before they
are used to generate the RDF dataset. Their assessment results are
correlated, since mds specify how the dataset will be formed. For ex-
ample, violations of the range of a certain property can be assessed by
inspecting the corresponding md, which defines how triples with this
property are generated. Even though quality assessment of mds can
cover many violations related to vocabularies and ontologies used to
annotate the data, some schema-related violations depend on how
the mds are instantiated on the original data. For example, a violation
occurs if an object of integer datatype is instantiated with a floating-
point value from the original source. Therefore, a uniform way of in-
crementally assessing the quality of the RDF dataset and the mapping
definitions should cover both the mappings and the dataset.
Mapping definition refinements
If violations are only corrected in the resulting dataset, they will have
to be corrected every time a new version of the dataset is generated.
Also, when a violation is found, it is not straightforward to discover
its cause, as the connection with the mds and the source data is not ap-
parent. A more effective approach is to refine the mds that generate
those triples, so the violation cannot occur in future versions. Fur-
thermore, if the violation is associated with a md, it can be addressed
directly on the place where it occurred, and instead of having to re-
generate the entire dataset, only the triples affected by the refinement
need to be regenerated to correct the violation.
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Figure 31: Quality Assessment enabled Linked Data mapping and publish-
ing workflow
linked data and mappings assessment and refinement
Uniform quality assessment requires that, in addition to the gener-
ated dataset, the mapping definitions themselves are also RDF triples.
This way, the same RDF-based techniques can be applied. Addition-
ally, performing (automated) refinement of mds requires that ma-
chines can process and update them. Such direct processing of mds
is difficult if mappings are tightly coupled to the implementation, as
is the case with most existing mapping solutions. In this respect, we
focus on RDF-based mapping languages for stating the mds. Below,
we describe such a workflow (Section 12.2.1) and a solution that ma-
terializes it (Section 12.2.2).
Linked Data & Mappings Assessment & Refinement Workflow
We propose a uniform, iterative, incremental assessment and refinement
workflow that produces, at the end, a high-quality RDF dataset. Its
steps are explained below and presented in Fig. 31.
1. The schema, as stated in the mds, is assessed against different
quality assessment measures, as it would have been done if it
was the actual dataset.
2. The Quality Assessment report lists each violation identified.
3. The Mapping Quality Assessment (mqa) results are used to re-
fine the mds. The mqa can be repeated until a set of mds without
violations is generated or if the mds can not be further refined.
4. A refined version of the mds is generated and used to execute
the mapping of data – or a sample of the data.
5. The generated RDF output is assessed, using the same quality
assessment framework. The Dataset –and optionally the Mapping–
Quality Assessment (dqa) can be repeated until an ameliorated
set of mds is generated.
6. When the mds are finalized, the actual mapping is performed
and the RDF dataset is generated exempt of violations to the
greatest possible extent.
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Quality Assessment & Refinement with [R2]RML & RDFUnit
We provide a solution that implements the aforementioned workflow.
The two main components of our solution are: the RML mapping lan-
guage (Section 12.2.2.1) that uses mapping definitions expressed in
RDF, a prerequisite for uniform quality assessment and automated re-
finements, as we discussed above, and the RDFUnit validation frame-
work (Section 12.2.2) due to its associated test-case-based architec-
ture (Kontokostas et al., 2014b).
RML
r2rml (Das, Sundara, and Cyganiak, 2012) is the only w3c standard-
ised mapping language for defining mappings of data in relational
databases to the RDF data model. Its extension RML (Dimou et al.,
2014b) broadens its scope and covers also mappings from sources in
different semi-structured formats, such as csv, XML, and json. RML
documents (Dimou et al., 2014b) contain rules defining how the input
data will be represented in RDF. The main building blocks of RML
documents are Triples Maps (Listing 12: line 1). A Triples Map defines
how triples of the form (subject, predicate, object) will be generated.
A Triples Map consists of three main parts: the Logical Source, the Sub-
ject Map and zero or more Predicate-Object Maps. The Subject Map (line 2, 6)
defines how unique identifiers (uris) are generated for the resources
mapped and is used as the subject of all RDF triples generated from
this Triples Map. A Predicate-Object Map (line 3) consists of Predicate Maps,
which define the rule that generates the triple’s predicate (line 3) and
Object Maps or Referencing Object Maps (line 4), which define how the
triple’s object is generated. The Subject Map, the Predicate Map and the
Object Map are Term Maps, namely rules that generate an RDF term
(an IRI, a blank node or a literal). 5A Term Map can be a constant-
valued term map (line 3) that always generates the same RDF term, or
a reference-valued term map (line 6) that is the data value of a refer-
enced data fragment in a given Logical Source, or a template-valued term
map (line 2) that is a valid string template that can contain referenced
data fragments of a given Logical Source.
1 <#Mapping> rml:logicalSource <#InputX> ;
2 rr:subjectMap [ rr:template "http://ex.com/{ID}"; rr:class foaf:Person
];
3 rr:predicateObjectMap [ rr:predicate foaf:knows;
4 rr:objectMap [ rr:parentTriplesMap <#Aquihntance> ].
5 <#Aquihntance> rml:logicalSource <#InputY> ;
6 rr:subjectMap [ rml:reference "Aquintance"; rr:termType rr:IRI; rr:
class ex:Person ] ]. 
Listing 12: RML mapping definitions
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[r2]rml mapping definitions quality assessment
It is straightforward to process [r2]rml mapping definitions as datasets,
because they have a native RDF representation and are written from
the viewpoint of the generated triples. Our assessment process targets
both (i) consistency validation of the mapping definitions against the
r2rml and RML schema and, mainly, (ii) consistency validation and
quality assessment of the dataset to be generated against the schema
defined in the mapping definitions. This first point is handled directly
by RDFUnit; the second point is handled by emulating the resulting
RDF dataset to assess its schema conformance.
consistency validation of the mapping definitions The
validation of mapping definitions against the [r2]rml schema is di-
rectly handled by RDFUnit extending the supported OWL axioms.
New RDFUnit tags were defined to support all OWL axioms in [r2]rml
ontology, e. g.each Triples Map should have exactly one Subject Map, pro-
ducing a total of 78 automatically generated test cases.
consistency validation and quality assessment of the
dataset as projected by its mapping definitions In or-
der to assess a dataset based only on the mapping definitions that
state how it is generated, we considered the same set of schema val-
idation patterns normally applied on the RDF dataset (cf. Table 33).
Nevertheless, instead of validating the predicate against the subject
and object, we extract the predicate from the Predicate Map and vali-
date it against the Term Maps that define how the subject and object
will be formed. For instance, the extracted predicate expects a Literal
as object, but the Term Map that generates the object can be a Referencing
Object Map that generates resources instead.
To achieve this, the properties and classes in the mds are identified
and their namespaces are used to retrieve the schemas and generate
the test cases as if they were the actual dataset. We extended the
corresponding RDFUnit test cases to apply to the mds, adjusting the
assessment queries.4 For instance, the WHERE clause of the sparql test
case that assesses a missing language is:
1 ?resource ?P1 ?c .
2 FILTER (lang(?c) = ’ ’) 
In order to detect the same violation directly from a mapping defini-
tion, the WHERE clause of the assessment query is adjusted as follows:
1 ?poMap rr:predicate ?P1 ;
2 rr:objectMap ?resource .
3 ?P1 rdfs:range rdf:langString .
4 FILTER NOT EXISTS {?resource rr:language ?lang} 
4 https://github.com/AKSW/RDFUnit/blob/master/data/tests/Manual/www.w3.org/
ns/r2rml/rr.tests.Manual.ttl
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The validation is Predicate-Map-driven in principle. The expected
value (line 3), as derived from the Predicate Map, is compared to the
defined one (line 4), as derived from the corresponding Object Map.
The next example is an RDFUnit sparql test case for assessing if the
rdf:type of a triple’s ObjectMap conforms to the rdfs:range defini-
tion of an object property. Applying this test case to the aforemen-
tioned md (cf. Listing 12), a violation is registered, as foaf:knows has
foaf:Person and not ex:Person as range – assuming the ontology
does not define ex:Person as equivalent or subclass of foaf:Person.
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?resource WHERE {
2 ?mappingTo rr:subjectMap ?resource .
3 { ?resource rr:class ?T1 . } UNION {
4 ?mapping rr:predicateObjectMap ?classPoMap .
5 ?classPoMap rr:predicate rdf:type ;
6 rr:objectMap/rr:constant ?T1 . }
7 ?mappingFrom rr:predicateObjectMap ?poMap .
8 ?poMap rr:predicate/rdfs:range ?T2 ;
9 rr:objectMap ?objM .
10 ?objM rr:parentTriplesMap ?mappingTo .
11 FILTER NOT EXISTS {
12 ?T2 (rdfs:subClassOf|(owl:equivalentClass|^owl:equivalentClass))* ?T1
.}} 
In order our assessment to be complete, the defined test cases cover
all possible alternative ways of defining equivalent mds that generate
the same triples. For instance, the default way to generate the type for
a resource is through the rr:class property in the Subject Map (e. g.line 2
of Listing 12). However, one may also define the type via a Predicate
Object Map having rdf:type in its Predicate Map.
RDFUnit can annotate test cases by requesting additional variables
and binding them to specific result properties. Using the example of
Listing 12.3 we map for instance, variable ?T1 as spin:violationValue
and variable ?T2 as the expected class. When a violation is identified,
the annotations are applied and a result like the following is regis-
tered:
1 <5b7a80b8> a rut:ExtendedTestCaseResult;
2 rut:testCase rutt:rr-produces-range-errors ;
3 # (...) Further result annotations
4 spin:violationRoot ex:objectMapX ;
5 spin:violationPath rr:class ;
6 spin:violationValue ex:Person ;
7 rut:missingValue foaf:Person ;
8 ex:erroneousPredicate foaf:knows ; 
However, some of the test cases normally applied to a dataset rely
on the final values or refer to the complete dataset and thus, can only
be validated after the mapping is performed –detected at data-level
assessment (dqa). Such examples are (qualified) cardinality, (inverse)
functionality, (a)symmetricity and irreflexivity. For example, we can-
not validate an inverse functional property such as foaf:homepage with-
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out the actual values. Invalid mappings can occur as the mapping def-
initions are instantiated based on the input source, even though the
mapping definitions appear to be valid. For instance, if the input data
returns, a value like “American”, instead of “http://dbpedia.org/resource/United_States”,
it would result in generating the uri <American>, which is invalid.
[r2]rml refinements based on quality assessment
The results of Mapping Quality Assessment (mqa) can be used to
suggest modifications or even automatically refine mapping defini-
tions. The RDFUnit ontology provides multiple result representations
in different formats (Kontokostas et al., 2014b),including RDF-based
serialisations (rut:ExtendedTestCaseResult result type). Therefore, its re-
sults are easily processable by an agent that can automatically add
and delete triples or suggest actions to the data publisher. In Table 33,
we outline all examined violation patterns and indicate which Term
Map should be refined and how. The suggested refinements are the
minimum required actions to be taken to refine the mapping defini-
tions, e. g.turn an Object Map to generated resources instead of literals,
and serve as indicative proof-of-concept of the automation’s feasibility.
mapping refinements . Dealing with range-level violations re-
quires different actions, depending on the value of the Object Map or
Referencing Object Map. The Predicate Map is used to retrieve the property
and identify its range, which is then compared to the corresponding
Object Map or Referencing Object Map.
If the Predicate Map contains an object property, for instance, but the
object is generated by a Referencing Object Map, which generates re-
sources with type different than the predicate’s range –as defined by
the corresponding vocabulary or ontology, the predicate’s range is
added as class to the Referencing Object Map. Such a violation was re-
ported at the example mentioned in the previous section (Section 12.4).
Besides manual adjustments like defining ex:Person as equivalent or
a subclass of foaf:Person, the statement that the Referencing Object Map
type should be a ex:Person, can be replaced by a foaf:Person:
1 DEL: ex:objectMapX rr:class ex:Person .
2 ADD: ex:objectMapX rr:class foaf:Person.
3 MOD: adjust the definition of ex:Person 
Automatically refining domain-level violations requires comparing
recursively the type(s) assigned to the Subject Map with each predi-
cate’s domain, as specified at the different Predicate Maps. If not explic-
itly defined or inferred via a subclass, the predicate’s domain is ad-
ditionally assigned. This also requires a follow-up check for disjoint
classes, which is of crucial importance especially when composition
of different vocabularies and ontologies occurs.
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OWL axiom –
Violation type
Level Expect Define Automatic refinement
class disjointness E SbjMap SbjMap –
property disjoint-
ness
E PreMap PreMap –
rdfs:range –
class type
E PreMap (Ref)ObjMap DEL: ObjMap
ADD: PreMap domain to RefObjMap
rdfs:range –
IRI instead of literal
E PreMap (Ref)ObjMap DEL: (Ref)ObjMap
ADD: ObjMap with literal termType
rdfs:range –
literal instead of IRI
E PreMap ObjMap DEL: ObjMap
ADD: (Ref)ObjMap or
ADD: ObjMap with IRI termType
rdfs:range –
missing datatype
E PreMap (Ref)ObjMap DEL: ObjMap
ADD: ObjMap with PreMap
datatype
rdfs:range –
incorrect datatype
E PreMap (Ref)ObjMap DEL: (Ref)ObjMap
ADD: ObjMap with PreMap
datatype
missing language E ObjMap ObjMap –
rdfs:domain E PreMap SbjMap ADD: PreMap domain to SbjMap
missing rdf:type W SbjMap SbjMap ADD: PreMap domain to SbjMap
deprecation W PreMap PreMap –
owl:complementOf W PreMap SbjMap –
Table 33: Violations detected by assessing the mapping definitions. The first
column describes the type of violation, the second its level (Warn-
ing or Error). The third specifies the expected RDF term according
to the ontology or schema, while the fourth the term map defining
how the RDF term is generated. The last specifies the refinement.
mapping refinements based on dataset quality assess-
ment. Violations identified when the mds are instantiated with
values from the input source, can lead to a new round of refinements,
if violations can be associated with a certain md.
mapping refinements impact on dataset quality. The
number of automated resolutions for violations detected at the map-
ping level depends on (i) the number of iterations over the data
chunks of the input source (e. g.number of rows), (ii) the number of
references to the input source (e. g.number of referred columns) and
(iii) the number of returned values from the input source for each ref-
erence. To be more precise, if I is the number of iterations, R is the set
of references the input source, and V(r) values are returned for r ∈ R,
then the total number of errors per violation is equal to the num-
ber of triples generated from this mapping definition: I ·∏r∈R V(r).
This means that the number of errors per violation identified (and
resolved) at mapping level grows linearly in function of the num-
ber of iterations, and increases drastically if multiple references and
returned values exist. For instance, assuming a mapping definition
with 2 references to the input, where up to 3 values can be returned
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for each reference, contains a violation. Applied to an XML file with
1,000 elements, this could cause up to 6,000 error-prone triples in the
worst case.
use cases and adoption
Our Mapping Assessment and Refinement workflow with RML and
RDFUnit is already being used in multiple different contexts. The DB-
pedia community adapted our mapping assessment solution to im-
prove its mappings. Other popular, medium-sized datasets also bene-
fit of our solution to ameliorate their mappings, such as dblp. More-
over, various projects fully relied on our solution for their dataset
generation, such as cdflg and iLastic. Last, the proposed workflow
was used to refine a challenge submission. Every dataset is unique
in the way mappings are applied and different types of errors arise
in each case. We indicatively describe a number of representative use
cases below.
dbpedia ( (Lehmann et al., 2015)) provides a collaborative mapping
approach of Wikipedia infoboxes to the DBpedia ontology5 through
the DBpedia mappings wiki6. DBpedia uses a wiki markup syntax for
the mapping definitions and the output is adjusted in conformance to
the DBpedia ontology. Although DBpedia uses the same wikitext syn-
tax as Wikipedia –its original source– to define the mds, the quality of
wikitext-based mds cannot be assessed directly, and thus certainly not
in the same way as their resulting dataset. Thus, we automated the
conversion of all DBpedia mappings to RML in order to make them
processable from our tool stack. We introduced wikitext serialisation
as a new Reference Formulation, since RML can be extended to express
mds for any type of input source. In total, we generated 674 distinct
mapping documents for English, 463 for Dutch and a total of 4,468
for all languages. We used the DBpedia 2014 release and focused on
a complete evaluation on the English and Dutch language editions as
well as a mapping-only evaluation of all languages supported in the
DBpedia mappings wiki. DBpedia originates from crowdsourced and
semi-structured content and can thus be considered a noisy dataset.
The mqa report was provided to the DBpedia community7, who took
advantage of it to manually refine DBpedia mds. Automated refine-
ments were not applicable in this case—as DBpedia framework still
functions with the original mds in wiki markup—but suggestions
were provided.
5 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Ontology
6 http://mappings.dbpedia.org
7 http://goo.gl/KcSu3E
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faceted dblp The Computer Science bibliography (dblp) collects
open bibliographic information from major computer science jour-
nals and proceedings. Faceted dblp builds upon the dblp++ dataset,
an enhancement of dblp, originally stored in a mysql database. dblp
mds are originally defined using d2rq and were converted to RML
using d2rq-to-r2rml8 to be processable by our workflow. dblp, is
a medium-sized dataset of very good quality according to our evalua-
tion. Nonetheless, the workflow resulted in improvements.
contact details of flemish local governments dataset
(cdflg)9 In the scope of the ewi10 project, the cdflg dataset was gen-
erated using our workflow (De Vocht et al., 2014). This is a real case
of contact details for local governments in Flanders. cdflg is anno-
tated using the oslo ontology 11, defined by the Open Standards for
Linking Governments Working Group (V-ICT-OR, oslo) under the
oslo (Open Standards for Local Administrations) Programme. Two
subsequent versions of its RML mapping definitions were used to
generate this dataset were assessed for their quality. The decrease of
mapping violations over the mapping evolution indicates that our
methodology can correctly identify errors.
ilastic 12 Our methodology was used in a use case for iMinds13,
a research institute founded by the Flemish Government, which pub-
lished its own data regarding researchers, publications, projects, ex-
ternal partners etc., using the proposed workflow. The mapping defi-
nitions that specify how the data is mapped to the RDF model were
stated using RML. After the primary mapping definitions were stated,
they were fed to our proposed implementation and were refined
twice, once based on the mqa results and once based on the dqa
results, leading to their final version which is free of violations.
ceur-ws The eswc2015 Semantic Publishing Challenge (spc)14 is
focused on refining and enriching ceur-ws15 linked dataset originally
generated at the eswc2014 edition16. It contains Linked Data about
workshops, their publications and their authors. The workflow was
well aligned with the requirements of this year’s challenge and was
used to evaluate last year’s submission based on RML (Dimou et
al., 2014a) and refine it to produce the base for this year’s submis-
sion (Heyvaert et al., 2015).
8 https://github.com/RMLio/D2RQ_to_R2RML.git
9 http://ewi.mmlab.be/cd/all
10 http://ewi.mmlab.be
11 http://purl.org/oslo/ns/localgov#
12 http://explore.ilastic.be/
13 http://iminds.be
14 https://github.com/ceurws/lod/wiki/SemPub2015
15 ceur-ws.org
16 http://challenges.2014.eswc-conferences.org/index.php/SemPub
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Dataset Assessment Mapping Assessment Affect.
Dataset Size TC Time Fail. Viol. Size Time Fail. Viol. Ref. triples
DBpEn 62M 9,458 16.h 1,128 3.2M 115K 11s 1 160 – 255K
DBpNL 21M 10,491 1.5h 683 815K 53K 6s 1 124 – 106K
DBpAll – – – – – 511K 32s 1 1,316 – –
DBLP 12M 462 12h 7 8.1M 368 12s 2 8 6 8M
iLastic 150K 690 12s 23 37K 825 15s 3 26 23 37K
CDFLG 0.6K 2068 7s 15 678 558K 13s 4 16 13 631
CEUR-WS 2.4K 414 6s 7 783 702 5s 3 12 7 783
Table 34: Evaluation results summary. In the Dataset Assessment part, we
provide the Size (number of triples), number of test cases, eval-
uation Time, Failed test cases and total individual Violations. In
the Mapping Assessment part, we provide the mapping document
Size (number of triples), evaluation Time, Failed test cases and
Violation instances. Finally, we provide the number of dataset vio-
lations that can be addressed refining the mappings and estimated
corresponding dataset violations that are resolved.
evaluation and discussion
The datasets mentioned in Section 12.5 were used for our evaluation.
In this section, the results are described and certain observations are
discussed in more details for each dataset and overall. The results are
aggregated in Table 34 and are available at http://rml.io/data/ISWC15.
For our evaluation, we used an 8-core Intel i7 machine with 8gb ram
and 256 ssd hd.
Overall, it is clear that the computational complexity and time are sig-
nificantly reduced when assessing the mapping definitions compared
to the complete RDF dataset (cf. Table 34). It takes 11 seconds to as-
sess the approximately 700 mappings of English DBpedia, compared
to assessing the whole DBpedia dataset that takes of the order of sev-
eral hours. In the latter case, the assessment requires examining each
triple separately to identify, for instance, that 12M triples violated the
range of foaf:primaryTopic, whereas with our proposed approach, only
1 triple needs to be examined. It is indisputable the workflow’s effec-
tiveness, as, in all cases that the dataset generation fully relies on its
mapping definitions, the majority of violations is addressed. More-
over, if a set of RML mapping definitions is assessed for its quality,
for every other new data source also mapped using these mapping
definitions, the quality assessment does not need to be repeated for
that part. Next, we discuss the results for each dataset in details:
dbpedia Most violations in DBpedia have range-level origin. When
RDF is generated from the wikitext, the object type is not known and
may result in wrong statements, as the DBpedia extraction frame-
work automatically adjusts the predicate/object extraction according
to the DBpedia ontology definitions. Domain-level violations occur as
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well, because users manually provide the class a Wikipedia infobox
is mapped to and the ontology properties each infobox property will
use. Our framework can, in this case, identify mismatches between
the user-defined class and the rdfs:domain of each provided property.
We observe that 8% of the errors in DBpedia in English and 13% of
DBpedia in Dutch can be fixed directly at mapping-level. Not only the
errors as such are directly pinpointed, but it also takes negligible time
to have the refinements of the violations accomplished. The evalua-
tion of all mappings for all 27 supported language editions resulted
in a total of 1316 domain-level violations.
dblp dataset has 7 individual violations, leading to 8.1M violated
triples. The swrc:editor predicate defined in a Predicate Map expects a
resource of swrc:Person type for its domain instead of foaf:Agent as
defined in the corresponding Subject Map causing 21K errors. Similarly,
approximately 3M errors occurred because a Predicate Map exists with
dcterms:bibliographicCitation as its value whose rdfs:domain is
bibo:BibliographicResource. However, the corresponding Subject Map(s)
generate resources of type dcmitype:Text, foaf:Document or swrc:Book
but definitely not the expected one, thus data publishers should re-
main warned for potential contradictions. Moreover, the missing range
of foaf:page and foaf:homepage can be fixed by refining the map-
ping definitions but, for links to external resources, it is common
practice not to define their type. Except for 12K inverse functional
violations for foaf:homepage that can not be addressed directly from
the mapping definitions, all rest violations (98%) could be refined.
cdflg In the first version of the cdflg dataset, we found four vi-
olations: One caused by Predicate Object Maps that all have predicates
that expect oslo:Address as their domain. However, the Subject Map is de-
fined to be of type oslo:BasicAddress. In the same context, an incorrect
range violation was identified for oslo:availableAt property. In general,
violations related to Referencing Object Maps are among the most fre-
quently encountered. Last, the object property schema:nationality was
mapped as literal. The second version of cdflg is a result of manu-
ally refining the mapping definitions according to the first mapping
assessment’s results. Besides the domain level violation, only few of
the range violations remained (7%).
ilastic is particularly interesting because the workflow was used
from the primary version of the mapping definitions, till they became
free of violations. The first version was assessed and even contained
r2rml schema violations, e. g.rr:constant had a string-valued object
instead of a resource. If these mapping definitions were used, almost
one fourth (25%) of its triples would be prone to errors. Although ev-
ery violation was fixed after a couple of iterations assessing and refin-
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ing the mapping definitions. For example, cerif:isClassifiedBy ex-
pects a cerif:Classification and not a skos:Concept, while bibo:uri
expects a literal and not a resource as range. Similarly, dcterms:issued
expects a literal and not xsd:gYear. A violation that occurred re-
peatedly was associated with the cerif:internalidentifier that re-
quires a string-valued object, whereas it was associated with an Object
Map that generated xsd:positiveInteger objects.
ceur-ws 12 violations were identified in the dataset generated us-
ing RML for eswc 2014 challenge and 10 out of them could already
be detected at the mapping definitions. Most of them (7) were domain-
level violations, annotating, for instance, resources of type bibo:Volume
with properties for bibo:Document or for <http://www.loc.gov/mads/rdf/v1#Address>,
e. g.for specifying the city, implying unwittingly that resources are
both Documents and Addresses. The rest of the detected violations were
related to contradicted datatypes, for instance, incorrectly specifying
the datatype as xsd:gYear, while it is expected to be string. The map-
ping definitions for eswc 2015 submission were produced using our
workflow, were assessed and do not contain violations any more.
related work
We summarize the state of the art of the relevant fields: data map-
pings to the RDF data model and LD quality assessment.
mapping languages Several solutions exist to perform mappings
from different data formats and serialisations to the RDF data model.
In the case of data in XML format, existing XML solutions were used
to define the mappings, such as xslt, e. g.AstroGrid-D17, or xpath,
e. g.Tripliser18, while the only mapping language defined specifically
for XML to RDF mappings is x3ml19. In the same context, exist-
ing querying languages were also considered to describe the map-
pings, e. g.xsparql (Bischof et al., 2012) which is a language that com-
bines xquery and sparql or Tarql20. Due to the lack of query lan-
guages or other ways to refer to data in csv format or spreadsheets,
different mapping languages were occasionally defined, e. g.the XL-
Wrap’s mapping language (Langegger and Wöß, 2009) that converts
data in spreadsheets to RDF, or the declarative OWL-centric map-
ping language Mapping Master’s M2 (O’Connor, Halaschek-Wiener,
and Musen, 2010) that converts data from spreadsheets into the Web
Ontology Language (OWL). For relational databases, different map-
17 http://www.gac-grid.de/project-products/Software/XML2RDF.html
18 http://daverog.github.io/tripliser/
19 https://github.com/delving/x3ml/blob/master/docs/x3ml-language.md
20 https://github.com/cygri/tarql
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ping languages were defined (Hert, Reif, and Gall, 2011), but the w3c-
standardized r2rml prevailed.
conclusions and future work
In this chapter, we propose a methodology for assessing Linked Data
quality for data originally stemming from semi-structured formats.
We propose a workflow that relies on assessing the mapping defi-
nitions, rather than the RDF dataset they generate. The assessment
report points exactly to the root causes of the violations and can be
actively used to refine the mapping definitions. The automation of
refinements or suggestions is facilitated based on a comprehensive
analysis of different cases, and encountered violations are addressed
at the origin. This essentially allows publishers to catch and correct
violations before they even occur; moreover, fixing violations early
avoids propagation where one flawed mapping rule leads to many
faulty triples. The evaluation shows that our methodology is applica-
ble to i) datasets without native [r2]rml mapping definitions, such
as dblp, ii) large datasets, such as DBpedia, as well as iii) datasets in
the whole process of defining their mappings, such as iLastic. It was
proven that assessing the quality of mapping definitions is more effi-
cient in terms of computational complexity, and requires significantly
less time to be executed compared to assessing the entire dataset. As
our evaluation indicates, it takes only a few seconds to assess the map-
ping definitions, while it can be time-consuming and performance-
intensive when this happens at dataset level. Especially with large
datasets, this can take up to several hours. Our methodology was
adopted by both the community of significant public datasets, such
as DBpedia, and several projects, resulting in published Linked Data
of higher quality. In the future, we plan to automate and improve the
application of mapping definition refinements and integrate this step
into the workflow of an interactive user interface.
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S E M A N T I C A L LY E N H A N C E D Q U A L I T Y
A S S U R A N C E : T H E J U R I O N B U S I N E S S U S E C A S E
Kontokostas, Mader,
Dirschl, Eck,
Leuthold, Lehmann,
and Hellmann,
(2016)
The publishing industry is - like many other industries - undergoing
major changes. These changes are mainly based on technical devel-
opments and related habits of information consumption1. The world
of customers has changed dramatically and as an information service
provider, Wolters Kluwer wants to meet these changes with adequate
solutions for customers and their work environment. For a couple of
years, Wolters Kluwer has already engaged in new solutions to meet
these challenges and to improve processes for generating good qual-
ity content in the backend on the one hand and to deliver information
and software in the frontend that facilitates the customer’s life on the
other hand.
One of these frontend applications is a platform called JURION.2
JURION is a legal information platform developed by Wolters Kluwer
Germany (WKD) that merges and interlinks over one million doc-
uments of content and data from diverse sources, such as national
and European legislation and court judgments, extensive internally
authored content and local customer data; as well as social media
and web data (e.g. from DBpedia). In collecting and managing this
data, all stages of the Data Lifecycle are present – extraction, storage,
authoring, interlinking, enrichment, quality analysis, repair and pub-
lication. On top of this information processing pipeline, the JURION
development teams add value through applications for personaliza-
tion, alerts, analysis and semantic search.
Based on the FP7 LOD2 project3, parts of the Linked Data stack4
have been deployed in JURION to handle data complexity issues.
LOD2 aimed at developing novel, innovative Semantic Web technolo-
gies and also at the expansion and integration of openly accessible
and interlinked data on the web. More detailed information can be
found in (Auer, Bryl, and Tramp, 2014). WKD acted as a use case
partner for these technologies, supported the development process of
semantic technologies and integrated them to support the expansion
of linked data in business environments. The software development
process and data life cycle at WKD are highly independent from each
other and require extensive manual management to coordinate their
parallel development, leading to higher costs, quality issues and a
slower time-to-market. This is why the JURION use case presented
1 For example: http://hmi.ucsd.edu/pdf/HMI_2009_ConsumerReport_Dec9_2009.pdf
2 See JURION website https://www.jurion.de/de/home/guest
3 http://lod2.eu/Welcome.html
4 http://stack.linkeddata.org/
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Figure 32: JURION content pipeline and semantic search
here is situated within both the Software Engineering as well as in
the Data Processing area.
Through the ALIGNED project5, JURION focuses on closing the
gap between Software & Data Engineering. This chapter describes the
JURION results of the first phase of the the project. In this phase, we
concentrated mainly on the enhancement of data quality and repair
processes. We created novel approaches for integrating RDF tools in
the existing software engineering tool stack and created bindings to
widely used Java libraries. We additionally created a link validation
service for cleaning up external metadata residing in our databases.
As a proof of concept, we open sourced some of our extensions and
provide a screencast of the prototype implementation.
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 13.1 provides a de-
tailed description of JURION and its architecture. Section 13.2 de-
scribes the challenges that drove this development. Section 13.3 pro-
vides the detailed approach we took for tackling each challenge using
RDFUnit. We provide an in-depth evaluation in Section 13.4 and con-
clude in Section 13.5.
the jurion business use case
WKD is a leading knowledge and information service provider in the
domains of law, companies and tax and offers high quality business
information for professionals. This information is more and more in-
5 http://aligned-project.eu
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tegrated in digital solutions and applications. When using these solu-
tions, customers can make critical decisions more efficiently and they
can enhance their productivity in a sustainable way. Wolters Kluwer
n.v. is based in more than 40 countries and serves customers in more
than 175 countries worldwide.
JURION is the legal knowledge platform developed by WKD. It
is not only a legal search platform, but considers search for legal
information as an integrated part of the lawyer’s daily processes. JU-
RION combines competencies in the areas of legal publishing, soft-
ware, portal technology and services, which cover all core processes
of the lawyer within one single environment by connecting and inte-
grating many different internal and external data sources.
The main goal of JURION is not to be yet another search engine. On
the one hand, because Google as a reference application has made ma-
jor progress in recent times, even in search environments dedicated to
professionals. On the other hand, legal research is just one part of the
lawyer’s main and daily tasks. So the higher the coverage of core pro-
cesses of a digital offering, the more added-value on the customer’s
side is generated and the higher the willingness to pay for that ser-
vice will be. In addition, the more touchpoints between vendor and
customer exist, the lower is the possibility for the service provider to
be replaced by others.
Figure 32 describes the overall JURION content processing and
retrieval infrastructure. Within the content pipeline, metadata is ex-
tracted from the proprietary WKD XML schema and transformed in
RDF. In the thesaurus manager, controlled vocabularies and domain
models based on SKOS standard are created, maintained and deliv-
ered for further usage. The indexing process of a search engine in-
cludes more and more additional information on top of the pure text.
Queries are analyzed for legal references and keywords, which are
matched against existing data in the metadata management systems.
Once there are matches, the semantic relations are shown in the re-
sults overview by specific references to texts and related knowledge
visualizations.
Since most of these new service offerings like workflow support at
the lawyer’s desk are not document and content driven, the current
paradigm of using pure XML as the only major data format had to
be given up. Data and metadata are driving internal processes and
therefore most of the features and functionalities in the JURION ap-
plication. So, this data must not be locked in DTDs or XML schemas
anymore. Conversion of this data in traditional RDBMS would have
been possible, but the main benefits of these systems like high per-
formance and robustness were not the major requirements in this
setting. Instead, the data needed to be stored and maintained in a
much more flexible and ‘inter-connectable‘ format, so that new data
format requirements like adding new metadata or a new relationship
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type could be processed in a more or less real-time fashion. Seman-
tic web technologies were chosen to meet that need, since e.g. their
triple store technology supports this flexibility and since high perfor-
mance is as already mentioned not a major requirement in a CMS
environment. In addition, due to government initiatives on a national
and European level, quite a lot of valuable data in the legal field was
available in SKOS and RDF format, so that the integration effort for
this data was rather limited, as soon as the basic technical infrastruc-
ture was laid. Once the internal and integrated external data was
available, new features like personalization based on domain prefer-
ences (e.g. boosting labor law documents in the result list, based on
current search behavior), context-sensitive disambiguation dialogues
to resolve query issues (e.g. ‘contract‘ as ‘labor contract‘ or ‘sales con-
tract‘) or the sustainable linking to external data sources like EU di-
rectives and court decisions with their own legal contexts, e.g. across
languages and countries could be established.
Related Work
In industrial settings, architectural system details are most times kept
hidden due to conflicts of interest. However, major companies in the
media & publishing sector are using semantic web technologies. In
2013, BBC published their internal knowledge graph6. BBC keeps an
open position on Linked Data and publishes many of their semantic-
web-enabled features7. Thomson Reuters provides B2B semantic so-
lutions with OpenCalais8 and PermID9. Guardian uses Linked Data
to augment the data they provide behind a paid API10. At the end of
2015, Springer announced a semantic wrapper of their data11. Nature
Publishing Group has been an early adopter on linked data12. Finally,
Pearson is also observed to use semantic web technologies13.
challenges
JURION merges and interlinks over one million documents of content
and data from diverse sources. Currently, the software development
process and data life cycle are highly independent from each other
and require extensive manual management to coordinate their paral-
lel development, leading to higher costs, quality issues and a slower
time-to-market. The higher flexibility of the data model as well as the
6 http://www.bbc.co.uk/things/
7 http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/internet/tags/linked-data
8 http://www.opencalais.com/
9 https://permid.org/
10 http://www.theguardian.com/open-platform/blog/linked-data-open-platform
11 http://lod.springer.com/wiki/bin/view/Linked+Open+Data/About
12 http://www.nature.com/ontologies/
13 https://www.semantic-web.at/pearson
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shortened time-to-market for data features can only be materialized
when most of the testing and QA effort – after data & schema changes
are introduced – are tackled in a semi-automatic fashion. Thus, bene-
fits like flexibility and scalability only materialize when it is not nec-
essary to do all the quality checks manually, or involving expensive
domain experts.
As depicted in Figure 32, within the content pipeline, metadata is
extracted from the proprietary WKD XML schema and transformed
in RDF. Due to regular changes in the XML format, the correct trans-
formation process based on existing XSLT scripts must be secured,
so that no inconsistent data is fueled into the metadata database. In
the thesaurus manager, controlled vocabularies and domain models
based on SKOS standard are created, maintained and delivered for
further usage. The integrity of the knowledge management system
as a whole needs to be ensured. Therefore, regular local and global
quality checks need to be executed, so that e.g. inconsistencies across
different controlled vocabularies can be detected and resumed.
Through the ALIGNED project, we target to enable JURION to ad-
dress more complex business requirements that rely on tighter cou-
pling of software and data. In this chapter, we focus on improving
the metadata extraction process as well as inconsistencies across con-
trolled vocabularies and in particular external links coming from the
JURION enrichment phase.
Metadata RDF Conversion Verification
At the top of Figure 32 of the content pipeline, metadata is extracted
from the proprietary WKD XML schema and transformed to RDF.
Due to regular changes in the XML format, the correct transforma-
tion process based on existing XSLT scripts must be secured, so that
no inconsistent data is fuelled into the metadata database. The main
challenge of this task is to reduce the error in data transformation
and accelerate the delivery of metadata information to JURION.
approach & goals Based on the schema, test cases should au-
tomatically be created, which are run on a regular basis against the
data that needs to be transformed. The errors detected will lead to
refinements and changes of the XSLT scripts and sometimes also to
schema changes, which impose again new automatically created test
cases. This approach provides:
1. better control over RDF metadata
2. streamlined transformation process from XML to RDF
3. early detection of errors in RDF metadata, since the resulting
RDF metadata are a core ingredient for many subsequent pro-
cess steps in production and application usage, and
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4. more flexibility in RDF metadata creation
impact Continuous high quality triplification of semi-structured
data is a common problem in the information industry, since schema
changes and enhancements are routine tasks, but ensuring data qual-
ity is still very often purely manual effort. So any automation will
support a lot of real-life use cases in different domains.
Existing Infrastructure
As part of the core CMS tasks within JURION each WKD XML docu-
ment is checked-in through internal workflow functionality and gets
converted to RDF which is based on the "Platform Content Interface"
(PCI) ontology. The PCI ontology is a proprietary schema that de-
scribes legal documents and metadata in OWL. Due to change re-
quests and new use cases for the RDF metadata in the ontology,
the conversion logic or both the conversion logic and ontology need
amendments. In these cases we need to make sure that the RDF data
that is generated from the WKD XML documents still complies with
the PCI ontology for quality assurance.
quality assurance As a gatekeeper to avoid loading flawed
data into the triple store, each result of the conversion from WKD
XML into PCI RDF was sent to a dedicated, proprietary validation
service that inspects the input and verifies compliance with the ontol-
ogy. This approach assured that the conversion results are verified but
came with major issues which makes it unsuitable for ad-hoc testing
and quick feedback. The three most important ones are:
• the current service only processes entire PCI-packages, i.e. sev-
eral datasets; this makes error detection on single data units
quite difficult and service errors block the whole processing
pipeline
• the service is a SOAP based web service that operates asyn-
chronously with many independent process steps, which im-
poses high complexity on its usage
• it depends on other services and requires permanent network
access and therefore is potentially unstable
To improve these issues, we want to implement unit-test scenarios
that can be run directly coupled to the development environment of
the conversion projects and is therefore seamlessly integrated into the
workflow. The tests should be run both automatically on every change
in the project, but also be able to be manually triggered. Tests should
be easily extendable and expressive enough to effectively spot issues
in the conversion process. The feedback loop should be coupled as
tightly as possible to the submitted change.
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Figure 33: RDFUnit integration in JURION
semantically enhanced quality assurance
The JURION challenges described in Section 13.2 are targeted by the
following extensions to the JURION workflow and its components: a)
verification of correct metadata conversion, b) integration of repeat-
able tests into the development environment and c) automation of
external link clean-up. In the following sections we present our ap-
proach for tackling each challenge.
A six-minute screencast video has been developed which show-
cases the demonstrator described in this chapter. The screencast shows
some background context on the JURION use case and the prototype
implementation in action. It is available on YouTube14 and is linked
through the ALIGNED project website15. RDFUnit (Kontokostas et
al., 2014a), including the extensions developed for this demonstrator
is available as open source code. PoolParty is a commercial closed-
source product16 and the extensions developed for this demonstrator
will be folded into future releases of the product when this is com-
mercially viable.
XML to RDF Conversion Verification
To allow comparable and reproducible tests with short execution times,
a number of WKD XML reference documents have been selected,
against which the actual conversion into PCI RDF is executed. Each
resulting RDF dataset is then verified individually. The prototyped
14 https://youtu.be/6aLXK7N7wFE
15 http://aligned-project.eu/jurion-demonstration-system/
16 https://www.poolparty.biz/
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Figure 34: Sample of structured metadata stored in a triple store for every
project build
solution (cf. Figure 33) integrates RDFUnit as the core driver of the
tests. It is set upon the JUnit-API17 so that it integrates seamlessly
into the development tool chain and the software build process in
general. For instance, a developer can trigger the test chain manually
on his local workstation to retrieve direct feedback at any time and
any change in the conversion project automatically leads to full test
run which is performed by the build system.
All executed tests are based on RDFUnit’s auto-generators, which
derive test cases at runtime from the latest version of the PCI-ontology.
As a proof of concept RDFUnit’s test results (the validation model
based on the Test Driven Data Validation Ontology (Kontokostas et
al., 2014b)) linked to this test is stored into a Virtuoso triplestore to
enable future analysis/reviews of historical data. Figure 34 shows a
sample of the test results, which can be stored on every build and
used on regular basis in current and future QA reports.
Early and quick feedback on changes to the project is very valuable
to assure that the project is in good health and existing functionality
meets the defined expectations. Good coverage with automated tests
prevents bugs from slipping in released functionality which may have
side effects on other parts of the system. RDFUnit enables possibili-
ties but still needs a tighter integration as a library with our exist-
ing toolchain to improve reporting capabilities and make its feedback
even more useful. RDFUnit proves as very useful and will be a fixed
component of the operational tech stack within WKD JURION from
now on. We will provide further requirements to improve RDFUnit’s
integration into our development pipeline. At a later point in time,
we will utilize RDFUnit to enable monitoring the existing data store
to implement quality assurance on operational side.
We additionally integrated RDFUnit with JUnit. JUnit is a unit test-
ing framework for Java, supported by most Java developer IDEs and
build tools (e.g. maven, Eclipse). JUnit allows to execute repeatable
tests as part of the development workflow in line with the test-driven
development paradigm. As part of the described use cases we con-
tributed the integration of the RDFUnit-JUnit-module18. We added
specific Java annotations on JUnit classes that can define the input
dataset and the schema that RDFUnit can test (cf. Listing 13). Each
test generated by RDFUnit TAGs is translated in a separate JUnit test
17 http://junit.org/javadoc/latest/
18 https://github.com/AKSW/RDFUnit/tree/master/rdfunit-junit
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and reported by JUnit. This approach facilitates simpler setups and
can verify specific input files. The benefit is the immediate integration
of RDF dataset testing on existing software development tool stacks.
1 @RunWith(RdfUnitJunitRunner.class)
2 @Schema(uri = "ontologies/foaf . rdf")
3 public static class TestRunner {
4
5 @TestInput
6 public RDFReader getInputData() {
7 return new RDFModelReader(ModelFactory
8 .createDefaultModel()
9 .read("inputmodels/foaf . rdf")); } } 
Listing 13: Example JUnit definition for testing an input dataset against a
schema
evaluation
Our methodology for baseline data collection is divided into three
categories: productivity, quality and agility. The analysis is based on
measured metrics and the qualitative feedback of experts and users.
Participants of the evaluation study were selected from WKD staff in
the fields of software development and data development. There were
seven participants in total: four involved in the expert evaluation and
three content experts involved in the usability/interview evaluation.
Productivity
collection methods & metrics We collected content expert
evaluations for the metadata extraction verification, a test suite was
set up to measure metrics of productivity for all implemented fea-
tures and finally, interviews were conducted to obtain feedback from
prospective users of PoolParty functionalities. For the RDFUnit in-
tegration, we measured the total time for quality checks and error
detection, as well as the need for manual interaction. For the exter-
nal link validation we measured the number of checked links, the
number of violations and the total time.
RDFUnit enabled us to develop automated tests that provide tight
feedback and good integration into the existing toolchain. It enabled
error messages, which point exactly to the offending resource, mak-
ing bug fixing much easier. Depending on the size of the document
and size of the ontology, total time to execute a test-suite varies, but
can be indicated with 1ms to 50ms per single test. With this approach,
the feedback is as close to real-time as possible; currently a couple of
minutes. Since it is possible to trigger the quality checks manually
at any time through the existing developers IDE menus, speedy per-
formance is desirable to avoid developer idle time. Though quality
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Figure 35: Jenkins Test Report
checks can be triggered by manual execution, they are always veri-
fied automatically by the build system, which sends a notification if
an error occurs. Due to the development process it is guaranteed that
with every change the whole set of quality checks is executed and
reported automatically. The current setup generates and runs about
44000 tests with a total duration of 11 minutes which may scale-up
easily when parallelized or clustered. The details-section reports each
violated RDFUnit test individually with it’s corresponding error mes-
sage and a list of failing resources.
Quality
collection methods & metrics We set up a test suite to mea-
sure quality metrics for all features, we additionally used content ex-
pert dataset evaluations. For the metadata extraction verification we
collected the number of detected error categories, the test coverage
and expert evaluation. For the external link validation we measured
the correctness of results and usability aspects.
In the metadata extraction verification we had the following ques-
tions: “What kind of errors can be detected” and “is categorization
possible”? We used the RDFUnit supported axioms to categorize the
errors wherever possible. RDFUnit supports many RDFS & OWL ax-
ioms. Regarding test coverage, RDFUnit provides test coverage met-
rics. However, we did not yet integrate the test coverage metrics in
our operational tool stack. This is a next (crucial) step, as we need to
evaluate the relevance of individual tests to the tested dataset. Ideally,
we would need to get the percentage of the input dataset that is cov-
ered by tests and how many of these tests actually measured features
of the input dataset. From our expert evaluation we concluded that
it is helpful to spot errors introduced by changes, since issues spot-
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ted in this way can be assumed to point to really existing errors; the
causes of which can be identified and addressed. In contrast, success-
ful tests are less significant as we are not yet able to evaluate whether
and how the measurements taken correspond to target measures and
these tests do not point to concrete errors. To resolve this, we will
proceed to integrate measures that help evaluating the test cases on
the one hand, and the input datasets on the other hand.
Agility
collection methods & metrics We collected evaluations of
content experts for the RDFUnit integration and evaluations of tech-
nical experts for the PoolParty tool. We collected metrics for time to
include new requirements in RDFUnit integration and for the exter-
nal links validation scope of external link checks, possibility of inte-
gration, configuration time and extension.
With respect to the XML-to-PCI conversion verification, including
new constraints or adapting existing constraints is a convenient pro-
cess. The procedure works by adding new reference documents to
the input dataset to make the test environment as representative as
possible. As the process of generating tests and testing is fully auto-
mated, it adapts very easily to changed parameters. However, adding
more documents to the input dataset increases the total runtime of
the test-suite, which affects the time to feedback. Therefore, one must
be careful with the selection of proper reference documents.
Analysis
The evaluation of the prototype shows clearly that during the first
phase of prototype development, we have achieved our aim to im-
prove the productivity and quality of data processes within the data
lifecycle. With the presented features, these improvements could be
shown. Performance and quality/error rates of the test results were
reasonable. In addition to the tests, there will be new scope for data
repair processes to correct the detected errors of the dataset, as we
gained new insights into data violations (e.g. more categories of vi-
olated external links than we expected). Nonetheless, there need to
be further improvements, especially with regard to usability, perfor-
mance, integration of functionalities and required details that are not
yet fully working.
In summary, the productivity of data processes is clearly improved
by the initial prototype. The statistics and external link validation
functionalities can help to save much time by replacing time consum-
ing manual work by efficient data overviews.
Concerning the quality of the prototype functionalities, the results
are very satisfying. For notifications and external link validation there
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are only few issues. For the data transformation with RDFUnit there
needs to be further investigations to enable comprehensive and exten-
sive data testing results. Usability issues need to be tackled in all of
the features for a better operational implementation. As this is only
an initial prototype, usability was less of a focus.
The testers’ feedback for agility of features is quite positive. The
agility of RDFUnit is seen as satisfying, as the automated service al-
lows the implementation of new requirements easily. External link
validation has a reasonable agility and is planned to be done by an
external application to address performance issues.
conclusions & future work
In this chapter, we described an industrial use case of RDF technolo-
gies with JURION. We managed to weaken the gap between software
and data development by integrating quality checks in our existing
software tool stack. We provided a screencast of our prototype and
contributed bindings between RDFUnit and JUnit as open source.
In future work we plan to improve the RDFUnit integrations in JU-
RION. Further research is needed for test coverage reports as well as
the generation test analytics. For example, time to fix a bug, identifi-
cation of regressions, etc.
Part V
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This chapter concludes this thesis and discusses candidate future
work.
conclusions
This thesis forms a comprehensive set of research and engineering
tasks for increasing both precision and recall in large-scale multilingual
knowledge extraction, with a focus on DBpedia. The results of this the-
sis are already contributed back to the scientific & industry commu-
nity through an improved DBpedia open data stack and open source
tools, services and specifications.
Chapter 3 provided an overview of the DBpedia project and the ar-
chitecture of the DBpedia Information Extraction Framework. It reports
the status of the active ontology and mapping community and lists
three projects related to this thesis, DBTax, DataID and DBpedia Viewer.
DBTax automatically generated 1.9K T-Box and 10.7M A-Box state-
ments, DataID provides an RDF vocabulary for describing a DBpedia
release as well as any RDF dataset and, DBpedia Viewer is a Linked
Data interface that integrates existing DBpedia services as well as ex-
ternal Linked Data visualization tools to improve the visualization
and exploration of DBpedia.
In Chapter 4 we described the performed extensions on DBpedia
to improve and extend internationalization and localization (I18n)
support. This work resulted in the increase of up to 85% in facts
extracted from non-English Wikipedia language editions and boot-
strapped the institutionalization of the Internationalization Commit-
tee. In addition, this was the first step towards Linked Data interna-
tionalization and the first successful attempt to serve Linked Data
with de-referencable IRIs that also serves as a guide for LOD pub-
lishing in non-Latin languages. A derived work is described in (Gayo,
Kontokostas, and Auer, 2013) and provides a set of predefined patters
for publishing multilingual linked data.
Chapter 5 presents DBpedia Commons, the first large-scale knowl-
edge extraction from Wikimedia Commons that resulted in 1.4 billion
RDF triples on file metadata, provenance, descriptions, and license in-
formation. . Chapter 6 describes an alternative RDF representation of
Wikidata. This work involved the creation of 10 new DBpedia extrac-
tors, a Wikidata-to-DBpedia mapping language and additional post-
processing & validation steps. With the current mapping status we
managed to generate over 1.4 billion RDF triples with CC0 license.
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According to the web server statistics, the daily number of DBw vis-
itors range from 300 to 2,700 and we counted almost 30,000 unique
IPs since the start of the project.
From Chapter 8 on we listed our work related to quality assessment.
This work was originally purposed to assess the quality of DBpedia
alone. However, the methodology and the tooling that was developed
was easily applied on many different domains and settings.
Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 provided and evaluated the Test-Driven
Quality Assessment Methodology (TDQAM). TDQAM consists of core
term definitions, a workflow for the elicitation of test cases, an exten-
sive pattern library and an RDF vocabulary for expressing TDQAM
in RDF. One major contribution from TDQAM is RDFUnit, a general-
purpose & scalable quality assessment tool that implements the method-
ology. Using RDFUnit we managed to automatically generate 32K
reusable test case for 297 RDF vocabularies and evaluated the quality
of five big LOD datasets by reusing these test cases. This assessment
easily and efficiently revealed millions of data quality issues in those
datasets. In addition, we devised 277 test cases for NLP datasets us-
ing the Lemon and NIF vocabularies. We run these test cases on 11
datasets using those vocabularies and containing approximately 23
million triples and identified many millions of errors. We showed
progress in implementing domain-specific validation by quickly im-
proving existing validation provided by ontology maintainers
Chapter 10 described the first comprehensive empirical quality anal-
ysis for more than 500 resources of a large Linked Data dataset ex-
tracted from crowdsourced content. We found that a substantial num-
ber of problems exist in DBpedia and the overall quality, with a
11.93% error rate, is moderate. In addition to the quality analysis of
DBpedia, we devised a generic methodology for Linked Data qual-
ity analysis, derived a comprehensive taxonomy of extraction quality
problems and developed a tool, called TripleCheckMate, which can
assist domain experts with the evaluation. This work was conducted
prior to TDQAM and revealed a lot of unknown quality issues in
DBpedia. However, one main inherent problem was that it relied on
manual evaluation and could only evaluate data samples and not
the complete dataset. In addition, we observed a very low interrater
agreement that confirms that, even for domain experts, data quality
can be subjective.
The main contribution of Chapter 12 is a quality assessment work-
flow – assisted by software – that promotes the validation of the
mapping definitions before the validation of the RDF dataset that
these mappings generate. An incorrect mapping definition may lead
to even millions of instance data violations and our workflow allows
publishers to catch and correct these violations before they even oc-
cur. We show that assessing the quality of mapping definitions is
more efficient in terms of computational complexity. As our evalu-
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ation indicates, it takes only a few seconds to assess the mapping
definitions, while it can be very time-consuming and performance-
intensive when this happens at dataset level. Especially with large
datasets, like DBpedia, this can take up to several hours.
Chapter 13 showcased how RDFUnit and the Test-Driven Quality As-
sessment Methodology is successfully applied and evaluated in the pro-
duction system of Wolters Kluwers Germany, a leading knowledge
and information service provider in the domains of law, companies
and tax. We present how we integrate RDFUnit in a continuous inte-
gration (CI) system as well as JUnit1 to facilitate validation scenarios
within the Wolters Kluwers data management workflows. This is a
very important contribution of this thesis as it presents a direct use of
this work from industry and the integration of RDFUnit with popular
software engineering tools.
In the context of data quality, the author co-organized three work-
shop proceedings on Linked Data Quality (LDQ) (Debattista et al.,
2016; Knuth, Kontokostas, and Sack, 2014; Rula et al., 2015) and is
in the process of editing a special issue on Semantic Web Journal for
Special Issue on Quality Management of Semantic Web Assets (Data, Ser-
vices and Systems) 2. Finally, another major impact of this thesis was
the influence and authorship of SHACL, a language for defining con-
straints on RDF graphs. SHACL is a close to become a W3C recom-
mendation and fill the existing validation gap in the RDF technology
stack.
future work
Lehmann, Isele,
Jakob, Jentzsch,
Kontokostas,
Mendes, Hellmann,
Morsey, Kleef, Auer,
and Bizer, (2015)
DBpedia can be seen as a proof-of-concept and blueprint for the fea-
sibility of large-scale knowledge extraction from crowd-sourced con-
tent repositories. There are a large number of further crowd-sourced
content repositories and DBpedia already had an impact on their
structured data publishing and interlinking. Besides Wikimedia Com-
mons (Chapter 5) and Wikidata (Chapter 6), two examples are Wik-
tionary with the Wiktionary extraction (Hellmann, Brekle, and Auer,
2012) meanwhile becoming part of DBpedia and LinkedGeoData (Stadler
et al., 2012), which aims to implement similar data extraction, publish-
ing and linking strategies for OpenStreetMaps. Nevertheless, there are
many ways in which the project could be further advanced in the
future:
Multilingual data integration and fusion. An area, which is still largely
unexplored is the integration and fusion between different DBpedia
language editions. Non-English DBpedia editions comprise a better
and different coverage of local culture. When we are able to precisely
identify equivalent, overlapping and complementary parts in differ-
1 JUnit: Java unit-testing framework http://junit.org
2 http://www.semantic-web-journal.net/blog/call-papers-special-issue-quality-management-semantic-web-assets-data-services-and-systems
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ent DBpedia language editions, we can reach significantly increased
coverage. On the other hand, comparing the values of a specific prop-
erty between different language editions will help us to spot extrac-
tion errors as well as wrong or outdated information in Wikipedia.
The wikidata extraction that was discussed in Chapter 6 will play a
central role in this direction.
Community-driven data quality improvement. In the future, we also
aim to engage a larger community of DBpedia users in feedback
loops, which help us to identify data quality problems and corre-
sponding deficiencies of the DBpedia extraction framework. By con-
stantly monitoring the data quality and integrating improvements
into the mappings to the DBpedia ontology as well as fixes into
the extraction framework, we aim to demonstrate that the Wikipedia
community is not only capable of creating the largest encyclopedia,
but also the most comprehensive and structured knowledge base. we
were making a first step in this direction.
Feedback for Wikipedia. A promising prospect is that DBpedia can
help to identify misrepresentations, errors and inconsistencies in Wikipedia.
In the future, we plan to provide more feedback to the Wikipedia
community about the quality of Wikipedia. This can, for instance,
be achieved in the form of sanity checks, which are implemented as
SPARQL queries on the DBpedia Live endpoint, which identify data
quality issues and are executed in certain intervals. For example, a
query could check that the birthday of a person must always be be-
fore the death day or spot outliers that differ significantly from the
range of the majority of the other values. In case a Wikipedia editor
makes a mistake or typo when adding such information to a page,
this could be automatically identified and provided as feedback to
Wikipedians. In Chapter 4 we proved that DBpedia can indeed serve
as an important statistical diagnostic tool for Wikipedia that helps to
identify and resolve existing and emerging issues. However, this was
only a small step towards a bigger research agenda.
Integrate DBpedia and NLP. There is a big potential for employing
Linked Data background knowledge in various Natural Language
Processing (NLP) tasks. One very promising research avenue in this
regard is to employ DBpedia as structured background knowledge
for named entity recognition and disambiguation. Currently, most ap-
proaches use statistical information such as co-occurrence for named
entity disambiguation. However, co-occurrence is not always easy to
determine (depends on training data) and update (requires recom-
putation). With DBpedia and in particular DBpedia Live, we have
comprehensive and evolving background knowledge comprising in-
formation on the relationship between a large number of real-world
entities. Consequently, we can employ this information for deciding
to what entity a certain surface form should be mapped. A step to-
wards integrating DBpedia and NLP was the 1st NLP and DBpedia
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Workshop that was co-co-organized by the author (Hellmann et al.,
2013b). The NLP and DBpedia workshop is running on a yearly basis
even since.
DBpedia Interlinking improvement. Another area of research is the
more efficient utilization of the Wikipedia interlanguage links. The ap-
proach discussed in Section 4.3.1 was safe and straightforward. A fur-
ther analysis of the conflict situations and how they could be resolved
will be of great importance both for Wikipedia and the international-
ization of the Semantic Web. The conflict situations analysis could also
provide new data and make us re-examine the use of owl:sameAs –
as a too strong semantic implication – with other vocabularies (i.e.
SKOS). We could also utilize the conflicts, which are now discarded,
by adding rdfs:seeAlso links. In addition, the management of the ex-
ternal DBpedia links is also an area that is not thoroughly explored.
Wikidata integration improvements. With regard to Wikidata we plan
to extend the mapping coverage as well as extend the language with
new mapping functions and more advanced mapping definitions.
The dataset is already part of the bi-yearly DBpedia release cycle and
thus regularly updated. We will additionally consider providing DBw
as a live service similar to DBpedia Live.
With regard to Test-Driven Quality Assessment Methodology (TDQAM),
we see this work as the first step in a larger research and develop-
ment agenda to position test-driven data engineering similar to test-
driven software engineering. As a result, we hope that test-driven
data quality can contribute to solve one of the most pressing prob-
lems of the Data Web – the improvement of data quality and the
increase of Linked Data fitness for use. An area that is not explored
by this thesis is the generation of automatic repair strategies, i.e. use
of templates and bindings to fix problems efficiently.
In the context of crowdsourcing the quality assessment, Chapter 10
reports on results by domain experts. A possible promising approach
would be the combination of crowdsourcing by both domain experts
and simple workers, in combination of automated approaches like
TDQAM. A positive step in this direction is shown in (Acosta et al.,
2013).
For mapping validation (Chapter 12), we plan to automate and im-
prove the application of mapping definition refinements and integrate
this step into the workflow of an interactive user interface.
With regard to the RDFUnit integration in the JURION platform,
further research is needed for test coverage reports as well as the
generation test analytics. For example, time to fix a bug, identification
of regressions, etc.
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